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The Association is incorporated by Royal 
Charter, granted in 1922, to administer the 
Movement throughout the British Common-
wealth and elsewhere. The Council is the 
governing body and consists of not less than 
30 or not more than 100 members. The 
Executive Committee, elected by the Council, 
has vested in it the management of the busi-
ness of the Association. One tenth of the 
members of the Council retire from office 
at each Annual General Meeting. Retiring 
members are those who have served the 
longest. Nominations for membership of the 
Council may be made by the Chief Guide, 
the Chief Commissioner, the Chairman of 
the Executive Committee, the Council, the 
Executive Committee, the English, Scottish, 
Welsh or Ulster Committees or the Overseas 
Committee. The number of the members of 
the Executive Committee is not more than 
twelve, of whom one-third retires annually. 
In addition there are ex officio members. 



THE FOUNDER'S FOREWORD 
MAY I draw your attention to the fact that the following pages contain 
RULES not REGULATIONS. 

There is a world of difference between the two. Regulations are restrictions 
imposed upon subjects to prevent them following their own bent—for example, 
the Police Regulations. 

Rules, on the other hand, are guiding lines for players in a game, as in 
cricket, for instance. 

In the present case, namely, the game of Girl Guiding, these rules are 
designed to help the workers, to ensure fairness, and to give the shortest road 
to efficient working. 

Guiding is not a science to be solemnly studied—nor yet a military code 
for drilling discipline into girls and repressing their individuality and initiative. 

No, it is a jolly game largely played in the out-of-doors—where Guiders 
and Guides can go adventuring together as older and younger sisters picking 
up health and happiness, handcraft and helpfulness, through camping and 
hiking and the study of Nature. 

Our aim, in training the girls, is the education and development of character 
through their individual enthusiasm from within, and not by imposing upon 
them collective dogmatic instructions from without. 

So, on the same principle, in offering this guide to our fellow-workers in 
the Movement, we want to encourage their co-operation through their own 
individual keenness, capability and resourcefulness, and not to bind them 
collectively with restrictive red tape. 

The following rules are, therefore, devised as likely to be helpful to them 
in carrying into practice the ideas conveyed in the Handbook, Girl Guiding. 

Our desire is to decentralise as much as possible and to leave local 
administration in local hands, but for this it is essential that the main ideals, 
methods, and policy of the Movement should be rightly understood and 
acted up to. 

It is with the hope that these rules may be useful to that end that they are 
issued. 

I am perfectly confident that the keenness of all ranks, assisted by such a 
code, is going to develop a higher standard of good citizenship among the 
rising generation, and one which cannot fail to be of highest value to the 
nation. 

(3aae.?my-tt)N,4 V.4c)t• 
JUNE 1916 
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It is the spirit that matters. Our Scout Law and Promise, 
when we really put them into practice, take away all occasion 
for wars and strife between nations.' 

THE GUIDE LAW 

1. A Guide's honour is to be trusted. 

2. A Guide is loyal. 

3. A Guide's duty is to be useful and to help others. 

4. A Guide is a friend to all, and a sister to every other Guide. 

5. A Guide is courteous. 

6. A Guide is a friend to animals. 

7. A Guide obeys orders. 

8. A Guide smiles and sings under all difficulties. 

9. A Guide is thrifty. 

10. A Guide is pure in thought, word and deed. 

THE GUIDE PROMISE 
I promise on my honour that I will do my best 

1. To do my duty to God and the Queen; 

2. To help other people at all times; 

3. To obey the Guide Law. 

MOTTO 

Be Prepared 
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
	 Rule 1, 2 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
`Scouting is a fine game, if we put our backs into it and tackle 
it well. . . . But remember! it is a game for the open air. . . 

1. AIMS AND METHOD 
The Girl Guide Movement has been incorporated by Royal Charter for 

the purpose of developing good citizenship among girls by forming their 
character; training them in habits of observation, obedience, and self-reliance; 
inculcating loyalty and thoughtfulness for others; teaching them services 
useful to the public and handicrafts useful to themselves; promoting their 
physical, mental and spiritual development; making them capable of keeping 
good homes and of bringing up good children. Its desire is to co-operate with 
educational and other bodies working to this end. 

The method of training is to give the girls pursuits which appeal to them, 
such as games and recreative exercises, which lead them on to learn for 
themselves many useful crafts. It is a scheme of elder and younger sisters 
playing games together, rather than the instruction of privates by officers in 
a cut-and-dried disciplinary machine, or of pupils by school teachers in an 
academic curriculum. 

The Association is anxious to promote international peace by entering 
into friendly relations with organisations outside the British Commonwealth and 
Empire which have similar aims in view, and to exchange visits, correspondence 
and ideas with them, but it is not permitted to extend affiliation to foreign 
societies. 

2. MEMBERSHIP 
(a) The Movement can only admit to membership those who accept as a 

basis the threefold promise of the Guides, or the twofold promise of the 
Brownies, the Guide Law, and the system of instruction contained in Girl 
Guiding by Lord Baden-Powell, Be Prepared by A. M. Maynard, and Policy, 
Organisation and Rules. 

(b) The organisation and principles of the Association are the same through-
out the British Commonwealth and Empire, subject to constitutions. 

(c) The Movement is open to all British subjects. For members of foreign 
nationality, see Rule 96. 

(d) All girls enrolled into a registered Brownie pack, Guide or Ranger or 
Cadet company are members of the Girl Guide Movement, as are all Guiders 
holding warrants from Headquarters, persons holding honorary rank, mem-
bers of the Headquarters Council and Executive Committee, and members 
of a Local Association, and after enrolment they are entitled to wear the 
Girl Guide Badge. 

(e) Membership of the Guide Movement is voluntary, and in no circum-
stance shall a girl in a school, college or institution be compelled to be a 
member of a company, or to attend its meetings against her wish. Regular 
attendance will be expected while she is a member of the company though at 
any time she is free to resign. 
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Rule 3 	 GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

3. RELIGIOUS POLICY 
`There is no religious side to the Movement, the whole of it 
is based on religion, that is, on the realisation and service of 
GOD.' 

(a) Every Guide should attend the services of the religious denomination 
to which she belongs. 

In the case of a Guide not now attached to any Church, the Guider 
should endeavour to put her in touch with the Church to which her 
parents belong or in which she was baptised. It is, in any case, desirable 
that every Guide not so attached should be brought in touch with a 
religious denomination. In this matter the approval of the Guide's 
parents must be obtained, but in the case of the older Ranger the principle 
of parental approval should be applied in a manner suitable to her age. 

(b) Where a company is composed of members of one particular form of 
religion, it is hoped that after consultation with its chaplain or other 
religious authority, the captain will arrange such denominational 
religious observances as may be considered best. 

(c) Churches may have attached companies consisting of girls who are 
members of their congregations. At the time of the registration of the 
company the Church authorities have the right to decide whether an 
attached company shall be confined to girls of that Church or open to 
other girls. The Church authorities also have the right to nominate the 
Guiders, though the appointment is made by the Girl Guides Associa-
tion through the Commissioner. Should the Church authorities not 
make a nomination or should their nominee fail to fulfil the require-
ments laid down for the holding of a warrant (see Rule 33 for Brownie 
Guiders, Rule 50 for Guide Guiders, and Rule 66 for Ranger Guiders) 
the Commissioner may then nominate Guiders for appointment by 
Headquarters, having first ascertained that the persons she proposes to 
nominate will meet with the approval of the -Church. 

If, for any reason, the Church authorities have cause for dissatisfac-
tion with a Guider of their attached company their report should be 
made to the Commissioner, who will go into the matter and endeavour 
to arrange things satisfactorily. Similarly, if the Commissioner is dis-
satisfied she will consult with the Church authorities and make every 
effort to find an agreed solution. Thereafter in cases involving such 
questions as moral character or technical efficiency, the Commissioner 
may deal with the Guider in the same manner that she would employ 
for a Guider of an unattached company. In cases where the Church 
authorities consider that the Guider has not fulfilled her religious duties, 
either by example or precept, and ask for her resignation, the Com-
missioner will give effect to their views, provided that the 'religious 
duties' are those generally accepted in the denomination concerned, 
whose Youth Department may be consulted. The right of appeal to 
Guide Headquarters of the country and to the appropriate Church 
authority is recognised. 

(d) A Guide company is a self-governing body. All matters of internal 
administration, discipline and finance are managed by the Court of 
Honour, of which the Captain is usually the Chairman (see Rule 49). 

(e) Where a company consists of Guides of various religions, they should 
be encouraged to attend the service of their own denomination, and at 
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES 	 Rule 3-6 

meetings or in camp any form of prayer or of Divine Service should be 
of the simplest character, attendance being voluntary. 

(f) In places where there can be only one company, that company should 
not be limited to members of one denomination. 

Note: As regards a combined Church Parade, Guides' Own, etc., it must 
be borne in mind that it is a rule of the Roman Catholic and of certain other 
Churches that their members cannot take part in any religious observances 
other than those of their own Church, and it is the duty of Guiders to see 
that Roman Catholics, and any others in their companies to whom this rule 
applies, scrupulously respect it. (See Rule 111.) 

4. APPEAL 
Every Guide has the right to appeal through the usual channels to the 

County Commissioner, and if necessary to Imperial Headquarters. The Com-
mittee of the Council will, if they consider desirable, hold a formal Enquiry 
into the circumstances of the case. Guiders are reminded that such appeals 
and other enquiries should be known beforehand only to those most immed-
iately concerned. (See also Rule 25 (m).) 

5. FINANCE 
(a) 'Do not beg for money, earn it' is the Founder's advice to Guides. (See 

Rule 30 (f).) 
(b) The Girl Guides Association depends mainly on annual contributions 

from members and profit from the sale of equipment to meet the cost of its 
central administration. 

6. GRANTS 
The acceptance of grants is allowed for administration and for training. 
Applications for all grants must go through the County Court of Honour. 

(County Executive Committee). Directions in further detail should be obtained 
from the Committee of the country concerned. 

A statement of any grants received, through Headquarters or from any other 
source, must be sent by counties, through the countries, to Headquarters on 
January 1st and July 1st each year. 



THE COUNCIL OF THE GIRL GUIDES ASSOCIATION 
President: H.R.H. THE PRINCESS ROYAL 

THE CHIEF GUIDE 

The Executive Committee of the Council The Chief Commissioner 

Imperial Headquarters The Chief Commissioner 	The Chief Commissioner 	The Chief Commissioner The Chief Commissioner Chief Commissioners Chief Commissioner 
Commissioners or Advisers 
for Branches, Sections and 

for England 	 for Scotland 	 for Wales for Ulster for 
Australia 

for Overseas 

Departments Canada 
The English Committee 	The Scottish Council 	The Well Council The Council for Ulster Ceylon Colonies 

Brownies India Islands 
Guides New Zealand Protectorates 
Rangers Commissioners or 	The Executive of the 	The Executive of the The Executive of the Pakistan Territories 

Advisers for Branches, etc. 	Scottish Council 	Welsh Council Council for Ulster Union of South Africa 
Lones Area Representatives Southern Rhodesia 

Extensions Commissioners or 	Commissioners or Commissioners or 
Auxiliaries 

Training 

Advisers for Branches, etc. 	Advisers for Branches, 
Area Representatives 	 etc. 

Advisers for Branches, 
etc. State, Provincial 

or 

See facing Chart 

Camping Regional Commissionersr  
International 

Drama County Commissioner 
Music Division Commissioners 

C.E.R.s 
Division Commissioners 

District Commissioner 

District Commissioners 

Ranger Captain 	 Guide Captain Brown Owl 

Lieutenant 	 Lieutenant Tawny Owl 

Ranger P.L.s 	 Guide P.L.s Sixers 

Rangers 	 Gu des Brownies 



OVERSEAS ADMINISTRATION 
THE CHIEF GUIDE 

The Chief Commissioner 

The Chief Commissioner for Overseas 

Federations, Joint Colonies 	Colonies 
and Protectorates 

Islands Protectorates 	Trust Territory Condominium 	Protected State 

Commissioners for 	Commissioners for Commissioners for 	Commissioners for 	Commissioner for Commissioner for 	Commissioner for 

Aden 	 Bahamas Bahrein Islands 	Northern Rhodesia 	Tanganyika Sudan 	 Brunei 
Gambia 	 Barbados Tristan da Cunha 	Nyasaland 

Gold Coast 	 Bermuda Uganda 
Kenya 	 British Guiana Zanzibar 

Malaya and Singapore 	British Honduras 
Nigeria 	 Cyprus 

Sierra Leone 	 Fiji 
Gibraltar 

Gilbert Islands 
Hong Kong 

Jamaica 
Malta 

Mauritius 
North Borneo 

St. Helena 
(including Ascension Is.) 

Sarawak 
Seychelles 

Trinidad and Tobago 

Windward Islands 
1 

Dominica 
Grenada 
St. Lucia 

St. Vincent 

Leeward Islands 
1 

Anguilla 
Antigua 

Montserrat 	?. Presidencies 
St. Kitts 

Virgin Islands 	j 

Further information can be obtained from the Overseas Dept. at Imperial Headquarters. 



Rule 7-16 	 ORGANISATION 

ORGANISATION 
For playing a great game successfully, a definite organisation 

and clear rules are essential.' 

7. DECENTRALISATION 
The systems of decentralisation are best explained in the form of charts. 

(See pages 10 and 11.) 

8. THE COUNCIL 
The management of the Girl Guide Movement is vested in a Council 

which carries out its policy through an Executive Committee. 

9. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE COUNCIL 
The Executive Committee, as directed by the Royal Charter, consists of 

not more than twelve members elected by the Council and certain ex officio 
members. 

This body administers the Movement throughout the Empire. 
The offices of the Association are at 17-19 Buckingham Palace Road, 

London, S. W.1. 

10. PRESIDENT 
This office is held by Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal. 

11. CHIEF RANGER OF THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND 
EMPIRE 

This office is held by Her Royal Highness the Princess Margaret. 

12. COMMODORE OF THE SEA RANGER SECTION 
This office is vacant at present. 

13. CHIEF GUIDE 
This office is held by Olave, Lady Baden-Powell, G.B.E. 

14. CHIEF COMMISSIONER 
The Chief Commissioner is appointed by the Council. 

15. ADVISERS, I.H.Q. 
The Chief Commissioner may appoint Advisers for Branches and Depart-

ments for an initial period of 3 years, which may be extended for one year and 
one further year. 

16. CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR A COUNTRY 
The Chief Commissioners for England, Scotland, Ulster and Wales are 

appointed through the Chief Commissioner in consultation with the country 
concerned. The suggested appointments are ratified by the Executive Com- 

!

mittee of the Council. The Chief Commissioner for Overseas is appointed on 
the recommendation of the Chief Commissioner and the appointment is 
ratified by the Executive Committee of the Council. 

With the exception of Canada, which has its own charter, the Chief Com-
missioners for the Dominions are appointed by their respective Executive 
Committees, or Councils, and the appointment is then ratified by the 
Executive Committee of the Council. 

Commissioners for Malaya and Singapore, Nigeria and the Sudan, also 
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ORGANISATION 	 Rule 16-21 

Colony, Island, Protectorate and Territorial Commissioners, are appointed 
by the Executive Committee on the nomination of the Council concerned made 
through the Overseas Committee. 

The Chief Commissioner for a country or for Overseas may, in consultation 
with the Chief Commissioner, appoint a deputy. 

• 17. ADVISERS FOR A COUNTRY 
The Chief Commissioner for a country may appoint Advisers under the 

same conditions as I.H.Q. Advisers. 

18. SECRETARY AND TREASURER FOR A COUNTRY 
• A Secretary or Assistant Secretary, Treasurer or Assistant Treasurer, may 

be appointed for a country. These appointments may be warranted. 

19. COUNTRY COMMITTEES OR COUNCILS 
The Country Committee or Council is responsible for the administration of 

Guiding in that country. 

20. LOCAL PRESIDENT 
This is a non-executive office held by invitation. 

21. THE LOCAL ASSOCIATION 
(a) The Local Association is a body of representative people, whose support 

leads to confidence in the soundness of the Movement on the part of parents 
and public, and whose function is to help Commissioners and Guiders with 
outside administrative work and responsibilities. 

(b) It is desirable that an Association should be formed for every District 
or Division and registered at Headquarters through the usual county channels. 
It is a matter of agreement between the Commissioners concerned whether the 
area to be covered should be one or more Districts or a Division. 

(c) Where a new Local Association is to be formed the Commissioner 
should arrange for a meeting to be held to explain its purpose and functions. 

Invitations should be given to parents and to men and women widely repre-
sentative of the varied interests in the life of the area, such as the Churches, 
the civic and educational services, medical and teaching professions, other 
youth organisations, industry, statutory and voluntary social services, and 
any other individual people interested in work among girls. 

At the meeting, those present should be invited to become members of the 
Local Association and to elect an Executive Committee. 

The Chairman of the Local Association and of the Executive Committee 
may be elected by the body concerned, or the Commissioner may act herself. 
A Vice-Chairman should be elected. 

(d) Women members of the Local Association are entitled to wear the 
silver (Committee) badge, provided they have made the threefold promise. (See 
Supporters Badge, Rule 114). 

(e) The Local Association should be financially self-supporting, and has no 
call on company funds. 

(f) It is important that, where a Local Association or a company possesses 
property, such property should be vested under a Deed of Trust, or in the 
Girl Guides Association Trust Corporation, of which full information can be 
obtained without charge from Imperial Headquarters (or in the case of 
Scottish companies from Scottish Headquarters). (See Rule 30 (e).) 

(g) The help of the Local Association may also be claimed in the following 
ways. 

13 
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Rule 21-23 	 ORGANISATION 

To assist the Commissioner in making Guiding known and understood 
in the area and in keeping in touch with other organisations and 
services for young people. 

(ii) To suggest suitable persons to act as Guiders and to recommend them 
to the Commissioner for appointment. 

(iii) To appoint badge committees, either in conjunction with neighbour-
ing Local Associations or independently; to test candidates for the 
proficiency badges; and to be responsible for recommending the award 
of Brownie and Guide badges, and Ranger certificates. (Applica-
tions for badges are made by Captains or Brown Owls to the District 
or Division Badge Secretary, to whom alone they are issued by the 
County Secretary.) 

(iv) To make non-executive appointments, such as instructor or tester. 
(v) To see that company registration forms are properly filled in and 

forwarded to the Commissioner, for registration at Headquarters, 
accompanied by the registration fee of ls. 

(vi) To audit the company or pack accounts. 
(h) Where desired and approved by the Commissioner, a Parents' Com-

mittee may be attached to a company or pack and linked with the Local 
Association. Such Committees will have no executive powers but will be 
recorded by the District Secretary though not registered at Headquarters. 

22. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF A LOCAL ASSOCIATION 
(a) An Executive Committee should be elected by the members of the 

Local Association. Representative Guiders may be elected where desired, but 
they should never be in a majority on the committee, nor are they ex officio 
members. 

(b) The Executive Committee undertakes routine and detailed work on 
behalf of the Local Association on the following lines: 

(i) To encourage the Movement in the locality without interference with 
the responsibility and initiative of the companies and packs in their 
training. 

(ii) To interest themselves in the work of local companies and packs, 
and to let the Commissioner know if in their opinion any company or 
pack or any Guider is not working satisfactorily. 

23. THE COMMISSIONER 
A County Commissioner is appointed through the Chief Commissioner for 

the country concerned to act as the representative of the Girl Guides Associa-
tion in each county. 

She recommends for appointment the local Commissioners and her other 
assistants, and when necessary recommends the termination of their appoint-
ments. 

A Division Commissioner is similarly appointed on the recommendation of 
the County Commissioner to act as representative of the Association in the 
division under the County Commissioner, to whom she reports. 

A District Commissioner is similarly appointed on the recommendation 
of the Division and County Commissioners to act as representative of the 
Association under the Division Commissioner in the district; she reports to 
the Division Commissioner. The Division Commissioner should consult the 
County Commissioner before approaching a possible District Commissioner. 

14 
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ORGANISATION 	 Rule 23-25 

Warrants 
Commissioners' warrants are issued by Imperial Headquarters to the 

County Commissioners for distribution to newly appointed Commissioners. 
(See also Rule 29.) 

A Commissioner may obtain her badge and cockade direct from Head- 
,. 	quarters on receipt of her warrant. (For details, see Uniform chapter.) 

N.B.—A Register of Commissioners is published and may be kept up to date by a 
monthly list of appointments and resignations obtainable from the Editor of The Guider 
for a small yearly or half-yearly subscription. 

Appointment of Commissioners 
All Commissioners and Secretaries will be appointed for a term not exceed-

ing 5 years, such appointment can be extended if desired for a further term 
of 3 years, and again for a further 2 years, after which there should be a break 
of 3 years at least before the same appointment is held again. 

A resigning Commissioner or Secretary may be invited to serve in another 
locality or in some other capacity. 

Where local circumstances make it impossible to work out this scheme, 
County Commissioners should apply to the Committee of their country for 
permission to make an exception. 

24. COUNTY* ORGANISATION 
County, Division and District Committees or Courts of Honour (Executive 

Committees), of which the Commissioner concerned is Chairman, are re-
sponsible for the administration of Guiding in their areas. Meetings of these 
committees should be timed so that resolutions and information can be passed 
on with the least possible delay. 

District Commissioners should keep their Division Commissioners in touch 
by reporting any changes, new appointments or questions which may arise. 

Division Commissioners should consult the County Commissioner about 
any matter of importance in their Divisions and keep her informed of the steps 
taken. 

Counties should avoid making by-laws. Should a County Executive Com-
mittee consider it necessary to draw up any by-law, it must be in accordance 
with the policy of the Movement as laid down in Policy, Organisation and 
Rules, and must be submitted to the committee of the country concerned for 
approval. When approved, a copy of any by-law should be sent to Imperial 
Headquarters. Information concerning countries' by-laws should also be sent 
to Imperial Headquarters. 

County Advisers and/or Representatives for certain branches and departments may be 
appointed. For further details and on other matters of county organisation see For 
Commissioners and Notes for Commissioners, both published by the Girl Guides 
Association. 

25. GENERAL DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER 
Within the area for which the Commissioner's Warrant is held: 
(a) To foster the Movement and encourage its development. 
(b) To visit all units to ensure: 

(i) That they follow the principles on which Scouting and Guiding are 
founded, i.e. character training through the Promise and Law, 
woodcraft and camping and training in self-government. (See 
Scouting for Boys.) 

(ii) That they are efficiently run. 
(iii) That all tests are passed on a proper standard. (See current P.O.R.) 

* In certain parts of the British Commonwealth and Empire, for `county' read 
State, Province, or Region. 
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Rule 25-26 	 ORGANISATION 

(c) To be responsible for individual Post and Lone Guides and to ensure 
that they are attached to local units. 

(d) (i) To find suitable Guiders; 
(ii) To be responsible for their training and testing; 

(iii) To consult the Local Association with regard to their appointment; 
(iv) To recommend to Headquarters the issue of their warrants; 
(v) To be readily accessible to all Guiders. 

(e) To send a transfer form to the Commissioners concerned for any Guider 
who moves to another area. 

(f) To keep in touch with the Movement as a whole by attending training 
weeks and conferences. 

(g) To interest the leading local educational, religious and administrative 
authorities in the training given by the Movement. 

(h) To start and encourage a Local Association and to consider any 
recommendations made by it. 

(i) To make contact and maintain good relations with the Scouts and other 
youth organisations. 

(j) To keep up to date with all questions affecting the welfare of children 
and young people. 

(k) To stimulate active interest in Guiding overseas, both within the Empire 
and in other lands. 

(1) When necessary, at her discretion, to suspend any company or pack. 
(m) Pending an inquiry, a Commissioner may temporarily withdraw a 

Guider or Guide from her Guide work. It is essential that an inquiry should 
follow quickly on such action. Commissioners are reminded that those con-
cerned should, in their own interest, and that of the Movement, avoid general 
discussion of the subject matter of an inquiry before the latter takes place. 
(See also Rule 4.) 

Paragraphs (b), (c), (d), (h) and (1) apply particularly to the District Com-
missioner. 

Further details of notes on the training and testing of Guiders and Commissioners 
for warrants will be found in the official publications, For Commissioners, and Notes for 
Commissioners, both published by The Girl Guides Association. 

26. THE SECRETARY 
County, Division and District Secretaries are appointed by the Commis-

sioner concerned and receive warrants from Headquarters. The Secretary 
should be in close touch with the Commissioner, and may take over some of 
her duties, but only with the special authority of the Commissioner. 

Assistant County Secretaries, for Badges, Finance, etc., may also be 
warranted. 

An Assistant Secretary (Badges or Tests) may be warranted for a Division 
or District where necessary. 

The duties of the County Secretary are: 
(a) To be the chief channel of communication between the whole county 

and Imperial Headquarters (17-19 Buckingham Palace Road, London, S.W.1). 
(b) To order all badges for her county from Headquarters. 
(c) To issue all registration forms, Guiders' nomination forms, etc. 
(d) To obtain from District and/or Division Secretaries information of all 

changes and events that occur in the districts. 
(e) To send out all notices of county meetings, rallies, etc. 
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oftbANiskiloti 	 Rule 26-30 

(f) To keep a register of all companies, packs, etc., and, where there is no 
County Treasurer, to keep accounts of county funds. 

27. DISTRICT CAPTAIN (No Special Warrant) 
A Commissioner may recommend, when necessary, a warranted Guider 

to act as District Captain to take command of combined rallies, or for any 
duties compatible with these regulations with which she may invest the 
appointment. This appointment is annual. A District Captain should prefer-
ably be a First Class Guide. Her appointment must be approved by the 
Division Commissioner. 

28. THE GUIDER 
The appointment of a Guider is in the hands of the District Commissioner. 

This appointment is ratified when the Guider receives a warrant which is 
issued from Headquarters on the recommendation of the Commissioner. 

Preliminary Qualifications: 
Before appointing a Guider the Commissioner will satisfy herself that: 
(a) She has a real interest in and an understanding of the girl of the par-

ticular age group with which she is going to work. 
(b) She is in agreement with the fundamental aims and methods of the 

Guide Movement and intends to adhere loyally to its rules and policy. 
(c) She has the personal character and steadfastness of purpose which will 

enable her to lead her company or pack. 
(d) She has had sufficient preliminary training to enable her to start work 

with her company or pack and is willing to be further trained. The preliminary 
training can be either that received by attending a Guiders' Training Course, 
or by attending for at least a month the meetings of a company or pack run 
by an experienced Guider. 

(e) The Guider has reached the required age for the particular warrant. 
For further qualifications required see Rule 33 for Brownie Guiders, Rule 

50 for Guide Guiders and Rule 66 for Ranger Guiders. For Guiders in special 
branches of the Movement see also rules indexed under Cadets, Colleges and 
Schools. Extensions, Lones, Auxiliaries and Kindred Societies. 

A Guider who has not previously been a member of the Movement should 
be enrolled, if possible, by her Commissioner. 

29. WARRANTS 
Warrants give the bearer authority to act, and are issued by the Head-

quarters Executive. All warrants are the property of the Association and not 
of the holders, and are returnable at the request of the Association or its 
representative on demand, without their being called upon to state any reason. 

When a Commissioner, Secretary or Guider gives up the appointment for 
which she is warranted her warrant lapses, and must be returned to Head-
quarters through the proper channels. (See Rule 109 (b).) 

30. THE COMPANY OR PACK 
(a) No company or pack can be recognised unless recommended by the 

Commissioner and the Local Association, where such exists, and registered 
by Headquarters as soon as possible. The registration fee is is. 

(b) In special circumstances the Commissioner may authorise the registra-
tion of a company of one patrol. 

(c) A Ranger, Guide or Brownie may only belong to one company or pack, 
but may be temporarily attached to another, if eligible. 
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(d) Each company or pack is named after the town or village where the 
headquarters is situated., 

(e) It is important that where a company possesses property of any value, 
such property should be vested in Trustees under a Deed of Trust or, if the 
property is suitable, in the Girl Guides Association Trust Corporation. Par-
ticulars of these are obtainable without charge from Headquarters (or in the 
case of Scottish companies from Scottish Headquarters). 

Overseas Girl Guide Associations should appoint local Trustees, or should 
it be possible, create a similar Trust Corporation in their own country or area. 

In the case of an attached company it is necessary to determine in the first 
place what part of the property, if any, is owned by the company and not by 
the sponsoring authority (church, school, etc.); and this decision should be 
recorded in a letter of agreement between the Guide and the sponsoring 
authorities. 

Should it be necessary to disband a company the matter should be dealt 
with by the local Commissioner in consultation with the Local Association. 
All the property which the company owns shall be deemed to belong to the 
Girl Guides Association, who will hold it at their discretion for Guide pur-
poses in the same district in which the company was disbanded. Such property 
and the registration certificate must be handed over immediately after the 
company or pack is disbanded, to the District Commissioner, who acts on 
behalf of the Girl Guides Association. 

If there is a Trust Deed in existence at the date when the company is dis-
banded the property of the company will be dealt with in accordance with the 
terms of that Deed. 

(f) Each company or pack must manage its own funds. Its members should 
earn what funds they require by means of work or performances which deserve 
money in return. No begging for money is allowed, either for their own or 
for any other fund. A company or pack whenever possible should require a 
small subscription of 1d. or 2d. a week from its members. 

(g) Guiders should publish their accounts, and where girls' subscriptions 
are concerned the girls have the right to inspect the accounts. 

(h) Guiders should submit their annual account to audit by the Local 
Association. 

NoTE.—For particular rulings with regard to Brownie packs, Guide companies and 
Ranger companies, see also Rules 32, 47, 63, respectively. 

Where in this rule the word company is used, it is intended to cover pack, crew and 
flight, equally. 
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Rule 31-33 

THE BROWNIE BRANCH 
smile if you can. If you cannot—then grin!' 

31. BROWNIES 
Brownies are girls under 11 who are preparing to be Guides. A Brownie 

may not be admitted to the pack before the age of 7i. She is enrolled when 
she has passed the Enrolment test and the Brown Owl considers she is ready for 
enrolment. Three and a half years should normally be the maximum time in 
the pack. 

When possible a Brownie pack should be associated with every Guide 
company, but where no company exists a pack may be formed independently. 

32. THE BROWNIE PACK 
A Brownie pack consists of not less than two Sixes (Patrols) under a 

Brownie Guider who is called the Brown Owl, and her assistant the Tawny 
Owl. Eighteen is recommended as a suitable number for a pack. Twenty-four 
is the maximum number. This may only be exceeded by special permission 
from the County Commissioner in consultation with the Brownie Adviser for 
the country concerned. Registration certificates will be granted to Brownie 
packs, whether connected with Guide companies or not. (See Rule 30.) 

33. GUIDERS 
A Brown Owl should not be less than 21 and a Tawny Owl not less than 

18 years of age. (See Rules 28 and 29.) 

Further Qualifications: 
(1) (a) A Brownie Guider must: 

(i) Pass the Guide Tenderfoot, attend a miniri.um of three company 
meetings, and understand the fundamentals of Guide training 
methods and the importance of co-operation between the com-
pany and the pack. 

(ii) Have trained her pack for at least three months. 
(b) The Commissioner should satisfy herself by a personal interview 

and if so desired by a written paper: 
(i) That the Brownie Guider has a full appreciation of the prin-

ciples underlying the scheme of training. 
(ii) That she has some knowledge of the world-wide aspect of the 

Movement both within the British Commonwealth and in other 
lands, and its application in the Brownie pack. 

(c) The Commissioner should satisfy herself by a visit or visits to the 
pack: 
(i) That the Brownie Guider has an understanding of the educa-

tional value of the Brownie tests. 
(ii) That she can tell a story to the Brownies so as to hold their 

attention for 5 or 7 minutes. 
(iii) That she has the ability to run a whole meeting in a balanced, 

satisfactory manner. 
(iv) That she has read and is applying principles laid down in the 

Brownie and Wolf Cub handbooks. 
(v) That she has kept or been responsible for the keeping of satis-

factory pack accounts. 
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Rule 33-37 	 BROWNIES 

(2) A Brown Owl must know the facilities in her own neighbourhood for 
outdoor training, and be able to find some meeting place for the pack. She 
should have a competent Tawny Owl capable of administering the pack in 
her absence. 

(3) After being enrolled and warranted, a Brown Owl may enrol her Tawny 
Owl and Brownies, and pass them through the Enrolment, Golden Bar, and 
Golden Ladder tests. 

A Brown Owl may suspend a Brownie for unsatisfactory behaviour, but 
she may not dismiss a Brownie without first consulting her District Com-
missioner. She has a free hand in the management and training of her pack, 
provided that she adheres to the policy and rules of the Movement. 

34. THE PACK LEADER 
A Pack Leader must be a Second Class Guide. Before receiving Pack Leader 

stripes she must satisfy her own Brown Owl that she can teach the Brownie 
First Class Test. 

35. THE BROWNIE SIX 
The Brownie Six consists of six Brownies, including the Sixer and Second, 

and assumes the name of an Elf, Pixie, Gnome, Fairy, Sprite, Leprechaun, etc., 
for which emblems are obtainable; they are worn above the right-hand breast 
pocket. 

Sixers. A Sixer is appointed by the Brown Owl to take charge of a Six. 
A Sixer should be a Second Class Brownie. 

Brownie Second. A Second is appointed by the Brown Owl to take the 
place of the Sixer when the latter is away. 

36. BROWNIE UNIFORM 
Uniform is worn for the first time at enrolment. Permission must be ob-

tained from the Brown Owl for Brownies to wear uniform except at Pack 
Meetings. (For details see Uniform Chapter.) 

A Brownie on becoming a Guide may in special cases wear her Brownie 
uniform for one year, or for as long as it takes her to procure her Guide 
uniform. 

37. THE ENROLMENT OF A BROWNIE 
On entering the pack a Brownie should be instructed in the subjects required 

for the Brownie Enrolment Test, on passing which she can be enrolled. 

Brownie promises— 
To do her best— 

To do her duty to God and the Queen; 
To help other people every day, especially those at home. 

The Law of the Brownie pack is: 
A Brownie gives in to the older folk. 
A Brownie does not give in to herself. 

The Motto of the Brownies is 'Lend a hand'. 

Form of Enrolment 
Brown Owl: `What is the Brownie Law?' 
Recruit: `(1) A Brownie gives in to the older folk. (2) A Brownie does not 

give in to herself.' 
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Brown Owl: `Do you know that if you now make the Promise you must 
always stick to it afterwards and do your best to carry it out? So do you 
still wish to make it?' 11 the recruit is willing the Brown Owl then says: 
`Come to the toadstool and make your promise as a Brownie.' 

The recruit, standing by the toadstool, and giving the Brownie sign, then 
makes the Brownie Promise. 

The Brown Owl then pins the Recruit badge on her tie and on her right 
breast the Badge of her Six, and says: 

`You are now a Brownie of the 	Pack. 
I trust you to do your best for the Pack.' 

The Brown Owl then shakes hands, left-handed, with the Brownie. 
(For further details of the Brownie enrolment, see The Brownie Handbook.) 
Noia.—Brownies do not march -r carry Colours, but an official small pennant, 

supplied by Imperial Headquarters, may be used in church or at pack meetings. The 
pennant must always be cased when carried in the street. 

38. BROWNIE SALUTE AND SIGN 
The Salute, right hand to hat; two fingers upright, the third and little 

fingers bent with thumb touching; elbow in. 
The Sign is the same as the salute with the hand raised only as high as the 

shoulder. 
The two fingers held up remind the Brownie of the two promises. 
A Brownie shakes hands with the left hand. 

39. BROWNIE BADGES 
A Brownie, on leaving the pack, may retain the badges she has gained 

provided that she pays for them. 
	I 

Brownie Wings may be worn by a First Class Brownie, on being transferred 
to a Guide Company, provided she has passed the test before she is eleven 
years of age. 

When a Brownie reaches the age of eleven she is eligible to enter a Guide 
company. She does not wear Brownie badges once she has been enrolled 
as a Guide, except Brownie Wings and Service Star, which she may continue 
to wear. 

Badge) 

TESTS 

The Brownie Promise 
The Law 
The Motto 

The Good Turn 
The Fairy Ring 

The Salute 
The Smile 

And be able to: 
Fold and tie her own tie. 
Plait. 
Wash up the tea things. 
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BROWNIES 

41. SECOND CLASS (Golden Bar, on brown cloth) 

A Brownie must: 

1. Know the composition of the Union Jack and right way 
to fly it. 

2. Tie the following knots and know their uses: 
Reef-knot; sheet-bend; round turn and two half hitches. 

3. Have a practical knowledge of the rules of the road. Before 
she wins her Second Class, each Brownie must take Brown 
Owl or Tawny Owl for a 'Stop, Look, Listen' walk. 

4. Observe and describe something belonging to the outside 
world, chosen by herself. This may be sky, sea, bird, tree, 
flower, animal, etc. 

H.—HANDCRAFT. 	1. Make some useful article which must include a turned down 
hem sewn with a decorative tacking stitch; 

Or 
Darn an article or do the darning stitch. 

2. Show two methods of sewing on buttons and sew one button 
on to actual garment. 

1I.—HEALTH. 	1. Know how and why she should keep nails cut and clean, 
and teeth clean, and why breathe through the nose. 

2. Bowl a hoop or hop a figure-of-eight course. 
3. Skip twenty times without a break, turning the rope back-

wards. 
4. Throw a ball against a wall from a point ten feet away from 

it and catch it four times out of six. 
or 

Catch a ball thrown from a distance of six yards and return 
it to the sender. Throwing and catching to be accurate 
four times out of six; 

IV .—SERVICE. 	Lay a table for two for dinner. 

42. INTERMEDIATE (Golden Ladder Test—a second Golden Bar added to 
the Second Class Badge) 

A Brownie must: 
1. Know 15 letters of the alphabet in semaphore and be able 

to send and receive simple words. 
2. Be able to set a compass and know eight points. 
3. Knit a small, useful article. 
4. Fold clothes neatly. 
5. Skip thirty times without a break turning the rope backwards. 
6. Throw a ball overarm, to land over a line seven yards away 

within two side lines three yards apart. 
7. Clean shoes. 
8. Carry a message of at least twelve words in her head, for 

over five minutes, and deliver it correctly. 
This is an optional stage to First Class and may be tested by the Brownie's own 

Guider. 

43. FIRST CLASS (Golden Hand, on brown cloth) 
A Brownie must have won her Golden Bar (Second Class)and show 

that she is really trying to keep the Brownie Promise before taking 
her Golden Hand (First Class) test. 
I.—INTELLIGENCE. 1. Know the alphabet in semaphore, and 

be able to send and read three letters 
out of four correctly, and send and read 
simple words. 

2. Know and understand the meaning of 
the first and last verses of `God Save the 
Queen'. 
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3. Be able to set a compass and know eight points. 
4. Have taken care of a plant, from seed or bulb, and be able to 

describe to the tester something about the way it has 
grown, and what has been done with it. 

5. Tie up and address a parcel for the post, using any slip knot. 
II.-HANDCRAFT. 	1. Knit a child's scarf or jumper or some other garment. 

2. Lay and light a fire. 
3. Cook a useful dish, such as milk pudding, porridge, potatoes 

or other vegetable, or prepare a mixed salad. 
4. Make tea. 
5. Fold clothes neatly. 

Ill.—HEALTH. 	1. Throw a ball overarm to land over a line ten yards away, and 
within two side lines three yards apart. 

2. Skip thirty times without a break, turning the rope back-
wards, and skip two of the following steps: 

(a) Feet crossing. 
(b) Pointing toes forward. 
(c) Turning rope quickly (` pepper). 
(c) Hopping with knee raising. 

IV.-SERVICE. 	1. Carry a message of at least twelve words in her head for over 
five minutes and deliver it correctly. 

2. Bind up a cut finger and grazed knee. 
3. Know what to do if clothing catches fire. 
4. Clean shoes. 

Brownies must be ready to be examined in all Sections before entering for the First 
Class Test. They may not be tested by their own Brownie Guiders or by the Guiders of 
the company to which the pack is attached. Guiders from other companies or packs, or 
outside friends of the Movement, may be testers if appointed by the Local Association. 

44. PACK BADGES 
Not less than two-thirds of the pack should take part. (This may include any enrolled 

Brownie.) A Pack certificate will be awarded. A pack may re-enter for a Pack badge 
after a lapse of two years. A new certificate will be awarded. 

GARDENER 
(a) Cultivate and keep tidy a piece of ground for not less than nine months, and 

grow satisfactorily two kinds of vegetables and two kinds of flowers; 
(b) Recognise six garden tools and know their uses; 
(c) Know what birds and beasts are most helpful and troublesome and why; 
(d) Know how to transplant seedlings. (This to be demonstrated at the test.) 

HANDWORK 
Section (a) is compulsory, and one more section must be chosen. 
(a) A model, to include background if required, of one of the following: 

A scene at the seaside, a market stall, a garden, a children's playground, a farm-
yard, or one room for a doll's house. The base of the model to be not more 
than 3 ft. by 2 ft. and not less than 2 ft. by 1 ft. Every part of the model must 
be made by the pack. 

(b) A co-operative picture, or frieze, made from cut-out pictures, and magazines 
etc., or free-hand cut-outs, illustrating the Brownie or a fairy story. 

(c) A knitted cot cover, size 3 ft. by 6 ft., made from 6-inch squares of knitting in 
various stitches. 

(d) A loose-leaf Pack Log or Scrap Book, the cover to be made with hand-decorated 
papers in one of the following: paste paper decorations, potato or stick printing. 
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PLAYER 
Act in dumb show, or mime to music, songs, poems, rhymes or stories to fill up at 

least ten minutes. 
(This will be judged for accuracy in timing, for design and expressiveness.) 
(See Play List, sent from Headquarters free of charge, postage I id.) 

or 
Play any two Singing Games from the following collections: 
(a) Cecil Sharp's Singing Games (Stocked at Headquarters;) 
(b) Traditional Singing Games from Scotland and the Border (Stocked at Head-

quarters) and 
(c) A Baker's Dozen (Singing Games.) (Stocked at Headquarters;) 
One singing Game to be chosen by the pack. (This will be judged for choice. intona-

tion, rhythm and enjoyment.) 
Brownie Guiders may advise, but may not take part. 

45. BROWNIE PROFICIENCY BADGES 
Only Golden Hand Brownies may gain Proficiency badges. 
All Brownie Proficiency Tests must be dealt with by qualified testers appointed by the 

Local Association or a Board of Testers; Guiders may be included among these. 
In order to assist the tester in deciding what personal effort has been put into the 

test work, an interview with the candidate is an essential part of the test. 

ARTIST (A Pencil) 
Know the primary colours and how to mix them to make secondary. 

	 1. Make an all-over pattern suitable for a book cover, using potato 
GIRL GUIDES 	 cut, lino cut, or any brush work pattern. 

Class 'A' 
1. Should have a good posture. 
2. Sprint 100 yds. in 25 seconds. 
3. Jump 2 ft. (high jump). 
4. Skip 50 times without a break, turning the rope backwards, and skip three fancy 

steps. 
5. Climb a rope or pole (7 ft.); or do two of the following: 

(a) Aim a tennis ball at a target (i.e. stool ball wicket or mark on wall 12 inches 
square and 4 to 5 feet high) from a distance of 12 feet. 

(b) Roll a ball between two skittles 6 inches apart. Brownie to stand 12 feet away. 
(c) Throw a 7-inch ball, or a size 3 or 4 football through a 30-inch hoop. Brownie 

to stand 12 feet away. 
(d) Shoot a netball, ten tries to be given in each test, and there must be seven 

accurate throws out of ten. 
6. Throw a ball overarm 12 yards. 
7. Catch a ball thrown from 12 yards. 
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2. On a large sheet of grey sugar paper, or cartridge paper, draw an 
imaginative picture, in crayon, charcoal or pencil, and then paint 
in powder colours, or colour with thick crayons. 

3. Model in clay, or carve in salt, soap or wax, an animal or figure. 

ATHLETE (A Brownie Athlete) 
These Tests are divided into two classes, 'A' and 'B'. Class `A' is 

for Brownies from 8-10 years of age; 'B' for those of over 10. The 
Tests are of the same nature in both classes, but the standards are 
different. 

N.B.—The average height of Brownies in Class A' is 3 ft. 10 in. If 
a Brownie in this class is unusually developed (not only in height) 
she shall be judged in Class 'B'. 
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Class 'B' 
1. Should have a good posture. 
2. Sprint 100 yds. in 20 seconds. 
3. Jump 2 ft. 8 in. (high jump). 
4. Skip sixty times without a break, turning the rope backwards, and skip three fancy 

steps. 
5. Climb a rope or pole (10 ft.); or do two of the following: 

(a) Aim a tennis ball at a target (i.e. steel ball wicket or mark on wall 12 inches 
square and 4 to 5 feet high) from a distance of 12 feet. 

(b) Roll a ball between two skittles 6 inches apart. Brownie to stand 12 feet away. 
(c) Throw a 7-inch ball or a size 3 or 4 football through a 30-inch hoop. Brownie 

to stand 12 feet away. 
(d) Shoot a netball, ten tries to be given in each test, and there must be seven 

accurate throws out of ten. 
6. Throw a ball overarm 15 yards. 
7. Catch a ball thrown from 15 yards. 

BOOK LOVER (Book) 
From the following lists read six books, and be able to tell the tester about them: 

Any book written or edited by Ethel Nesbitt, Lewis Carroll, A. A. 
Milne, Arthur Ransome, Frances Pitt (Animal Friendships Series), 
Elizabeth Goudge, Noel Streatfield, Pamela Brown; 

or 
The Story of the Red Deer (Fortescue), Heidi (Johanna Spyri), The 

Secret Garden (F. H. Burnett), Young Fu (Elizabeth F. Lewis), 
Children of the New Forest (Marryat), Poems for Children (Walter 

de la Mare), Sajo and Her Beaver People (Grey Owl), Peter and Wendy (Barrie), The 
Jungle Book (Kipling), For Your Delight (Fowler), The Little Grey Men (B.B.), Down the 
Bright Stream (B.B.), The Wonderful Adventure of Nils (Selma Legerlof), Wind in the 
Willows (Kenneth Grahame), Stars and Primroses (Verse), Magic Lanterns (Verse). 

Be able to tell the tester how books should be cared for. 

COLLECTOR (A Magnifying Glass) 
Collect and arrange neatly and systematically, also know something 

about: Fifty different specimens of stamps, postmarks, picture 
postcards, cigarette cards, crests, or outdoor treasures, etc.; 

Or 

Keep a scrap book diary for at least three months. 

CYCLIST (A bicycle wheel) 
1. Own, or part own, a bicycle of the proper size. 

GIRL GUIDES 2. Display her ability to ride a bicycle properly and apply brakes 
correctly. 

3. Be able to clean and oil her bicycle, pump up a tyre and replace 
chain. 

4. Know how to find out lighting-up time and why lights are 
necessary. 

5. Accompany the tester for a ride, showing she understands the rules of the road 
as applied to cyclists, and signals that the cyclists give and observe, and especially 
the correct drill for turning right at the cross roads. 

FIRST AIDER (Red Cross) 
1. 'Clean up' and treat a graze. 
2. Know treatment for sprains; and apply the triangular bandage 

to a sprained ankle. Put on a large arm sling. 
3. Know the treatment for stopping bleeding from the nose. 
4. Treat a patient for shock. 
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GARDENER (A Wheelbarrow) 
1. Know the names and uses of six gardening tools. 
2. Cultivate and keep her garden, or piece of ground, tidy for at 

least four months. 
3. Grow two kinds of vegetables and two kinds of flowers from seed. 
4. Know how to pick flowers and how to care for them. Arrange 

flowers in a vase. 
5. Prick out and transplant seedlings. 
6. Name six trees or shrubs and six flowers or vegetables from growing specimens. 

GUIDE (An Arrow) 
1. Know which road leads to nearest big town, and how many 

miles away it lies; and the direction and distance away of three 
neighbouring towns or large villages. For town Brownies, 
know direction and distance away of nearest town hall. (The 
Brownie pack headquarters, or the Brownie's own home should 
be taken as the centre from which distances are measured in 
the above test and those which follow.) 

2. Give clear directions to a stranger asking his way, well expressed and distinctly 
spoken; and be capable of doing so politely and promptly. 

3. Deliver a short verbal message correctly. 
4. Know the whereabouts and distance away of the nearest police station, fire station, 

chemist's shop, hospital, surgery hours of local doctor, and where medicines can 
be made up; nearest telephone and local post office, and times last post goes out 
on weekdays and Sundays; nearest garage, or where petrol can be bought. 

Know the history of any one historical place in the neighbourhood (church, castle, 
abbey, battlefield, etc.). 

HOUSE ORDERLY (A Broom) 
1. Clean a grate, lay a fire and light it with not more than two 

matches. 
2. Make a good cup of tea, and fry a piece of bread with one of the 

following: bacon, egg, sausage, etc. 
3. Peel potatoes and boil them, and cook greens. 
4. Wash a pair of socks. 

5. Make a bed; wash up crockery, utensils, etc., used in the test. 
6. Clean windows, forks and spoons and brasswork. 

JESTER (A Jester's Head) 
Do three of the following: 

1. Play a simple piece of music correctly on a proper musical 
instrument. 

2. Recite a poem of not less than two minutes' duration. 
3. Dress up and act part of well-known story or historical event. 
4. Make up a dance to music played at examination. 

5. Sing a nursery rhyme or national song to accompaniment. 
6. Perform an action song, or folk song with actions, either with or without accompani-

ment. 
7. Dance any national dance. 

KNITTER (A Ball of Wool and Knitting Needles) 

1. Knit a garment, introducing a fancy stitch. 
2. Knit a pair of socks or gloves, using four needles. 
3. Show ability to follow a printed pattern. 
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MINSTREL (Notes of Music) 
1. Play (instrument of own choice) or sing 'God Save the Queen' 

(one verse). 
2. Sing one of the following: 

`0 can ye sew cushions' (Scottish trad.; correct version in 
Clarendon Song Book, II). 

`Lazy Robin' (Welsh trad.; Clarendon Song Book, II). 
`I have a little pony' (English trad.). 
`I saw three ships (English trad.). 
`Child's cradle song' (arr. Brahms). 
`The Pet Chicken' (arr. Brahms). 
`We Willie Gray' (Scottish trad.; Clarendon Song Book, I), 

and one of her own choice. 
Or 

Play (instrument of own choice); 
(a) A piece, own choice (marks to be given for choice). 
(b) The major scale, one octave (hands separately if played on 

the piano. 
3. Tap a rhythm played by the tester. 
4. Recognise from pictures: violin, trombone, flute and trumpet. 

NEEDLEWORKER (Scissors) 
1. Know six of the following stitches: 

Chain, herringbone, feather-stitch, blanket-stitch, darning, 
stem, cross-stitch, lazy-daisy. 

(Some of this may be done as a sampler, and all should be done 
large.) 

2. Make a garment, showing hemming stitch, for a child, and 
ornament it with one of the above stitches. (This should be made 
without help, except for cutting out.) 

OBSERVER (A Rabbit) 
1. Have observed the appearance and know something of the habits 

of either: 
(a) Five animals, or 
(b) Five birds 

Or 
Know the name and appearance of: 

(c) Six spring, six summer and six autumn flowers, or vegetables, or 
(d) Twelve trees or shrubs. 

2. Find her way to an unknown spot, not more than 300 yards away, by following 
directions given her by the tester (either compass directions, or signs made on the 
ground, or land marks, or a combination of these). 

3. Play Kim's Game, 'Shop Window' or `Advertisement Hoarding' with only 20 per 
cent error. 

SIGNALLER (Semaphore Flags) 
1. Read and send simple sentences in semaphore, slowly but correctly. 
2. Have a knowledge of simple procedure signals. 
3. Have a practical knowledge of whistle and hand signals. 

SWIMMER (A Frog) 
1. Swim 25 yards, breast stroke or crawl. 
2. Take off a pair of canvas shoes (laced and tied) in the water. 
3. Swim 15 yards on her back, with hands on hips. 
4. Do a standing dive or perform honey-pot (i.e. jump with arms 

clasped around knees) from board, bank or boat. 
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I THRIFT (Annual). (A Bee). 
1. Have deposited during the year the sum of at least 5s. in a savings 

bank or approved security; this badge cannot be held over one 
year unless she adds at least 2s. a year to the original sum 
deposited. 

2. Show a record from her Brown Owl that she has kept her Brownie 
uniform neat and tidy. 

3. Make something useful out of second-hand material. 
This badge may be obtained by any Brownie, but it does not rank as a proficiency 

badge. 

TOYMAKER (Noah's Ark) 
Make three of the following: 

(a) A toy made out of a stocking. 
(b) A toy suitable for a small child or baby, or a scrap book well 

arranged. 
(c) A set of doll's furniture (not paper). 
(d) Any other toy chosen by herself. 

WEAVER (A Spider's Web) 
1. Weave a useful article in wool using either a heddle, circular card-

board loom, or straight loom (not less than 10 in. by 7 in.). 
2. Pass two of the following tests: 

(a) Collect 2 ors. of sheep's wool from the hedges and use for 
some useful purpose. 

(b) Net a string bag, or piece of netting for putting over seeds. 
(c) Make a kettleholder using a weaving stitch. 

WOODWORKER (A Saw) 
1. Collect small specimens of the following and bring to the test for 

recognition: 
Thick cardboard; very thin plywood; in. laminated wood; 

oakfaced plywood. 
2. Make a jig-saw. 
3. Make the animals for a farm model. (The animals must be made 

to stand up. They may be painted. At least six to be made.) 
4. Make the letters N.S.E.W.' for a weather vane, also the arrow. (These to be assem-

bled so as to work.) 
5. Know how to put a new blade in a fret saw. 

WRITER (Pen and Scroll) 

1. Write an original story. 
2. Write a poem or playlet, or a description of a Brownie event. 
3. Write a letter of thanks. 

Post Brownies (see Rule 89). 

BROWNIES 

GIRL GUIDES 
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THE GUIDE BRANCH 
"Turn to the right and keep straight on." 

46. GUIDES 
Guides are girls between the ages of 11 and 16. In exceptional cases, recruits 

may be accepted at 104, and Guides may go up to Rangers at 14 or 15, but 
only where special circumstances make this advisable. 

47. THE GUIDE COMPANY 
A Guide company should consist of not less than two patrols, with a Captain 

and at least one Lieutenant to ensure continuity. A company should not exceed 
thirty-six in number, otherwise individual training becomes impossible. (See 
also Rule 30.) 

48. THE PATROL 
(a) The patrol under its elected girl leader is important as the unit for all 

duties, training games, competitions and exercises. It consists of six or eight 
Guides, including the Patrol Leader, and the Second chosen by the Patrol 
Leader. 

(b) Each patrol is named after a flower or a bird. Each member of the 
patrol wears a shoulder-knot the colour of her patrol flower or bird, and a 
round badge of the emblem sewn above her left pocket flap. Where a patrol 
wishes to invent its own emblem, it may do so, subject to the permission of 
the Commissioner, and plain emblems which can be embroidered are obtainable 
from Headquarters. 

49. COURT OF HONOUR 
1. The Court of Honour is a committee formed within the company itself 

to manage its affairs and direct its work, and should be the most important 
council in connection with the company. 

2. The Guiders and Patrol Leaders are ex-officio members of the Court of 
Honour; Seconds may be elected members. 

3. The Court of Honour assembles at regular intervals as a special meeting, 
or as a supplementary meeting. 

4. The Captain usually takes the chair, and members of the Court of Honour 
are elected as secretary and treasurer. Minutes of each meeting should be kept. 
All arrangements for displays, competitions, badge work, finance, etc., should 
be dealt with by the Court of Honour. 

50. GUIDERS 
See Rules 28 and 29. 

A Guide Captain should not be less than 21 and a Lieutenant not less than 
18 years of age. 
Further Qualifications: 

1. (a) A Guide Guider must: 
(i) Pass practically the Tenderfoot and Second Class Tests and show 

that she has an understanding of the educational value of these tests. 
(ii) Have trained her company for at least three months. 
(iii) Show she understands the importance of co-operation between the 

company and the pack and the follow through to Rangers and 
Cadets. 
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(b) The Commissioner should satisfy herself, by a personal interview, and 
if so desired, a written paper: 
(i) That the Guide Guider has a full appreciation of the principles 

underlying the scheme of training. 
(ii) That she has some knowledge of the world wide aspect of the Move-

ment both within the British Commonwealth and in other lands, 
and can apply it in her company. 

(c) The Commissioner should satisfy herself by a visit or visits to the 
company: 
(i) That the right use is being made of the Patrol-in-Council and Court 

of Honour and that the Captain is holding regular training for her 
Patrol Leaders. (Lieutenants must have had experience of assisting 
with such trainings.) 

(ii) That she can teach some part of the test work to her Patrol Leaders. 
(iii) That she has the ability to run the whole meeting in a balanced and 

satisfactory manner. 
(iv) That she has read and is applying the principles of Scouting for Boys. 
(v) That she has kept or been responsible for the keeping of satisfactory 

company accounts. 
2. A Captain must know the facilities in her own neighbourhood for outdoor 

training and prove that she is using them. 
3. After being enrolled and warranted, a Guide Captain may enrol her 

Lieutenant and Guides and pass them for the Tenderfoot and Second Class 
Tests. 

A Captain, in consultation with the Court of Honour, may suspend a Guide 
for unsatisfactory behaviour, but she may not dismiss a Guide without first 
consulting her District Commissioner. She has a free hand in the management 
and training of her company, provided that she adheres to the policy and rules 
of the Movement. 

Captains' and Lieutenants' badges may, on receipt of warrants, be obtained 
from the Local Badge Secretary. 

51. THE COMPANY LEADER 
In exceptional cases a Company Leader may be appointed. 

52. THE PATROL LEADER 
No Guide may be a Patrol Leader until she has passed her Second Class 

Test and shows a good knowledge of patrol drill. She may not be appointed 
permanently until she has been three months in the company. 

Instruction should come as much as possible through her. 
She is responsible for all matters relating to work, play and administration 

in her patrol. 
She should to a great extent be the channel of communication between the 

Captain and her Guides. 
She should have special opportunities of access to her Captain, either at 

her home, or at Leaders' Meetings held at regular intervals for the purpose of 
special training. 

She is privileged to attend the Court of Honour. (See 
Rule 49 and The Patrol System for Girl Guides, by Roland 
Phillips (stocked at Headquarters).) 

Patrol Leaders who have given up their leadership 
to younger girls may continue to wear their lanyards. 

Each Patrol Leader may have a staff, on which is 
carried a small white flag, 10 inches deep, with the 
emblem of her patrol printed or embroidered on it. 
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53. THE PATROL SECOND 
The Patrol Second is selected by the Patrol Leader, to be her assistant and 

to take command of the patrol when she herself is away. 
She may represent the Leader at the Court of Honour. 

54. GUIDE UNIFORM 
Uniform is worn for the first time at enrolment. Permission must be obtained 

from the Captain for Guides to wear uniform except at company meetings (for 
details, see Uniform chapter). 

55. THE ENROLMENT OF A GUIDE 
A Guide recruit must first pass the Tenderfoot Test, after which she is 

formally enrolled. 
Form of Enrolment 

Captain: "Do you know what your honour means?" 
Recruit: "My honour means that I can be trusted to be truthful and honest" 

(or words to that effect). 
Captain: "Can I trust you on your honour to do your best: 

To do your duty to God and the Queen? 
To help other people at all times? 
To obey the Guide Law?" 

Recruit (giving the Guide Sign, while the company do the same): 
"I promise on my honour to do my best to do my duty to God and the 
Queen, to help other people at all times and to obey the Guide Law. 

Captain: "I trust you on your honour to keep this promise and to try to do 
at least one Good Turn every day." 

The Captain then pins on the Guide badge and says: "You are now one of the 
great sisterhood of Guides." 

(For ceremony of enrolment, see Girl Guiding and Be Prepared.) 

56. THE GUIDE SIGN AND SALUTE 
Salute, with right hand to beret. Three fingers upright, thum 

and little finger bent and touching. 
The Sign, same as the salute, with the hand raised only as high as 

the shoulder, used when out of uniform, or without beret. 
The three fingers held up remind the Guide of her threefold 

promise. 
A Guide shakes hands with the left hand. 

GUIDE TESTS 

"Our aim, in training the girls, is the education and development 
character through their individual enthusiasm from within. 

57. TENDERFOOT 
Attend a Guide meeting regularly for at least a month. 

Know: 
The Guide Law. 
The threefold promise. 
The Motto. 
The meaning of the Good Turn. 
The signs: 

(a) Salute, Guide sign, and the handshake. 
(b) Whistle and hand signals. 
(c) Tracking signs. 
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Understand the composition of the Union Jack, the right way to fly it, and know 
some of the stories and legends connected with it. 

Whip the end of a rope and tie three of the following knots and know their uses: 
reef, sheetbend, clovehitch, double overhand, and fisherman's. 

Before being enrolled the recruit should be told something of the origin of the Guide 
Movement and the meaning of the Guide and World Badges. 

58. 2nd CLASS. (Green Trefoil on Cloth Background.) 
Before being awarded the 2nd class badge the Guide must show that she is trying hard 

to keep the Threefold Promise. 
1. Have passed the Tenderfoot Test. 
2. Receive and answer a message in semaphore or Morse out of 

talking range. 
3. Recognise twelve living things and discover, by observation, 

something of interest about each; or 
Keep a short and interesting log book; or 
Stay still alone for half an hour in the open and afterwards 

report on anything she has seen or heard or smelt. 
4. Know the stalking positions and have played stalking games. Follow a trail of 

woodcraft signs for at least half a mile. 
5. Do square lashing and show practical use of six of the following knots: reef, sheet-

bend, clovehitch, timber-hitch, bowline, sheepshank, fisherman's, round turn 
and two half-hitches and packer's knot. 

6. Make a fire out of doors, using not more than two matches, and cook on it. 
7. Know how to be healthy and show what she is doing to keep the Rules of Health. 
8. Cover a mile at Scout's Pace and arrive in good condition. 
9. Treat simple cuts, burns, shock, fainting and choking, and stop bleeding (with 

pad and bandage on the wound only); apply large arm sling and bandage a 
sprained ankle. 

10. Make some useful article. 
11. Strip and make bed properly, and put her knowledge into practice at home. 
12. use a public telephone, know the local bus routes, and demonstrate that 

erstands the Highway Code as it applies to herself. 

SS (Green Trefoil with Red Surround on Cloth Background.) 
"She won't be happy till she gets it." 

1. Be a Second Class Guide, show that she is growing in under-
standing and practice of the Promise and Law, and has a 
good influence in her company. 

2. Have camped for at least a week-end in a Guide camp. (Where 
conditions make this impossible the Commissioner and 
Camp Adviser may give permission for the Guide to sleep 
in a hut.) 

3. Read Scouting for Boys (Boys' Edition) or The Wolf that Never Sleeps (published 
by the Girl Guides) or another life of Baden-Powell. Prove her knowledge of 
the origin and history of the Guide Movement, including the international aspect, 
this may be done in any way chosen by the candidate and approved by the 
Commissioner, such as making a book or giving a talk. 

4. Understand the meaning of thrift and show that she has endeavoured to prevent 
waste in six practical ways—three with regard to her own property and three 
with regard to that of other people. 

5. (i) COOK'S TEST 
(a) Cook and serve unaided a two-course dinner for a small number. (Indoors 

or out as chosen by the candidate.) 
(b) Answer simple questions to show understanding of a balanced menu. 
NEEDLEWOMAN'S TEST 

Make a simple garment, darn a stocking, and patch a worn article. 
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(iii) CHILD NURSE TEST 
(a) Make at the test a time-table for the routine of a child for a day in summer 

or winter. 
(b) Keep a child or group of children happily occupied for one hour. This 

test applies to children aged 3 to 5 years. 
NoTE.—Holders of the Cook, Needlewoman and Child Nurse Badges are exempt 

from these clauses. 
6. Go on foot for an expedition of not less than six miles. 
7. Have an easy, upright carriage and be able to walk and run well. Understand the 

rules of health and how they apply to herself. 
8. Swim 50 yards. 
9. Throw a rope— 

(a) Over a beam or branch approximately three times the height of the candidate. 
(b) Within easy reach of a person twelve yards away, three out of four throws to 

be successful. 
(If the candidate wishes, a suitable float may be used for water rescue). 

10. Have an intimate knowledge of the neighbourhood within a radius of half a mile 
from her home or Guide H.Q. (for country Guides one mile) and direct a 
stranger to the nearest doctor, fire, ambulance, telephone, police or railway 
station or post or telegraph office, pillar box, garage and nearest place for 
petrol, etc. Be able to tell a stranger how long it will take to get there. Draw at 
the test a rough sketch map which would enable a stranger to find his way from 
one given point to another. The distance to be covered must be indicated. Know 
to what places the main roads lead. 

11. Use a compass and find the sixteen points by the sun and stars. Read a map. 
12. Take two other Guides (not 1st Class) for a half-day's hike, when possible follow-

ing a map. (The tester, who may accompany or join the Guides at any point, should 
judge them on their general turnout, programme, organisation, manners, care of 
other people's property, clearing up, enjoyment, etc., type of food and its method 
of cooking.) 

13. Be prepared to: Treat for shock following accident; arrest bleeding; treat a patient 
unconscious from accident, fit or fainting; resuscitate the drowning, using 
the Holger Nielsen method of artificial respiration. Know how to deal with fire, I 
ice, and electrical accidents. 

14. Change the sheets of a bed with a patient in it. Show how to prevent bed sores and 
make an ill or old person comfortable in bed. Use a clinical thermometer. Dress 
a wound. 

Throughout the test the candidate's appearance, carriage, courtesy and common 
sense shall be taken into consideration. 
GREEN FIRST CLASS 

This test is similar to the above with the exception of the swimming qualifications, 
and is intended for those who cannot learn to swim through lack of facilities, in which 
case the County Commissioner's permission must be obtained through the usual 
channels, on the recommendation of the local First Class examiner. 

To gain the Green First Class, candidates are required to pass the Athlete badge, in 
place of the swimming qualification. 

Green First Class qualifies for All Round Cords, provided that both Pioneer and 
Signaller Badges are gained. It does not qualify for Queen's Guide. 

A Guide in an open company who, owing to a minor disability is not allowed to 
swim, may be permitted to take the Green First Class test, provided she can complete 
the syllabus. In these cases a doctor's certificate, stating that the candidate may not 
swim, will be required. 

BLUE FIRST CLASS 
This badge is awarded to Guides in Extension and ordinary companies who for 

reasons of health are unable to swim or to take some other part of the First Class test. 
If a doctor's certificate is given stating that the Guide is unable to swim, the Health 
badge may be taken as an alternative. Guides in Extension or ordinary companies, 
who for reasons of health are unable to take the ordinary First Class test, may use the 
alternatives given in the Extension Book. 

The Blue First Class badge qualifies for Blue Cords, but not for All Round Cords 
or Queen's Guide. 
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TESTING FOR FIRST CLASS 

In order to ensure a uniform high standard in this test, a Board of Testers should 
be appointed in each county, division or district to be responsible for the testing of 
First Class. No Guide should be awarded the First Class Badge unless she has shown 
herself to be fully up to the required standard, which is an absolute one. 

60. BADGE TEST RULES 
(a) A Panel of Testers should be appointed in each district to ensure the standardisa-

tion of tests in that district. 
(b) Badges are obtainable from Headquarters through the County Secretary only, 

unless the duties of the County Secretary have been delegated to those of the 
division or district. 

(c) The Local Secretaries, when forwarding their application for badges to the 
County Secretary, should enclose certificates proving the tests to have been 
satisfactorily passed. Books of Proficiency Badge Certificates should be held by 
Secretaries or Guiders. All appropriate badge certificates must be sent to the 
Secretary with all applications for the First Class Badge or All Round Cords. 
(Certificate forms obtainable from Headquarters.) 

(d) The Captain may pass her own Guides through the Tenderfoot and Second Class 
Tests. 

(e) All other tests must be passed by independent testers authorised by the District 
Commissioner. The examiner should not also have been the teacher for the test. 
Permission to deviate from this rule, in exceptional circumstances, must first be 
obtained from the District Commissioner. 

(f) Candidates for Proficiency Tests must have obtained a Second Class badge. 
(g) Certificates of other Associations may only qualify a Guide for Proficiency 

badges when: 
1. The examinations are not easier than the Guide tests. 
2. They fulfil the same general purposes. 
3. The certificates are of recent date. 

(h) The following tests must be re-passed every two years: 
Camp Fire (company badge) 	Player (company badge) 
Emergency Helper 	 Rescuer 
First Aid 	 Sick Nurse 
Interpreter 	 Signaller 
Life Saver 	 Swimmer 
Pathfinder 

(i) A high standard of efficiency should be aimed at, but the actual test should be 
based on the amount of individual effort expended on the work by the Guide. 
In order to assist the Tester in deciding what personal effort has been put into 
the test work, an interview with the candidate is an essential part of the test. 

(j) Brownies and Guides in active companies, who through physical disability are 
unable to take the ordinary Second Class or First Class tests may use the alter-
natives given in the leaflet Extension Section Alternative Tests. 

61. PROFICIENCY BADGES 
(The Association publishes books giving hints on all Proficiency and other Badge tests.) 

Group 1. Character and Intelligence 
Artist, Astronomer, Bird Watcher, British Commonwealth and Empire Know-
ledge, Entertainer, Friend to Animals, Friend to the Blind, Friend to the Deaf, 
Hostess, International Knowledge, Interpreter, Map Reader, Minstrel, Music 
Lover, Naturalist, Reader, Signaller, Singer, Thrift, Woodman, Writer. 

Group 2. Handicrafts and Professions 
Basket-maker, Bee-keeper, Carpenter, Child Nurse, Cobbler, Collector, Cook, 
Dairymaid, Gardener, Handywoman, Home-maker, Knitter, Lace-maker, Land-
Girl, Laundress, Needlewoman, Photographer, Poultry Farmer, Rabbit Keeper, 
Scribe, Spinner, Stichery, Toymaker. 
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Group 3. Physical Development and Strength 
Athlete, Boatswain, Country Dancer, Cyclist, Dancer, Gymnast, Health, Hiker, 
Horsewoman, Keep Fit, Pioneer, Skater, Stalker, Swimmer, Welsh Folk. 

N.B.—Care should be taken to see that the Guide is medically fit before allowing 
her to enter for these tests. 

Group 4. Service for Others 
Aircraft, Bellringer, Emergency Helper, Fire Brigade, First Aid, Life Saver, Path- 
finder, Rescuer, Sick Nurse. 

AIRCRAFT. (Aeroplane) 
1. Know and be able to describe the different characteristics of six 

types of aircraft such as amphibians, bombers, civil passenger-
carrying aircraft, fighters, flying-boats, seaplanes, troop-
carriers and small private aircraft. 

2. Be able to point out the following parts on an aircraft: fuselage, 
wing leading edge, wing trailing edge, elevator, rudder ailerons, 
fin, tailplane, wing flaps, engine nacelle and undercarriage. 

3. Explain simply how an aeroplane flies and how it is controlled by 
the control column and rudder pedals. 

4. Explain what is meant by the following terms: banking, yawing, rolling, side-
slipping, stalling, spinning and looping. 

5. Understand the effect of wind on an aeroplane when it is taking off and landing, 
and improvise a wind indicator. 

6. Give a short talk on the history of flying and make a model or drawing of an 
incident in the history of flying. 

ARTIST. (A Palette and Brushes) 
Drawings should be made on sheets of paper not less than ten 

inches by seven inches and should be of good size and well placed 
on the paper. 

1. Draw in charcoal, pastel or soft pencil, an object provided by the 
tester, add any other objects and a background, to make a 
pleasing composition. 

2. Make an illustration of a subject selected by the tester. 
3. Bring to the test either an imaginative drawing, a landscape, a figure drawing, a 

still life drawing or a plant drawing (this to be in colour). 
4. Bring one of the following to the test: 

(a) A design of a simple pattern suitable for wall-paper, embroidery or curtain 
material, indicating method of repetition; or 

(b) A drawing in pen and ink, depicting a scene from the history of the Guide 
company; or 

(c) A model in clay, plasticine, plaster-of-paris, or wax of a human figure or 
animal; or 

(d) A design for a poster, village sign or book-cover, in colour; or 
(e) A notice for a Guide event written in pen and ink; or 
(f) An object whittled from natural wood. 

ASTRONOMER. (The Great Bear) 
Theoretical Test. 
1. Have an elementary knowledge of the causes of day and night, 

the seasons, the phases of the moon, tides, eclipses of the sun 
and moon, and of the apparent movements of the heavenly 
bodies in the sky. 

2. Know what is meant by star, planet and satellite. Know some-
thing about each of the principal planets. 
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2. Point out when named, or name when indicated, any of the following list which 
are visible at the time of the test: 
Andromeda, Cassiopeia, Pegasus, Perseus, Pleiades, Orion, Twins, Great Bear, 

Lion, Dragon, Hercules, Swan. 
Pole Star, Aldebaran, Capella, Sirius, Procyon, Spica, Arcturus, Antares, Vega, 

Altair. 
(If the weather is unfavourable at the time of the test it shall be open to the tester 

to substitute for the above practical test an equivalent test requiring the same amount 
of knowledge and of similar difficulty. It shall be open to the candidate to submit to 
the tester notes of observations taken during the course of study in preparation for the 
test, for which due credit shall be given by the tester.) 

ATHLETE. (Guide Skipping) 

GIRL 	
1. Have an easy carriage and be able to walk and run well. 
2. Jump 3 ft. 6 in. height, or 13 ft. in length. 
3. Throw a rounders ball in good style 75 ft. 
4. Run 100 yds in 15 seconds. 
5. Skip for one minute continuously. 
This should be tested by a qualified tester and good style should 

be shown in all sections. 

BASKET-MAKER. (A Basket) 
1. Produce two of the following: 

(a) Market basket. 
(b) Mat (diameter not less than 6 in.). 
(c) Workbasket (base not less than 6 in.). 
(d) Waste-paper basket. 

Under 14: Each article (including base of basket) to be the work of 
the candidate in a different kind of basket-work, cane, raffiia, 
rush, straw-work or willow. 
Wood bases may be used if cut and bored by the candidate. 

Over 14: Any basket submitted to have woven base. 
2. Have a general knowledge of the raw material employed, how it is obtained, and 

how prepared for working. 

BEE-KEEPER. (A Beehive) 
1. Have helped with the following: 

(a) Taking a swarm. 
(b) Taking the honey. 
(c) Feeding. 

2. Be able to recognise and explain the difference between queen, 
drone and worker bees. 

3. Be able to tell, from her own observation, of what flowers bees 
are especially fond. 

4. Keep a diary showing that she has watched an active hive for a season. 
5. Know how to treat bee stings. 

BELLRINGER. (A Bell) 
1. Be able to ring rounds accurately. 
2. Be able to raise and lower a bell, preferably in peal. 
3. Be able to ring two standard methods: 

(a) "Grandsire", or 
(b) either "Plain Bob Doubles" or "Plain Bob Minor" 

preferred. 
4. Be able to explain the technical terms used in ringing in her own 

tower. 
5. Describe the parts of a bell and how it is hung. 

6. Demonstrate ability to splice a rope, and show that she understands the importance 
of rope maintenance. 
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BIRD WATCHER. (Bird Flying) 
Any three of the following five questions may be answered, but answers must be 

based upon the Guide's own note-books and personal observations, the note-books 
to be taken to the test. 

I. Name four species of birds which you have found to be typical 
nesting-birds in any two of the following six types of 
habitat: 
(a) Mixed woodland. 
(b) Hedgerow, pasture and arable land. 
(c) Heath and furze-grown common land. 
(d) A large garden with trees and orchards. 
(e) A large urban park with trees and bushes. 
(f) Riverside marshland. 

2. Give the dates and state the place where last spring you first observed or heard 
any five of the following summer migrants to Great Britain: 

Cuckoo, swift, swallow, house-martin, wheatear, willow-warbler, turtle-dove 
nightingale, chiff-chaff, whitethroat, spotted flycatcher, yellow wagtail. 

3. Give the following particulars of any three nests you found last spring: 
(a) Place. 
(b) Date. 
(c) Site of nest (where placed, height above ground, etc.). 
(d) Description of nest. 
(e) Contents of nest when found. 
(f) State very briefly what you presonally know about the bird-species to which 

the nest belonged. 
(g) Any subsequent notes on the nest, if visited again. 

4. With any three of the following species, give details of the seasons of the year 
when you commonly hear them singing in your home or school area (state 
locality of home or school). 

Wren, cuckoo, blackbird, robin, song-thrush, willow-warbler, chaffinch, 
yellow bunting. 

5. If you visited any sea-bird colony last summer, state the species of birds which 
you saw nesting and any others which you think might have been nesting. Give 
date and exact place in which you made your observations. 

BOATSWAIN. (An Anchor) 
1. Row a boat single-handed. 
2. Tie eight knots blindfolded, and bring a Turk's head made by herself. 

3. Do one of the following: 
(a) Row a boat with others. 
(b) Punt with pole. 
(c) Scull over the stern. 
(d) Manage a canoe single-handed. 

4. Steer a boat under oars and bring her alongside a vessel or landing-
stage and make her fast. 

5. Swim 50 yards. 
6. State direction by sun and stars. 
7. Box the compass. 
8. Know the common nautical terms used in connection with rowing boats, and the 

flags of the Merchant Service of the different nations. Read and send simple 
messages in semaphore. 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND EMPIRE KNOWLEDGE. (Lion) 
1. Differentiate between the government of a Dominion and a 

Colony. 
2. Choose a Dominion or a Colony (including Island Colonies) 

and keep a scrap-book about it, to include pictures and notes 
on such subjects as races and religions, natural features, charac-
teristic customs and ways of travelling. 

3. Read a book or see a film about a pioneer of Empire (explorer, 
missionary, merchant, etc.). 
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4. Point out on a map all parts of the British Commonwealth and Empire where there 
are Guides and Brownies and know where they are called by different names. 

5. Have corresponded for at least a year with a pen friend in her chosen country. 
Submit a copy of a letter she has written, describing Guide activities in her 
own country. 

6. Know how Guides hike and camp in a climate other than her own; what food they 
eat, what fuel they use, what emergencies they might meet and how they would 
deal with them. 

7. Have taught a song or told a legend from any part of the British Commonwealth 
and Empire to her patrol. 

CAMP FIRE. (Company) (Biennial) 
Give a short camp-fire programme to include: 
1. Two rounds or canons. 
2. Two songs with descant or second part. 
3. Two traditional folk-songs (at least one to be of the company's own country). 
4. Taps and 'God save the Queen'. 
5. An item other than singing contributed by each patrol. 
A certificate is awarded to companies passing this test in place of individual badges. 

CARPENTER. (A Brace) 
1. Construct two of the following joints: 

Halved, tenon and mortice, or housing. 
2. Sharpen and set a plane blade and chisel. 
3. Construct a box, without a lid, from a piece of wood 12 in. 

square, and state its capacity. 
4. Make some useful article of furniture. 
5. Invent and construct in a simple way some arrangement for 

fastening a door or gate. Or Convert a packing-case into 
some article of use in a field hospital, using only a hammer 
and saw, and the nails in the packing-case. 

6. Know the nature and common uses of six kinds of wood. 

CHILD NURSE. (Green Cross) 
Any Guide entering for this badge should have a high standard of 

personal cleanliness, a sense of responsibility, and the under-
standing that in dealing with a child, having said a thing she 
must stick to it, and that bribery must on no account be re-
sorted to. 

On passing the test she should be capable of taking charge of a child 
between the ages of three and five for any part of its day. She 
should realise the importance of reporting to the child's mother 
any irregularities of routine that may have occurred. 

PART I. 
1. Know how a child between the ages 3-5 should be clothed in summer and winter. 
2. Know what food is suitable for him. 
3. Know what kinds of play material children of this age should be given. 
4. Plan a day for a child of this age recognising the importance of a regular routine. 
5. Know how to prevent accidents to the child in the house or garden. 
6. Know how to take a. child's temperature. 

PART II. 
1. Take charge of a child or small group of children for part of a day under the 

supervision of the tester. This should include: 
(a) Helping him to wash before a meal, and the serving of a meal, or putting to 

bed. 
(b) Setting out suitable material for the child to play with and watching the play 

—joining in if the child requires it. 
(c) Tell a story. 
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COBBLER: (An Awl) 

1. Sole and heel a pair of boots or shoes, and be able generally to 
repair them. 

2. Make a pair of felt slippers. 

COLLECTOR. (Magnifying Glass) 
Must have been a collector, for at least the past six months, of any 

one article, such as stamps, postcards, postmarks, crests, etc., 
drawing her material from as many sources as possible. Marks 
to be given for neatness, method and interest shown in the collec-
tion. This should ensure that the Guide is going in for the badge 
because she is a collector, and is not making the collection in 
order to get the badge. 

Do any three of the following: 
I. Make a scrapbook to be given to a children's hospital. 
2. Make a book of pictures, cuttings, etc., to illustrate International Guiding (i.e. 

Guiding within and/or outside the Empire). 
3. Make at least twelve leaf prints, named and mounted, or twelve coloured plaster 

casts of leaves or twigs. 
Or 

Mount a collection of twigs and fruits of at least eight trees and name them. 
(The collection made to be given to a company or pack). 

4. Make a collection of at least ten British things which would be of interest to a 
foreign company or pack, and put them into a box small enough to be sent 
abroad by letter post. A descriptive catalogue must accompany it. 

5. Collect and mount information about, and illustrations of, six birds for the com-
pany library. This should include a description of the bird and something 
characteristic about it, its nest and eggs, its food and the places it is likely to be 
found. (The six birds must have been actually seen by the Guide). 

6. Make a collection of eighteen wild flowers with their leaves, press, mount and name 
them, and present the collection to her own or another company. 

COOK. (A Gridiron) 
Practical 

1. Cook any of the following dishes (one or more to be chosen from any two groups 
by the tester). 

Boiling: Soup, potatoes, fresh vegetables, porridge, custard, 
blancmange. 

Steaming: Puddings, suet mixture, suet crust, plain cake mixture. 
Stewing: Meat, fruit. 
Baking: Pastry, milk puddings, scones, rock or similar small 

buns, plain cakes. 
Frying and grilling: Sausages, bacon, eggs, herring or other fish in 

shallow fat. 
2. Make tea, coffee and cocoa, and understand use of the hay-box. 
3. Show knowledge of washing-up utensils, boards, etc., used in the test. 

Nom—This part of the test must be practically demonstrated before the tester. 
4. Bring to the test a letter from her mother or Domestic Science teacher to say that 

she has actually prepared, cooked, served and cleared up after a complete 
dinner. 

Oral 
Answer questions on the food and dishes just prepared. Have a knowledge of the 

prices of the foods used, and their food values. Understand why special care is necessary 
when cooking vegetables, and how their value may most easily be conserved. 
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COUNTRY DANCER. (Dancer) 
Perform in any position in the dance: 

England.—Haste to the Wedding (Herefordshire), Merry, Merry 
Milkmaids, and four other English country dances of her own 
choice. 

Wales.—The Welsh Reel (six figures, including the Bridge and 
Swing corners, commencing with Towards the Harp and ending 
with the Circle or Towards the Harp again,. Music and instruc-
tions published by Stainer and Bell, 69 Newman Street, London, 
W.I. 

Croen y Ddafod Felan—solo poker dance from Dewch I Ddawnsio (Come and 
Dance), a book of Welsh Dances by Alison D. Howie, published by the University 
of Wales Press, Cardiff). 

The Lord of Caernarvon's Jig (set dance for 8). 
Evans's Jig (longways progressive). 
Any other dance from tile Welsh Gift Book or from Welch Whim and Other Dances 

(The Gwynn Publishing Co., Llangollen). 
Scotland.—The Eightsome Reel as taught by the Scottish Country Dance Society, 

Jessie's Hornpipe, the Diel amang the Tailors, Dalkeith's Strathspey, and two 
Scottish Country Dances of her own choice, one of which should, if possible, be of 
local traditional interest. All the above named dances can be obtained in single 
copies, published by the Scottish Country Dance Society, Thornhill, Corstorphine, 
Edinburgh. 

Northern Ireland.—Rinnce Mor or Bridge of Athlone; Waves of Torey or four steps of 
solo jig, Siege of Carric or four steps of solo reel; Lannigan's Ball or four steps of any 
set dance; Walls of Limerick or Siege of Limerick; Kerry Reel. 
Book recommended: The fish Folk Dance Book by Peadar 0 'Rafferty, published by 

Paterson's Publications, Ltd. 
Overseas.—Any countries in the Colonial Territories may, if they so wish, substitute 

local dances. The Overseas Department at Imperial Headquarters should be informed. 
The dancer will be expected to perform the movements accurately, rhythmically and 

with due appreciation and enjoyment of the musical and individual character of each 
dance. 

CYCLIST. (A Bicycle Wheel) 
1. Sign a certificate that she owns or has part ownership (with one 

other in the same house) of a bicycle in good working order, 
which she is willing to use if called upon at any time in case of 
emergency. 

2. Show that she can ride and control her bicycle on the lines of the 
cycling proficiency test of the Ro.S.P.A. 

3. Read a road map, have a practical knowledge of the Highway 
Code, and repeat correctly a verbal message. 

4. Mount and dismount on either side. 
5. Show that she can mend a puncture. 

(On ceasing to own a bicycle she should hand back her badge.) 
Note.—Details of the cycling proficiency test can be procured from the Royal Society 

for the Prevention of Accidents, Terminal House, 52 Grosvenor Gardens, London, 
S.W.1, or from Imperial Headquarters. The winner of the cyclist badge is entitled to 
wear the cycling proficiency badge of the Ro.S.P.A. on her overcoat or blazer. 

DAIRYMAID. (A Milking Stool) 
1. Milk and strip thoroughly a cow or goat and know how to feed 

her. 
2. Be able to keep utensils clean and understand the importance of 

cleanliness in connection with milk and its products. 
3. Have helped regularly for at least four weeks with either sterilizer, 

separator or churn, and have helped to clean cow or goat 
house, and to wash down dairy. 
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DANCER. (A Guide Dancing) 
1. Have learnt three characteristic national dances of different 

countries and perform at least one at the test. 
2. Perform a sequence of movements showing ballet, modern 

dance, Greek or natural movement technique. 
3. Improvise at the test to music chosen by the tester. 

EMERGENCY HELPER. (A Lantern) (Biennial) 
1. Fit up a First Aid case suitable for hiking. 
2. Deal with the following either in or outdoors: 

haemorrhage (from external wounds only); 
burns and scalds; 
blisters; 
insect bites; 
sunburn. 

3. Understand the danger of moving an unconscious person and the steps to be taken 
to prevent further injury. 

4. Know ways of improvising a stretcher and of carrying a patient, and show 
untrained helpers how to do it. 

5. Treat for shock. 
6. Demonstrate Holger Nielsen method of artificial respiration. 
7. Take temperature and pulse. 
8. Know how to administer medicine. 
9. Make a bed and change sheets, including draw sheets. 

10. Wash a patient in bed and know how to prevent bed-sores. 
11. Demonstrate the making of invalid drinks and dishes. 
12. Apply a hot fomentation or Kaolin poultice. 
13. Dress a wound. 
14. Know quickest method of obtaining doctor, ambulance and police. 

Note.—This badge must be tested by a qualified doctor or nurse. Where difficulty 
is experienced in obtaining the service of either of these, the County Commissioner 
may approach a suitable Red Cross or other qualified official. It can be taught, as 
other badges, by the Guider or any interested person outside the Movement. 

ENTERTAINER. (A Mask) 
1. Produce two items up to the standard of a public entertainment, 

either dancing, singing, playing an instrument or reciting, each 
to last not less than two minutes. 

2. Entertain Guides for ten minutes with at least two of the following 
subjects: 
Conjuring tricks, playing whistle, banjo (or any portable instru-
ment), character sketches, stories, songs with chorus, mime. 
(Items in Part I not to be included.) 

Note.—A high standard should be maintained in Part I, which, it should be 
emphasised, is for public entertainment. The two items' may be of the same nature 
i.e. two contrasted songs or dances. 

Part 2 is designed for a general camp fire or company entertainment, and therefore 
need not be of such a high standard. 

FIRE BRIGADE. (Fireman's helmet) 
1. Demonstrate how to deal with a fire indoors in the initial stage 

(an overturned oil lamp, clothes on fire, etc.) 
2. Know how to beat out a fire in heath, bush or standing corn. 
3. Know what to do in case of a house on fire (warning inmates, 

calling Fire Service, Ambulance and Police). 
4. Use a bowline on a bight, organise a bucket chain and demon-

strate how to crawl through smoke to drag out an injured person. 
5. Demonstrate how to deal with shock, burns and scalds and how to improvise a 

stretcher and do artificial respiration. 
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FIRST AID (A Red Cross) (Biennial) 
I. Prove that she can remember the First Aid in her Second Class 

and know clauses 13 and 14 of the First Class test. 
2. Show positions of main arteries and know how to stop bleeding 

from veins, arteries and capillaries (excluding tourniquets). 
3. Know how to recognise fractures and prevent further injuries in 

fractures and dislocations, understand the dangers likely to 
attend the moving or handling of the injured in the case of 
fractures where the extent of injury is unknown. 

4. Improvise (a) a stretcher and carry someone on it, (b) splints (c) the padding of 
splints. 

5. Know how to carry an injured person with assistance. Demonstrate how to send 
correctly by telephone a message given to her verbally and in writing. 

6. Be prepared, at the test, to give information about three occasions on which she 
has rendered first aid. 

N.B.—The teaching and testing of the First Aid Badge should be as practical as 
possible, aiming at developing the candidate's powers of quick thinking in an 
emergency. 

Instructors in the syllabus must have passed this badge on a teaching basis or hold 
higher qualifications. 

The Girl Guides Association Book of First Aid and Rescue Work will be used as a hand-
book by all Instructors, so it is essential that all candidates should read the reference 
notes and suggestions in it regarding this badge. 

Testing—this badge must be tested by a qualified doctor or nurse. Where difficulty 
is experienced in obtaining the service of either of these, the County Commissioner may 
approach a suitable Red Cross Instructor or other qualified official. 

This badge will also be awarded to Guides gaining one of the following: 
I . BRITISH RED CROSS SOCIETY. 

Junior First Aid Certificate, Parts 1 and 2. 
2. ST. JOHN AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION. 

Preliminary Certificate in First Aid; or 
3. ST. ANDREW AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION. 

Preliminary Certificate in First Aid; or 
4. THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL. 

Certificate in First Aid. 
Examinations for all courses should be conducted only in accordance with the rules 

of the Ambulance Association concerned. Instructors for the Red Cross Courses must 
be specially qualified people approved by the Red Cross authorities. Instructors for 
the St. John Ambulance Course need no special qualifications. 

FRIEND TO ANIMALS (St. Francis and the Birds) 
1. Have an animal of her own or be part owner of one (birds excluded). If this is a 

dog it should be made clear to the tester that, the Guide understands how to 
control it, and that she has trained it by kindness and patience. 

2. Have a general knowledge of how to feed the animal and keep 
it healthy. 

3. Know symptoms and simple cure for worms and gastric trouble; 
and how to clean the animal's skin of fleas and other parasites. 

4. Know how to give medicine to an animal. 
5. Understand how it is possible to be cruel to an animal by: 

(a) Over feeding. 
(b) Lack of discipline in training. 
(c) The wrong kind of confinement. 
(d) Insufficient care as to grooming, etc. 
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6. Have a thorough knowledge of the natural history of two British domestic animals 
other than the animal which belongs to her, and describe their habits and use-
fulness. 

7. Read a life of St. Francis. 

FRIEND TO THE BLIND (Six Braille Dots) 
1. Know the best ways of guiding and helping blind people. 
2. Transcribe from print with not more than ten errors three large 

sheets of Braille (standard English, Grade 1). 
3. Read by sight or touch, Grade 1 Braille, interlined and written 

on both sides, poetry to be included. 
Blind Guides are not eligible for this badge, but should take the 

Braille badge (see Rule 87). 
Nom.—Testers for the written part of this test should hold the Certificate of the 

National Institute for the Blind or the National Library for the Blind. 

FRIEND TO THE DEAF (A Hand) 
1. Show that she speaks to a deaf person clearly and naturally, and 

that she is aware of the conditions when lip-reading is possible 
and when it is not possible. Understand the right position to 
adopt in order to give the lip-reader the best chance of reading 
the lips successfully. 

2. Be able to use the Manual Alphabet and numerals, and to read 
what is spelt slowly to her by another person. 

NOTE.—This badge is intended to equip hearing Guides with an elementary under-
standing of the methods of helping two kinds of deaf people, i.e. those who are accus-
tomed to converse by lip-reading, and those who use only the finger alphabet. 

After gaining this badge the Guide is expected to continue to make use of her know-
ledge. 

GARDENER (A Flowering Plant) 
1. Cultivate, keep tidy and crop a piece of ground for not less than 

six months. 
2. Grow three kinds of flowers and three kinds of vegetables, other 

than mustard and cress. 
3. Know what the soil and subsoil are in her garden. Know its 

advantages and defects, and what can be done to improve it. 
Know for what crops it is particularly suitable, and what weeds 
chiefly flourish on it. 

4. Know how to protect her plants from drought, wind, frost and pests. Know what 
birds and beasts are most helpful or troublesome. 

5. At the time of the test, sow some seeds, take a cutting, transplant a plant, and show 
the use and care of spade, hoe and rake. 

The tester should be notified three months before the time of the test, so that the 
garden, flowers and vegetables can be inspected from time to time. 

GYMNAST (Girl on Rope) 
Guides should not enter for this badge unless they have been 

taught by a qualified woman teacher of physical education. 
The tester should always be a qualified woman specialist. 

1. Have an easy carriage and move well. 
2. Perform a group of exercises showing agility, trunk, abdominal 

and balance work with or without use of apparatus, and per-
form six agilities or vaults in good style, showing a variety of 
choice, using portable or fixed apparatus; or 

Perform a group of exercises (using small and portable or fixed apparatus) showing 
varieties of speed, degrees of strength, changes of direction and use of space. 
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HANDYWOMAN (A Hammer and Paintbrush) 
1. Work a sewing-machine and understand cleaning, oiling, putting 

in a needle, etc. 
2. Replace gas mantles or electric bulbs, or clean and trim an oil 

lamp. 
3. Know where to turn off, at the main, the gas, electricity and water, 

if these are laid on in her own house. 
4. Thoroughly clean and repaint with at least two coats one of the 

following: a hot-water can, table, door, window, or equivalent. 
5. Clean paint-brushes. 
6. Do three of the following: 

(a) Mend a leather strap with copper rivets. 
(b) Mend a handle or pole by glueing and whipping. 
(e) Splice a rope. 
(d) Mend a mackintosh by patch and rubber solution. 
(e) Repair china. 
(f) Mend a wooden article with hot glue. 

7. At the test, do up a parcel neatly and sharpen a knife on a grindstone, whetstone 
or hone. 

8. Do four of the following: 
(a) Renew a roller blind, or fix a curtain rod. 
(b) Mend a saucepan or equivalent and bring to the test after at least a week's 

use. 
(c) Lay linoleum. 
(d) Re-make a mattress. 
(e) Put in new spring to a door handle. 
(f) Renew washer on a tap. 
(g) Paper a room, with assistance. 
(h) Clean, stain and polish a floor. 
(i) French-polish a table or equivalent. 
(j) Put in an electric bell, and understand the usual reasons for it ceasing to 

work; demonstrate with the parts at the test. 
(k) Re-cane a chair. 
(1) Put a pane in a window. 
(m) Re-upholster a small chair or stool. 
(n) Renew webbing in a box-spring chair or sofa. 
(o) Make a hammock or equivalent in netting. 
(p) Whitewash a ceiling. 
(q) Make a useful article for the house, showing the use of screws and correct 

nails. 
This test can be spread over a period of time so that the Guide should do these things 

which are needed in the house rather than producing things for the test. 

HEALTH (Serpent) 
1. Show a thorough knowledge of the six rules of health (fresh air, 

cleanliness, exercise, food, rest, clothing). Understand their 
practical application to herself, and be able to explain them to 
a patrol. 

2. Know the importance of keeping the lungs, skin, hair, teeth 
feet, digestive and pelvic organs in good order. 

3. Know the dangers of unhealthy diet, intemperance, wet feet, breathing through the 
mouth, stooping, irregular habits, reading in a bad light, and excess in any form. 

4. Realise the importance of a clean house and know the dangers of germs, mice, flies, 
insects, etc. 
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HIKER (The Woodcraft Sign) 
1. Build, and give her reasons for so building, three different types 

of hike fire, and be able to distinguish between various kinds 
of woods, explaining their relative value as fire wood. 

2. Show proficiency in cooking in the open, with and without 
utensils, and draw up two hike menus. 

3. Bring to the test a pocket First Aid case, fitted up by herself for a 
hiking expedition, and give reasons for the choice of its 
contents. 

4. Bring to the test a record of previous hikes, giving: 
(a) Season of the year. 
(b) Place, and method of getting there. 
(c) Object of the hike, i.e. exploring, visitng place of interest, nature study, or 

cooking, etc. 
5. Know what precautions to take when lighting fires in the open, how to remove 

turf, and the responsibilities involved in regard to trespassing, gates, crops, 
game preserves, and wooding for fires. 

N.B.—The tester should be a qualified person nominated by the County Camp 
Adviser. 

HOMEMAKER (Crossed Keys) 
1. Do the following for seven consecutive days or four consecutive 

week-ends. 
(a) Lay and light a fire economically or clean shoes (someone 

else's as well as her own). 
(b) Lay breakfast. 
(c) Air and make beds satisfactorily. 

2. Lay and wash up Saturday or Sunday dinner and leave the 
kitchen and scullery tidy. Clean and polish the windows and 

furniture. Do the weekly clean of a room, including cleaning and polishing the 
floor. 

3. Clean the flues and clean and black-lead the kitchen range or stove, or clean a gas 
stove or an electric cooker. 

4. Know the rules for keeping a dustbin clean and sanitary and for keeping a sink 
clean and free from grease. 

5. Know how to use up left-over food. Know how to do the shopping and if the 
foodstuffs are fresh. Understand simple food values, e.g. body-building food, 
warming, protecting, and know in which foods these are contained. 

6. Bring to the test something she has prepared entirely by herself, such as jam, bottled 
dried fruit, pickles, or chutney, or salted runner beans, home-made cleaning or 
polishing preparations. 

7. Mend household linen by hand, and be prepared to demonstrate her ability at the 
test to do this. 

8. Know simple safety measures for preventing accidents in the home. 
9. Bring a certificate from her parent or guardian stating that she has been tidy, 

helpful and thorough in the home. 
Nom.—A certificate must be brought to the test signed by the Guider, who has 

satisfied herself by contact with the home and the parent that the Guide has fulfilled 
the requirements of Sections 1, 2, and 3. 

HORSEWOMAN (A Spur) 
1. Catch, water, feed, groom, saddle and ride a quiet saddle horse 

or pony; or catch, water, feed, groom, harness, yoke and drive 
a cart horse with unskilled assistance. 

2. Understand the main principles of feeding, and the care of horses 
when stabled and at grass. 

3. Keep stables and harness-room clean and tidy. Understand 
cleaning and care of harness. 
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4. Understand elementary principles of harnessing and bitting, to ensure the comfort 
of the horse and to prevent or relieve sore back, shoulders and girth galls. 

5. Know when a horse is lame or in poor condition, and be able to treat any of the 
more obvious causes of lameness. 

6. Show that she understands the temperament of horses and uses tact and common-
sense in handling them. 

NoTE.—A Guide holding the appropriate certificate of the Pony Club may be 
awarded the Horsewoman's badge. 

HOSTESS (Cup and Saucer) 
1. Answer the door, receive, introduce and bid guests Good-bye'. 
2. Write a letter: 

(a) Inviting a guest to stay. 
(b) Inviting a guest to a meal. 
(c) Refusing an invitation. 
(d) Accepting an invitation. 
(e) Thanking for a visit. 

3. State the chief things to remember in entertaining guests, including plans for 
invitations, arrangement of rooms, cloakroom accommodation, entertainment 
and refreshments. 

4. Entertain the tester at a company meeting, or at a small party or in her own home, 
being responsible for introducing and entertaining her. 

INTERNATIONAL KNOWLEDGE (A Globe) 
1. Know what is meant by 'The World Association of Girl Guides 

and Girl Scouts', and give a short description of its work. 
2. Point out on the map the countries which are members of the 

World Association. 
Recognise the Girl Guide and Girl Scout uniform of three 

countries where it is different from her own. 
3. Correspond for a year with a Guide from another country. Know something about 

that country, including its history and traditions. 
4. Make contact with at least one person of a different nationality in her neighbour-

hood (not necessarily a Guide) and learn something about his or her country 
(for example a national dish, some form of handwork, a song or dance), and a 
few words of his or her language. 

5. Have told a folk tale or story or have taught a song or dance from a foreign 
country to her patrol. 

INTERPRETER (Biennial) (Clasped Hands) 
1. Be able to speak, read and write one language in addition to her 

own. 
2. Take a foreign visitor on a shopping expedition and be able to 

interpret her needs, knowing the goods which are characteristic 
of her own country, and the relative value of the coinage. 

3. Be able to describe the history of her own town or village in the 
language she has studied, and know where her visitor's nearest 
Consulate is situated. 

4. Know in broad outline the existing train, boat, bus and plane services in her own 
country. 

5. Know the uniform and badges of the Girl Guide and Girl Scouts Associations in 
member countries of the World Association, and recognise their national flags. 

KEEP-FIT (Exercise) 
1. Perform a sequence of movements in own time without music, 

including: 
(a) Activity variation—running, leaping, walking, skipping. 
(b) Big swinging body movement. 
(c) Balance, including extension of the whole body. 
(d) A slow sustained body movement, with a twist or side 

bend. 
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Have an elementary knowledge of how the body works, the effect of exercise and 
the purpose of each movement chosen for the test. 

2. Skipping—perform the following steps: 
(a) Plain skipping, step and hop, pas de basque, running. 
(b) A sequence of steps including rope-swinging and at least two of the steps 

in (a). 
Exercises may be performed with or without music. Points will be given for good 

style, i.e. easy poise, precise footwork and rope control. 

KNITTER (A Ball of Wool and Knitting Needles) 
1. Bring one pair of socks or stockings (with heel) knitted entirely 

by herself. 
2. Bring one other useful garment knitted or crocheted by herself, 

such as: 
A cap, hood, pair of mittens with thumbs, pair of baby's boots 

or bedroom slippers. 
3. Show ability to follow printed knitting directions. 

4. Do one of the following at the test: 
(a) Turn a heel. 
(b) Finish foot of sock from decreasings. 
(c) Divide stitches and knit one finger of glove. 
(d) Decrease shaped cap from written instructions. 

LACE MAKER (Lace) 
1. Know names of, and be able to describe, four kinds of lace, 

such as: Torchon, Irish crochet, Brussels point, filet, ground 
point, Carrickmacross, Milanese, etc. 

2. Mend a piece of lace, real or imitation, very neatly. 
3. Make a lace according to two of the following sections: one to 

be chosen from clauses (a) to (e), and one from clauses (f) 
to (i). 

(a) Bobbin or pillow lace; be able to manage at least 36 bobbins and make five 
different stitches, and show specimens, including insertion and edging, 
made unaided. 

(b) Needlepoint lace; be able to make eight varieties of stitches, including bars, 
picots, tulle. Show a piece, the work being even and beautiful. 

(c) Filet or darned net lace; be able to make own net and vary design. Show 
insertion or several squares. 

(d) Tambour lace; know the tambour stitch and be able to work in several colours; 
or do a piece of `needle run' with at least eight varieties of stitch in the net. 

(e) Applique on net (Carrickmacross, applique Duchesse, etc.). Show a piece of 
work, in either style, with lawn or sprigs applied (the sprigs to be self-made). 

(f) Tatting lace; know single and double-thread tatting, both for insertion and 
lace, and be able to manage three threads on separate shuttles at a time. 

(g) Knitted lace; be able to copy a simple design or follow instructions both in 
edging and insertion. 

(h) Crochet; be able to copy a simple design from instruction or specimen; show 
insertion and edging and corner made unaided; one piece to contain Irish 
rosettes. 

(i) Netting lace; work two d 'oyleys with varying widths of mesh and different 
designs, such as shell or pointed edges. 

LAND-GIRL (A Sickle) 
1. Have assisted in some form of land work for at least eight days, 

not necessarily consecutive, e.g. haymaking, harvesting, 
threshing, potato picking, etc. 

2. Look after, feed, clean, etc., regularly for a month, calves, pigs, 
a goat, or a stabled pony. 

3. Know something of two breeds of cattle, pigs or sheep, and one 
breed of horse in her area, and their special uses. 
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4. Show knowledge of the arable cropping of her district and describe a farming 
year; or 

Be able to show knowledge of the crop or animal husbandry of her district and 
describe a farming year. 

5. Know the part played by six of the following implements in farm work; plough, 
harrow, Cambridge roller, flat roller, seed-drill, manure distributor, horse-hoe, 
reaper and binder, mowing machine, tedder or swathe turner, horse-rake, hay-
fork, hay-rake. 

LAUNDRESS (An Iron) 
1. Wash and finish: 

(a) A white cotton article 	One of these to have (b) A coloured cotton garment 	inset sleeves. (c) An artificial silk garment 
(d) A woollen garment and a pair of stockings or socks. 

2. Describe the routine of washing day, remove stains, and make 
boiling-water starch. 

N.B.—Some part of this test must be demonstrated before the tester. 

LIFE SAVER (Biennial) (A Lifebuoy with the letters L.S.) 
The test to be carried out in the following order: 
1. Throw a life-line to reach a person at least 12 yards away. 
2. Show the Holger Nielsen method of resuscitation, and the treat-

ment of the apparently drowned. 
3. Perform the land drill for the four methods of rescue and the 

three methods of release, as set out in the Handbook of the 
Royal Life Saving Society. (Complete words of command may 
be used, as for the Intermediate Certificate of the R.L.S.S.). 

4. Swim 50 yards in clothes (consisting of the following, worn over a swimming cos-
tume: blouse and skirt, or dress: knickers, stockings, rubber shoes. The clothing 
should be of normal nature, and be properly fastened). At the end of this swim 
the candidate may leave the water for the purpose of removing these clothes. 

5. Perform in the water, in clothes, any one method of release and rescue (combined), 
towing the subject 20 yards. 

6. Perform in the water the second and third methods of release and rescue (com-
bined), towing the subject 20 yards. 

7. Pick up a brick from the bottom of the bath, at a depth of not less than 5 feet, and 
carry it to the side, holding it with both hands, and swimming on the back, a 
distance of not less than 10 yards. The brick to be picked up by means of a 
proper surface dive, with both hands. Diving off the side of the bath is not 
allowed. Should the candidate fail at the first attempt she should do it success-
fully upon the next two attempts. 

8. Put on a lifebuoy in the water (an inflated inner tube may be used if a lifebuoy is 
not available). 

9. Swim at least 50 yards in good style by one of the following strokes: (a) breast 
stroke, (b) side stroke, (c) overarm side stroke, (d) back stroke, using arms and 
legs, (e) back stroke, with folded arms, (f) trudgeon, (g) crawl. 

i

N.B.—Guiders being tested for the Life Saver badge and intending to use it for life-
saving qualifications must go through the complete list in a limited time. Holders of 
the Bronze Medallion of the Royal Life Saving Society (renewed within 5 years) may 
be granted the Life Saver badge, providing they can throw a lifeline, swim in clothes 
and put on a lifebuoy, in accordance with paragraphs 1, 4, 5 and 8 above. 

MAP READER (A Compass) 
1. Understand the use of: 

(a) Conventional mapping signs. 
(b) Scale. 
(c) Contour lines. 
(d) Modified British Grid (in use on Ordnance Survey map). 

2. Know how to use a compass (16 points) and be able to find 
direction by sun and stars. 
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3. Be able to find the way from one point to another, following: 
(a) A street map. 
(b) An Ordnance Survey map. 

One of these to be selected by the tester for practical demonstration at the test. 
4. Demonstrate at the test that she can: 

(a) Set a map. 
(b) Make a sketch map from a given description. 
(c) Write a description from an Ordnance Survey map of a three to five-mile 

walk, the route to be chosen by the tester. 
5. Make a map of a small area chosen by the tester. (This may be done prior to the 

final test and the map brought). 

MINSTREL (Lyre) 
1. Play the National Anthem (from memory) and a march. 
2. Play scales and common chord arpeggio in major and relative 

minor keys up to four sharps and four flats. (This test is for 
accuracy rather than speed). 

3. Play two contrasted pieces, one by a classical composer and one 
by a modern composer. 

4. Pass an easy sight-reading test. 
Nor.—This badge is purposely made as elastic as possible in order to include any 

instrument and Guides of widely differing opportunities. Whatever piece is chosen, ii 
must be properly played, though there is no exact standard of efficiency. The tester 
will suit it to the girl's age. 

An arrangement may be made locally, by which the badge may be awarded on passing 
any recognised musical examination approved by the tester, in accordance with Rule 60 
(g), with the addition of playing 'God Save the Queen'. 

MUSIC LOVER (Treble Clef) 
1. Know something of the life and work of two of the following 

composers: Purcell, Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, 
Mendelssohn, Elgar, Vaughan Williams, and another of the 
Guide's own choice. 

2. Know the musical meaning of the following: Symphony, opera, 
improvisation, contralto, conductor, score, descant, canon, 
round, unison, percussion. 

3. Keep a record for three months of music heard at concerts, on the radio and in 
church, to include symphonies, church music and choral singing. 

4. Know the formation of an orchestra and recognise the following instruments from 
pictures: violin, viol incello, double bass, flute, bassoon, horn, trombone, harp, 
cymbals. 

NATURALIST (The Sun) 
1. Watch a given area for three months (or one school term), making 

notes of everything she discovers about its flora and fauna, 
and do her best to preserve wild life. 

2. Make a collection of natural specimens and know something 
about them (e.g., seaweeds, feathers, flowers, bark of trees). 

3. Do two of the following: 
(a) Name 40 different animals, insects, reptiles or birds in a 
museum or a zoological garden. Give particulars from per-
sonal observation of five of them. 

(b) Point out 15 trees, describe their leaves, winter twigs, flowers, and fruit. Know 
their uses to campers and hikers. 

(c) Know how seeds are distributed and flowers are pollinated, and how plants climb 
and protect themselves. 

(d) Recognise 12 birds by appearance, flight, call or song. 
(e) Know 50 plants Ito include wild flowers, grasses, mosses and ferns). 
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NEEDLEWOMAN (Scissors) 
I. Be able to lay out patterns of simple garments. 
2. Make by herself and bring to the test: 

(a) A blouse or baby's frock or equiva- One of these may be 
lent garment, sleeves to be inset. 	made by machine, if 

(b) Any article of clothing. 	 desired. 
The pattern from which the garment has been made should be 

brought to the test. One garment only may be made at school. 
3. Patch in cotton and flannel or woollen material. Darn a worn stocking or sock. 

Make button-holes. Set gathers in a band or bind an edge. Show samples of 
hemming, running. over-sewing, run and fell, a French seam, unless these are 
included in the garments under clause 2. 

Demonstrate at least two of these at the test. 

PATHFINDER (Biennial) (A Pointing Hand), 
1. Have an intimate knowledge of the locality round her head-

quarters, including fire and police stations, general hospitals, 
post, telegraph and telephone offices, railway, omnibus and 
tram routes, the principal (not exceeding six) doctors, factories, 
livery stables, motor garages, cycle repairers, turncocks; and, 
in country only, estates and farms, with their boundaries, and 
nature, rights of way and bridle paths, and blacksmiths; or, 

in town only, the principal food and provision merchants and cab ranks. 
The area over which the above intimate knowledge will he required is a two-mile radius 

from the company headquarters in country or towns up to 20,000 inhabitants; one 
mile in towns between 20,000 and 500,000; half a mile in towns over 500,000. The 
Commissioner may, at her discretion, vary the area to exclude undesirable neighbour-
hoods, parks or other open spaces, and include an equivalent area. 

2. Have a general knowledge of the district so as to be able to direct strangers within 
a 2-mile radius, and know how to get to the principal outlying places within a 
25-mile radius. 

3. Have some knowledge of the history of the place and any buildings of historical 
interest. 

4. Use a compass and find the way from one given place to another by means of an 
Ordnance map, and trace on the map the route taken. 

PHOTOGRAPHER (A Camera) 
1. Bring to the test 10 photographs taken, developed and printed by herself. The 

subjects to be chosen from at least five of the following: 
(a) Interior. 
(b) Portrait. 
(C) Landscape. 
(d) Architecture. 
(e) Instantaneous action. 
(f) Copy of a photograph, a drawing or a painting. 
(g) Flowers. 
(h) Birds, animals, insects. 

The photographs should have been taken within nine months of the test, and conditions 
stated under which negatives were taken and developed, and prints made and 
materials used. Prints to be mounted by any of the usual methods. 

2. Answer general questions as to the functions of the different parts of the camera, 
such as lens, shutter and stops. 

3. Explain briefly what causes the production of a negative and a positive, i.e., a print. 

PIONEER (An Axe and Pick) 
I. Have camped at least one week under canvas; know how to 

pitch, air, strike and do small repairs to a tent and take proper 
share in the camp duties of a patrol. 

2. Construct a camp fire, and collect, chop and stack suitable firing. 
Hold the Cook's badge and cook the following or equivalent 
on a camp fire: porridge, stew, dumplings and fried bacon. 

3. Erect screening. 
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4. IrrIproVise some useful camp gadget without string or nails. Do diagonal and 
square lashing and make two of the following: camp larder, flagstaff, kit-bag or 
rue-sac, washstand, shelter, bridge. 

The tester for this badge must be a qualified person nominated by the County Camp 
Adviser. 

PLAYER (Company) (Biennial) 
The Player badge is taken by companies, who may include their Guiders. 
The company to act a play, or two short plays, lasting over 20 minutes, marks to 

be given for choice. 
Two-thirds of the company must be in the production, helping in some way, either 

by acting, property making (two properties to be shown), making or selling 
programmes. 

(The Headquarters List of Plays is recommended). 
Nom.—A certificate is awarded to companies passing this test in place of individual 

badges. 

POULTRY FARMER (A Cock's Head) 
1. Must have looked after some poultry regularly for at least six 
• months or for two school terms. (If possible not less than six 

laying hens or ducks or geese). 
2. Have set a hen and reared a brood of chicks, ducklings or geese. 
3. Know the characteristics of at least three breeds of fowls, or two 

breeds of ducks or geese, and the purposes for which they are 
kept. 

4. Understand why poultry need to be kept clean, houses disinfected and drinking 
water fresh, and how their food can be augmented by the use of kitchen and 
garden waste products. 

5. Have done one of the following: (a) disinfected and creosoted the inside and out-
side of a henhouse; (b) helped to build a fowl house; (c) made a hen-coop and 
run. 

6. Have kept records of egg production, food and other costs during the period. 
The tester should be notified three months before the time of the test, so that the 

poultry and their accommodation can be inspected from time to time. 

RABBIT KEEPER (A Rabbit) 
1. Must have kept rabbits for one year and reared a litter. 
2. Know the uses of, and be able to recognise the difference between, 

Fur, Fancy and Utility breeds. 
3. Know common rabbit ailments (such as scours, cold in the eye, 

and pot belly) and their prevention and cure. Know the right 
way to handle rabbits. 

4. Write diet sheets for one rabbit during summer and winter, and 
name some unsuitable foods. 

NOTE.—The tester must be notified six months before the time of the test, so that she 
can inspect the condition of the rabbits and their accommodation from time to time. 

READER (Books) 
1. Read one story book written by a classic author and one by a 

modern author from each of the following lists (the titles in 
brackets are suggestions only and need not be chosen): 

CLASSICS: 
Charles Kingsley (The Water Babies, Westward Ho) 
Walter Scott 	(Ivanhoe, Kenilworth) 
Charles Dickens (Tale of Two Cities, Great Expectations, 

Pickwick Papers) 
R. L. Stevenson (Treasure Island, Kidnapped) 

Rudyard Kipling (Kim, The Jungle Books, Puck of Pook's Hill) 
Louisa Alcott 	(Little Women) 
Mrs. Gaskell 	(Cranford) 
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MODERNS: 
Arthur Ransome (Swallows and Amazons) 
Kenneth Graham (The Wind in the Willows, Dream Days) 
Elizabeth Goudge (The Little White Horse, Henrietta's House, The Valley of Song, 

Make Believe) 
Noel Streatfeild 	(Ballet Shoes, The Painted Garden, White Boots) 
T. H. White 	(The Sword in the Stone) 
Walter de la Mare (The Lord Fish, The Dutch Cheese and other stories) 

and 
(a) One book about a journey of discovery. 
(b) One book on nature, animals, flowers etc. 
(c) One book about a foreign land. 
(d) One book with a historical background. 

2. Show ability to use the index of a book and a simple book of reference. 
3. Be able to read aloud verses from a well-known anthology. Repeat by heart one 

or two verses, or a short passage from a poem in a well-known anthology or 
from Shakespeare, and be able to answer questions on the poem and its author, 
or on the book from which the verses have been chosen. Repeat one or two 
verses from the sacred book of her own religion. 

4. Give a list of the books read in the past six months and be able to answer simple 
questions about them. 

N.B.—The tester should be notified when work for this badge is begun and given a 
list of the books it is proposed to read. 

RESCUER (Biennial) (A Buoy 
1. Swim 100 yards and perform three methods of release in the 

water, two methods of life saving, and artificial respiration. 
2. Throw a life line to reach a person 15 yards away. 
3. Row a boat alone and with others; get into a boat from the water 

and know any local dangerous tides or currents. 
4. Deal with bleeding and shock, snake and dog bites. 
5. Know how to give the alarm of fire, call up police or fire brigade, 

and rescue a person from a room full of smoke (either by dragging or lowering 
from window on a rope). 

6. Know how to hold back a crowd (with others), and how to behave in a crush (e.g. 
in theatre, fire or tube station). 

7. Know the correct way to stop a runaway horse. 
8. Know what to do if lost in a fog. 

SCRIBE (Crossed Pens) 
1. Bring to the test a patrol log or a minute book which has been 

kept for two consecutive months. 
2. Bring account book showing accounts for two months of some 

patrol or personal fund. 
3. Hand print the Guide Law. 
4. Know how money may be sent through the post, and how to 

write cheques. 
5. Be able to write the following at the test: 

(a) A letter inviting neighbouring Guides to spend an afternoon with her 
company, stating time, place, form of entertainment, number of Guides, etc, 

(b) A letter accepting the above invitation. 
(c) A letter explaining absence from weekly Guide meeting. 
(d) A letter of thanks for money received either personally or on behalf of the 

Patrol. 
(e) An order to a shop enclosing money. 
(f) An application for a post. 

6. Make a precis of a newspaper article using not more than one-third of the words 
used in the original. 
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SICK NURSE (Biennial) (A White Cross) 
Answer questions on: 
Sick Nurse.—The qualities required of a sick nurse, and the care of 

her own health. 
Sick Room.—The choice of the sick room, its preparation, cleaning, 

heating, and ventilation. 
Infectious Diseases.—The precautions necessary for nursing in the 

home, and rules for disinfecting. 
Feeding of Invalids.—The constitution of a well-balanced diet. Im- 

portance of milk; storage of food; serving of meals. 
Pass a practical test which should include the following: 

The Bed.—Make a bed with a patient in it, and change the sheets. 
Use and improvise: Bed-rest, knee-pillow, bed-cradle, hot-water bottle, bed-table 

Observation of the Sick.—Take and record temperature, pulse, and respiration. 
Daily Routine.—Morning and evening toilet. 

Blanket bath. 
Care of the mouth and hair. 
Prevention of bed-sores. 
Bed-pan. 
Doctor's visit. 

Simple roller bandaging. 
Dressings.—Change a dressing; application of heat and cold, including Kaolin poultice. 
Medicines.—Given by the mouth and by inhalation. 
Invalid Cookery.—Prepare one of the following: Egg custard, jelly, milk pudding, 

lemonade or barley water, `Ovaltine' or similar milk drink. 
This badge will also be awarded to Guides gaining one of the following: 
1. BRITISH RED CROSS SOCIETY. 

(a) Aged 11 to 16. Part 1 and Part 2 of the Junior Home Nursing Certificate. I 
(b) Aged 14. Certificate for Junior Intermediate Course in Home Nursing. 

or 
2. ST. JOHN AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION. 

Preliminary Certificate in Home Nursing. 
or 

3. ST. ANDREW AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION. 
Preliminary Certificate in Home Nursing. 

or 
4. THE PRELIMINARY STATE EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE IN GENERAL NURSING. 

or 
5. THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL. 

Certificate in Home Nursing. 
Examinations for all courses should be conducted only in accordance with the rules 

of the Ambulance Association concerned. Instructors for the Red Cross Courses must 
be specially qualified people approved by the Red Cross authorities. Instructors for 
the St. John course need no special qualifications, but only qualified medical prac-
titioners or State Registered (General Trained) Nurses are recognised by the S.J.A.A. 
as examiners on their Preliminary Course of Home Nursing. 

SIGNALLER (Biennial) (Crossed Signalling Flags) 
Read and send a message of 50 letters or blocks on semaphore 

flags in 2.30 minutes (rate, 4 words a minute) and on morse 
flags in 3.20 minutes (rate, 3 words a minute), on buzzer or 
tapper and lamp in 2.30 minutes (rate, 4 words a minute). 

2. Know the long numerals and check letters, alphabetical and 
numerical signs (semaphore), 'Full stop', 'End of message', 
Message received', 'Commencing sign', 'General answer'. 

N.B.—Marks should be given for correct style and angles. 
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SINGER (Notes of Music) 
1. Sustain an alto part or descant. 
2. Sing from memory, with or without accompaniment, two of the 

following songs: 
`Autumn Song', English trad. 
`Strawberry Fair'. English trad. 
`Piper o' Dundee'. Scottish trad. 
`Rising of the Lark'. Welsh trad. 
' My Bonny Cuckoo'. Irish trad. 

3. Sing one song of own choice. 
4. Sing one octave of a major scale downwards, C, D, E, or F, and its arpeggio. 
The following points will be taken into consideration: quality of tone used, clearness 

of words, brightness and style in delivery, vitality and swing in the rhythm, selection of 
song. 

-32EY.31 

Skate on ice or on rollers. 
1. A forward outside 8. 
2. Inside forward curves 'in field' on each foot alternately, the 

curves not to be less than 10 ft. 
3. Back outside ' in field' on each foot (not necessarily on each 

foot alternately), the curves not to be less than 10 ft. 

SPINNER (Distaff and Spindle) 
1. Make a simple hand-spindle, tease and spin fleece, and leaving 

this on the spindle, be prepared to continue the spinning at the 
test. 

2. Bring at least six samples of fleece washed and dyed with vege-
table dyes made from her own collection of leaves, bark, or 
roots, with notes of mordant, dye materials, etc. 

3. Produce some examples of the interesting yarns obtained by 
doubling or plying some of these samples with other wool, 
silk, or cotton, etc. 

4. Bring to the test teased and carded rolags in readiness for spinning on a wheel; also 
a sample (about an oz.) of yarn spun on a wheel. Be able to answer questions on 
this process of spinning; or 
Understand the way in which a spinning wheel works; be able to name the parts. 

5. Make good notes on the story of spinning from early days to the present time. 

STALKER (Stag's Head) 
1. Have read, and have a thorough knowledge of Camp Fire Yarn 

No. 14 in Scouting for Boys. 
2. Demonstrate her understanding of the word 'freeze', and show 

perfect self-control and balance. 
3. Demonstrate ability to stalk by using correct stalking positions. 
4. Be able to explain in relation to stalking the meaning of wind, 

background, hiding place, skyline, sound and self-control. 
5. Give proof of having stalked and observed at least four wild animals or birds. 

Produce at the test a log giving a description of these observations. The log 
should be illustrated with sketches, photographs or both. 

6. Stalk a person unobserved for at least a mile, and prove herself able, through ob-
servation and deduction to give an accurate description suitable for identification 
purposes. 

7. Have proved herself a first-class stalker when playing Scouting games. 
8. Understand how the practice of observation will make her more useful generally. 
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SITTCHERYk(Lion Rampant) 
1. Embroider a sampler showing ten stitches which must include 

hemstitching, cross-stitch, double running, stem-stitch, chain-
stitch and buttonhole stitch. These stitches must be done by 
the counted thread and the sampler should have mitred 
corners. 

2. Show two pieces of work: 
(a) Child's feeder finished with hemstitching. (It must have 

mitred corners, hand-made cords and be decorated 
suitably.) 

(b) One piece of work from the following: 
(i) An article showing a knowledge of drawn fabric, cross-stitch, double running 

or Assisi work. 
(ii) Smocking. Prepare and smock a garment. 
(iii) Patchwork. One small article. 

Designs and ideas should be as simple as possible, but a very high standard of work- 
manship is expected. 

Each piece of work must be made entirely by the Guide herself. 
No stamped designs or machine hemstitching will be accepted. 

SWIMMER (Biennial) (Lifebuoy) 
The test to be carried out in the following order. The candidate 

should have the option of one minute's rest between each item. 
1. Swim 25 yards in clothes (consisting of the following worn over 

a swimming costume: blouse and skirt, or dress, knickers, 
stockings, rubber shoes. The clothing should be of a normal 
nature, and be properly fastened). At the end of the swim 
the candidate may leave the water for the purpose of removing 
these clothes. 

2. Swim 25 yards by crawl. This to be done in good style and within 25 seconds. 
3. Swim 50 yards, good breast stroke. 
4. Swim 25 yards, good back stroke, with folded arms. 
5. Pick up a brick from the bottom of the bath, at a depth of not less than 5 feet, and 

carry it to the side, holding it with both hands, and swimming on the back, a 
distance of not less than 10 yards. The brick to be picked up with both hands 
by means of a proper surface dive. Diving off the side of the bath not allowed. 

6. Dive neatly from a height of at least 3 feet. (The feet and legs should be together 
and in a straight line with the arms and body). 

7. Float motionless for 20 seconds, not necessarily horizontally. 
8. Put on a lifebuoy in the water (an inflated inner tube may be used if a lifebuoy is 

not available). 

THRIFT (Annual) (Bee) 
1. Have deposited during the year the sum of at least 15s. in a 

savings bank or approved security; this badge cannot be held 
over one year unless she adds at least 2s. 6d. a year to the 
original sum deposited. 
The principle is that the money should be genuinely saved by 
the Guide out of her earnings or pocket money. 

2. Show record from parent or guardian that she has darned her stockings, mended 
clothes, kept shoes cleaned and repaired, and not used safety pins or other make-
shifts for buttons, hooks, hems of skirts, belts, etc. 

3. Bring to the test a cot quilt, rug, or equivalent, made by herself out of odd pieces 
of material. 
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4. Satisfy the tester that she understands the real meaning of thrift as regards time 
and money, and give illustrations how to use up scraps such as bread, soap, 
newspapers, etc. 

(Clauses (3) and (4) are not annual). 
This badge may be obtained by any Guide or member of the Guide Movement, but does 

not rank as a Proficiency Badge. 

TOYMAKER (Wooden Horse) 
Make a toy of her own choice and do two of the following: 

1. Make two different animals of some soft material, or one 
animal and one rag doll, the face to be painted or embroidered. 
(Cut-out patterns may be used). 

2. Make two different vehicles with movable wheels, from wood, 
cork, or other material. 

3. Make a wool ball on card frame, and a bird or beast with scraps 
of coloured wool, suitable for a tiny baby. 

4. Dress a doll, the clothes to take off and be like the model clothes of a baby or 
toddler. (The doll may be the rag doll made in section 1). 

5. Make a room of a doll's house from a box, and completely paint, paper and 
furnish, from oddments and scraps. 

6. Make an illustrated scrap book, with one page of original illustrations or a story 
(either fairy, nature, or heroic) written by herself. 

7. Make a model farmyard, doll's house or Noah's Ark. 

WELSH FOLK (A Leek) 
1. Know the Promise and the Laws in Welsh. 
2. Sing alone any two of the following songs (two verses only): 

Y Deryn Pur 	Maw yr Ychen 
Doli 	 Mentra Gwen 

Or 

Take part in the following dances: 
(a) Welsh Reel. (Published by Stainer and Bell). Dance six 

figures, including the Bridge and Swing Corners; com-
mencing with Towards the Harp, and ending with the 
Circle. or Towards the Harp again. 

(b) Any other dance from the 'Welsh Guide Gift Book' or from the 'Welch 
Whim and other Dances'. (Published by The Gwynn Publishing Co.). 

3. Write a Welsh story relating to the area in which she lives; 
Or 

Tell one of the Welsh Folk Stories in Welsh. 
4. Name 20 flowers or birds in Welsh. 

WOODMAN (A Tree) 
1. Find out where fifteen trees of different kinds grow near her 

home, and mark them on a rough map. Know their twigs, 
flowers, fruit, leaves and bark. Show leaf-prints or bark 
rubbings of three of them. 

2. Collect, or draw from life, first-year seedlings of six trees. 
3. Construct something from natural wood (e.g. hut, bridge, gadget, 

walking stick). 
4. Be able to saw and chop wood. 
5. Know to what use six woods are put and have found examples. 
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WRITER (Pen and Ink) 
1. Write or type and send to the tester before the final test: 

(a) An original story of from 1,000 to 2,000 words. 
(b) One of the following: 

(i) A dramatic sketch which would take not less than ten 
minutes to perform. 

(ii) A short poem in recognised verse form. 
(iii) An article or camp fire yarn of not less than 200 words 

(the writer to choose her own subject). 
(iv) An essay on her favourite hero or heroine. 

2. At the test write a letter of not less than 200 words describing some incident which 
she has enjoyed, and do an exercise in punctuation given by the tester. 

LITTLE HOUSE EMBLEM 
Guides who pass the six Homecraft Badges (Cook, Child Nurse, 

Needlewoman, Laundress, Homemaker and Hostess) qualify for 
the Little House Emblem. 

WOODCRAFT EMBLEM 

Guides who pass the following outdoor badges may qualify for 
the Woodcraft Emblem: Pioneer, Hiker, and two other badges 
chosen by herself from the following: Astronomer, Birdwatcher, 
Naturalist, Stalker, Woodman. 

ALL-ROUND CORDS 
The candidate must be a First Class Guide and must have completed the Test before 

her seventeenth birthday. 
She must hold the following badges: 

First Aid or Sick Nurse or Emergency Helper. 
Swimming or Signaller or Pioneer. 
Two other badges chosen by herself, of which one at least must be one of the following 

outdoor badges: 
Astronomer, Boatswain, Bird Watcher, Gardener, Hiker, Horsewoman, Land-Girl, 

Naturalist, Pathfinder, Pioneer, Stalker, Woodman. 
Blue First Class badge does not qualify for All-Round Cords. 
A Guider who has obtained All-Round Cords as a Guide may continue to wear 

them, but no Guider may enter for the All-Round Cord test. 
A Guider who has obtained All-Round Cords as a Guide may qualify to wear them 

in the form of a lanyard by proving herself able to instruct Guides in all sections of 
the First Class syllabus and in addition in all those badges which she herself took for 
her All-Round Cords. 

BLUE ALL-ROUND CORDS 
Blue All-Round Cords are awarded to physically handicapped Guides in Extension 

or ordinary companies who fnlfil the following qualifications: 
I. The candidate must hold the Blue First Class badge, and must complete the test 

before her seventeenth birthday. 
2. She must hold one of the following badges: First Aid, Sick Nurse, Emergency 

Helper, Sick Nurse (Extension), or Home-Maker (Extension). 
3. She must hold three other badges chosen by herself, of which one should be an 

outdoor badge if possible. 
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QUEEN'S GUIDE 

GUIDES 

The candidate must still be a Guide when she gains the badge, 
being ready for the final test before her sixteenth birthday. The 
application form should be sent in not later than the sixteenth birth-
day, and the final test completed as soon after sending in the form 
as possible, taking into consideration the candidate's school com-
mitments. Applications must be made on the special Queen's 
Guide form. A leaflet, giving full particulars of the test, is on sale 
at Guide Headquarters. 

The candidate must: 
1. Be a First Class Guide and hold either the Little House or Wood-

craft Emblem. Candidates holding the Little House Emblem 
must also hold either the Pioneer or Hiker badge. 

2. The following reports are required: 
From the Company Court of Honour. 
From the Guide Captain. 
From the Commandant of a week's (or two week-ends) camp, which the can• 

didate has recently attended (recently, to be interpreted as being generally 
within the last eighteen months). 

From the District Commissioner, based on her personal knowledge of the 
candidate. 

3. (a) Home Service: The candidate must prove herself capable of a sustained 
effort of service to a group or individual in home, school, church or local 
community. Where she is not already doing some such form of service any-
thing undertaken should be maintained for at least three months before a 
report is given. 

(b) Overseas Service: The candidate must choose a country within the British 
Commonwealth and Empire overseas and prove in some practical way that 
she has increased her knowledge of, and interest in, it. (This may be shown by 
making a scrap-book or collection, by correspondence with a pen-friend, by 
interesting her patrol, or in any way approved by the District Commissioner). 
She must also make or collect something which she has found to be acceptable 
and send it to an individual or community in her chosen country. It is the 
responsibility of the District Commissioner to see that effort has been put 
into this test, real interest aroused, and that any work sent abroad is of a 
high standard. 

(c) Commissioner's Test: The candidate shall prove her reliability, good man-
ners and ability to work with or under other people by carrying out three jobs 
arranged by the District Commissioner. 

It is the responsibility of the Division Commissioner to check that all these parts of 
the test have been carried out. 

4. The candidate shall take a 'Be Prepared' test, arranged by an independent tester, 
appointed by the County. This shall test whether the candidate can apply the 
knowledge for which she wears badges, has courtesy and common-sense, and 
can act promptly and intelligently in emergencies. Re-tests will only be allowed 
in exceptional circumstances. 
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Rule 62-64 

THE RANGER BRANCH 
`To teach how to live, not merely how to make a living.' 

62. RANGERS 
The Ranger Branch is the senior branch of the Guide Movement and the unit I 

is an integral part of the Guide District (or Division). 
The Ranger age is from 15 to 21 years inclusive. Under special circumstances 

a girl of 14 may be admitted to the company but not enrolled. 
There are three sections within the branch—Land, Sea and Air—each with 

its own section training (for special rules concerning Lone and Extension 
Rangers, Rules 85 and 88 respectively). 

The Aim. The aim of the Ranger Branch is to help each individual to develop 
physically, mentally and spiritually, through: 

(a) Character training, based on the ideals expressed in the Law and 
Promise. 

(b) Training for citizenship and homecraft. 
(c) Opportunity for the practice of service. 
(d) The practical application of camperaft. 
(e) Understanding of the responsibilities of leadership. 

63. THE RANGER UNIT (LAND RANGER COMPANY, SEA RANGER 
CREW, AIR RANGER FLIGHT) 

Units consist of from eight to forty-eight Rangers, with an average member-
ship of eighteen to twenty-four. 

Units are registered at Headquarters through their Local Association on pay-
ment of I s. fee (see Rule 30). Units are registered under the name of the town or 
village where their headquarters are situated, preceded by number or name, 
such as: 

Company: 1st Brighton Land Ranger Company. 
Flight: 	No. 1 Brighton Air Ranger Flight. 
Crew: 	S.R.S. Victory, Portsmouth. (The name chosen must be that of 

a real ship, past or present, and no two crews may take the same 
name.) 

Sea Ranger crews and Air Ranger flights may be formed wherever facilities I 
are available for the practical application of their specialised training. 

64. ADMIRALTY RECOGNITION OF SEA RANGER CREWS 
Admiralty Recognition has been granted to the Sea Section of the Ranger 

Branch. 
Before being inspected with a view to being granted Admiralty Recognition, 

individual crews must have: 
1. A high all-round standard. 
2. Been registered for at least one year. 
3. A minimum membership of twenty Sea Rangers, exclusive of Guiders. 
4. An attendance record of at least sixty per cent, winter and summer. 
5. A minimum of two warranted Guiders. 
6. Acquired a boat, or be doing its best to acquire one. 
Having fulfilled these conditions, the Skipper must obtain the District 

Commissioner's permission to apply for inspection. This should only be 
granted if the District Commissioner is satisfied that the crew has proved itself 
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co-operative in the District, and that it has done a reasonable amount of 
general Ranger training in addition to the specialised training. 

The special forms are obtainable from County Coxswains or County Ranger 
Advisers, and these must be signed by District, Division, and County Com-
missioners before being forwarded to Imperial Headquarters. 

The inspection, which will be carried out by W.R.N.S. officers, is to ensure 
that the nautical side of the Sea Ranger training is of a good standard. 

An Admiralty Recognised Crew has the right to fly a special pennant (flag), 
and individual members may wear a special arm badge (see `Where to Wear 
Badges', page 122). 

After being awarded Admiralty Recognition, a Sea Ranger Crew is liable to 
a yearly inspection. 

65. ADMIRALTY RECOGNITION PENNANT 
The Admiralty Recognition Pennant may be flown by: 
1. Admiralty Recognised crews, on ships, boats, or on indoor or outdoor 

flagstaffs. 
2. Any recognised training ship where the training is being organised by the 

Sea Section, with staff appointed by Imperial Headquarters or the 
country concerned. 

3. Any ship temporarily taken by members of the Sea Section, with staff ap-
pointed by the headquarters of the country concerned. 

4. Any ship chartered by members of the Sea Section where not less than one-
half of the crew, including one Guider, are members of an Admiralty 
Recognised Sea Ranger crew. 

Other applications to use the pennant will be considered on their merits by the 
Sea Ranger Section Adviser, Imperial Headquarters. 

66. RANGER GUIDERS 
A Ranger Captain should not be less than 23 and a Lieutenant not less than 

20 years of age. (See Rules 28 and 29). 
Further Qualifications: 
1. (a) A Ranger Guider must: 

(i) Be enrolled as a member of the Ranger Branch, having previously 
passed the pre-enrolment test of her section. 

(ii) Have trained her company for at least three months. 
(b) The Commissioner should satisfy herself, by a personal interview, and 

if so desired by a written paper: 
(i) That the Ranger Guider has studied the outlook and problems of 

the girl of Ranger age. 
(ii) That she has a full appreciation of the principles underlying the 

scheme of training and the place of the Ranger Branch within the 
Guide Movement as a whole. 

(iii) That she has some knowledge of the world-wide aspect of the 
Movement both within the British Commonwealth and in other 
lands and can apply it in her Company. 

(c) The Commissioner should satisfy herself by a visit or visits to the 
Company: 
(i) That the Ranger Guider has an understanding of Ranger Company 

management and of the necessity for a balanced programme. 
(ii) That she appreciates the purpose of the standard required m the 

training and testing for the Ranger Service Star. 
(iii) That she has kept or been responsible for the keeping of satisfactory 

Company accounts. 
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In addition to the above qualifications, Sea Ranger Guiders are expected to 
pass clause 2 of the Boating Permit Test (see Rule 106) and two of the following 
clauses of the A.B. Test, 4, 8, 9, 11 (b) (see Rule 75); and Air Ranger Guiders 
clauses 1 and 10 and one clause of their own choice, from the Leading Air 
Ranger Test (see Rule 77). 

In special circumstances a Guider may be warranted as Captain of a Sea 
Ranger Ship before she has passed the boating clause of the warrant test. In 
such cases the Guider is not entitled to wear a warrant badge, and the District 
Commissioner should not hand her the warrant until such time as the test is 
completed. 

2. A Captain must know the facilities in her own neighbourhood for out-
door training, and be able to find some meeting place for the company. She 
should have a competent Lieutenant capable of administering the company 
in her absence. 

3. After being enrolled and warranted, a Ranger Captain may enrol her 
Lieutenant and Rangers, and pass them for the Pre-Enrolment Test. It is her 
responsibility, in conjunction with her Commissioner (and Camp Adviser for 
Part I), to plan for the training and testing of her Rangers in the Ranger Service 
Star subjects, and to see that a high standard is maintained. Technical subjects 
should be taught by experts, but Ranger Guiders are expected to provide their 
Rangers with opportunities for practice of the knowledge gained. 

A Captain, in consultation with the Court of Honour, Company Committee, 
or Council, may suspend a Ranger for unsatisfactory behaviour, but she may 
not dismiss a Ranger without first consulting her District Commissioner. She 
has a free hand in the management and training of her company, provided that 
she adheres to the policy and rules of the Movement. 

67. COUNTY RANGER ADVISERS, COUNTY SEA RANGER COX-
SWAINS AND COUNTY AIR RANGER.  REPRESENTATIVES 
(see Rule 24). 

To further the interests of the Ranger Branch in her county, a County 
Commissioner may appoint an experienced Ranger Guider, from any section, 
as County Ranger Adviser. The appointment is annual and should be made in 
consultation with the Ranger Adviser for the country. The position is 
advisory and unwarranted, and no training should be given by C.R.A.s unless 
authorised and qualified to do so. No distinguishing mark is worn on the 
uniform. 

The following are some of the suggested duties with which the County 
Commissioner may invest the appointment: 

(a) To act in an advisory capacity to Commissioners in the county on matters 
affecting the Ranger Branch. 

(b) To organise County Ranger activities as approved by the County Execu-
tive or Court of Honour and to ensure that Commissioners are kept fully 
informed of all activities affecting their Rangers. 

(c) At the invitation of the District or Division Commissioner, to visit 
Ranger units and to assist in the formation of new units. 

(d) To keep in touch with the Ranger Adviser for the country, to report to 
her County Commissioner all matters which arise affecting the Ranger 
Branch. 

(e) To represent her county, when required, at Ranger conferences. 
(f) To keep, in co-operation with the County Secretary and the Division 

and/or District Commissioners, an up-to-date record of Ranger units in 
the county. 
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County Sea Ranger Coxswains 
A County Commissioner may appoint a County Sea Ranger Coxswain. The 

holder of this appointment, which is annual and should be made in consultation 
with the Sea Ranger Adviser for the country, should be an experienced Sea 
Ranger Guider and must hold the Boating Permit. She should act as adviser to 
Commissioners on all technical matters relating to Sea Ranger training and 
activities and should work in close co-operation with the County Ranger 
Adviser. She can be invited to visit Sea Ranger Crews and to assist in the for-
mation of new Sea Ranger units. She should be able to advise Guiders how to 
train and be tested for the boating qualifications and generally help with all 
boating facilities. She is also responsible for grading the water for boating in her 
area. 
County Air Ranger Representatives 

Where found advisable, Area or County Air Ranger Representatives may be 
appointed, their qualifications and suggested d ties being comparable with those 
stated above for County Sea Ranger Coxswains. 

Such a representative should be able to advise on all matters relating to Air 
Ranger Flights and the training of Air Rangers. She should also be able to 
obtain technical help on airmanship, aeromodelling, gliding and flying, being 
herself in touch with local aerodromes or clubs. 
68. THE ENROLMENT OF A RANGER 
Form of Enrolment 

Captain: What promise did you make as a Guide? 
Recruit: I promised on my honour to do my best— 

To do my duty to God and the Queen. 
To help other people at all times. 
To obey the Guide Law. 

Captain: What is yoilr special responsibility as a Ranger? 
Recruit: My special responsibility as a Ranger is to render service by taking 

this promise out into a wider world. 
Captain: I welcome you as a Ranger, and trust that you will maintain the 

honour of your company/ship/flight, and that you will find 
many opportunities for true and loyal service. 

NoTE.—If preferred, it is in order to welcome a girl as a Land/Sea/Air Ranger. 
If the Ranger to be enrolled has not previously been enrolled as a Guide, the 

Captain begins: 'Can I trust you on your honour to do your duty to God and 
the Queen, etc.?' and the recruit repeats the Guide Promise, as in the Guide 
Enrolment ceremony (see Rule 55), followed by the special Ranger question 
and answer. 
69. PRE-ENROLMENT TEST 

1. Study the Promise and Law from a Ranger point of view. Know the origin 
and development of the Movement. 

2. Know the symbolism and significance of the Union Jack, the flag of her 
own country, and the Guide World Flag, and be able to hoist them. 

3. Treat for shock and show simple methods of stopping bleeding. 
*4. Wear her uniform correctly and smartly. Take her place in squad drill. 
5. Plan and carry out a day's expedition with a definite objective, taking a 

friend with her, and keeping a brief log. 
6. Before being enrolled as a Ranger a recruit must attend meetings regular- 

ly and punctually for three months. 
Additional for Air Rangers: Know the Air Safety Measures. 
Additional for Sea Rangers: Swim 50 yards. 
* Alternative to this clause for Lone Rangers (see page 100). 
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Non-Swimmers in Sea Ranger Crews 
Girls who cannot swim may be admitted as recruits to a Sea Ranger crew. 

While working for the pre-enrolment test they should also learn to swim. In very 
special cases a girl who cannot swim may be enrolled as a Ranger with a Guide 
badge on a blue background. Permission to do this must be given by the District 
or Division Commissioner; in very special circumstances this can also apply to 
a Ranger Guider. 

Commissioners and Sea Ranger Guiders are reminded that boat training is 
considered an essential part of a Sea Ranger's training and that a non-swimmer 
cannot take part in the boating activities of the crew. 

NoTE.—Sea Ranger cap ribbons may not be worn by non-swimmers in crews. 
A recruit may wear uniform with the exception of the Ranger enrolment 

badge, beret badge, or cap ribbon. If she has previously been enrolled as a 
Guide she may wear her Guide badge in Ranger uniform. 

70. PROMISE AND LAW 
Throughout her Rangering a Ranger is expected to do all she can to deepen 

her religious faith and her understanding of the Promise and Law in accordance 
with the religious policy of the movement (see Rule 3a). 

71. RANGER SERVICE STAR 
PART I 

I. Collect and keep in readiness a complete set of per-
sonal equipment which she can pack, with 24 hours' 
notice, in a neat and practical way, serviceable for 
expeditions in any weather. 

2. In parties of two or three, using this equipment, carry 
out an exploratory expedition lasting at least 24 
hours. Youth hostels, cyclist rests, barns or tents 
may be used. The exploration should be planned by 
the Ranger and approved by the Tester (appointed 

by the Commissioner in conjunction with the C.R.A. and C.A.) who 
will meet them during some part of the expedition. (See Rule 95). The 
candidate will be judged on the spirit of enterprise and adventure, 
general turnout, organisation, sense of responsibility including a care for 
other people's property, map reading, interest in the locality including 
woodcraft in its widest sense. 

N.B.—This is essentially an outdoor test, but if in the case of a rural company 
a Ranger wishes to explore some town of particular interest, permission may be 
given for her to do so. 

If two Rangers are being tested, then the expedition should cover not less than 
36 hours and preferably 48 hours and each should be responsible for half the 
time. 

The candidate should have taken part in at least one such expedition 
previously. 

PART II 

1. Visit a house or flat and bring back a sufficiently clear description of it so 
that the intending occupier would be able to know if it were likely to be 
suitable. Note general layout, size of rooms, their aspect; heating, 
lighting and cooking facilities, water system, etc.; also garden or yard. 
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2. Find out in her own area: 
Where children can be treated for minor ailments. 
Where mothers can be advised in Infant Welfare. 
Where and how provision is made for the aged and infirm. 
Who is responsible for providing a pure milk supply, sanitation, water, 

gas and electricity supplies. 
Who pays for these services, and from what source the money comes. 
Pay at least one visit to an establishment connected with the above 

services. 
Read the Ranger health book How to be Healthy—and Wise, and show 

that she has made an effort to improve her health and appearance. 
3. Choose a country overseas and be able to interest other people in what 

she has found out about it. 

PART III 

1. Cook, serve and clear away a well-balanced two-course meal. 
2. Bring a statement, signed by a competent person, saying that she has 

bathed, changed and dressed a child under three years old, and has seen 
a demonstration bathing of a baby of under six months (or a doll) given 
by a trained person. Must show that she realises the necessity for dis-
cipline, routine, cleanliness and understanding when dealing with young 
children. 

3. Study design and colour in relation to dress and interior decoration. Make 
either a personal garment or an article of household furnishing, or 
decorate a room. 

4. Do one of the following: 
(a) Keep a list of what she has read over a period of six months. This 

should include three first-class books, modern or classical, poetry 
or prose. 

(b) Compare the merits of three full-length plays, films or ballets, seen 
during the period of preparation for the test, the choice to be as 
varied as possible. 

(c) Visit an art gallery and discuss three selected pictures. 
(d) Know the fundamentals of three different types of architecture and 

be able to compare them. 
(e) Become familiar with three musical masterpieces (by concerts, 

gramophone or broadcasting) and be able to give reasons for her 
choice. 

(f) Introduce three folk tunes (songs or dances) new to the company, 
and be able to teach them. 

PART IV 

1. Be able to deal with outbreak of fire (including forest or moorland fires) 
and know how to use at least one type of fire extinguisher. 

2. Be able to deal with the following: 
Severe bleeding, asphyxiation (including electrical shock), fractures (for 
prevention of further injury), wounds and burns. 

3. Receive and pass on clear messages and give precise directions to strangers 
in her own neighbourhood. 

The Star Test can be taken in stages and in any order. A Service Star with 
the figure 1 in the centre is awarded when any one part or any three separate 
clauses have been passed, and so on until the full star, with the central Ranger 
trefoil, is gained. 
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72. SECTION TRAINING 

Rule 72-73 

For Land Rangers: 
For Sea Rangers: 

For Air Rangers: 

The Land Ranger Adventurer Test. 
The Ordinary Sea Ranger Test. 
The A.B. Test. 
The Leading Sea Ranger Test. 
The Leading Air Ranger Test. 

73. LAND RANGER ADVENTURER TEST (L.R.A.) 
Purpose. To encourage adventure by land. 
The test is in two parts: 

The PREPARATION which can be worked at during company 
meetings, etc., as the specialised training for the Land Section. 

The ACHIEVEMENT which must be done out of doors and as an 
Adventure away from home (or series of adventures if necessary). 

THE PREPARATION 
A Land Ranger should train herself along the following lines: 

1. Land Navigation 
(a) Be able to use a map out of doors. 
(b) Be able to find direction by compass, sun, stars and moon. 
(c) Have a thorough knowledge of the Highway Code and pass a prac-

tical test on its application as a pedestrian and as a cyclist, 
motorist, horse-rider, etc., if such means of road transport is used. 

(d) Know something of the distinguishing marks carried by road 
vehicles. 

(e) Know simple weather signs and be able to make reasonably accurate 
forecasts. 

(f) Know the principal road and rail services of the district and the main 
roads which pass through it. (In the case of a country district with 
few 'bus services, etc., a knowledge of footpaths should be added.) 

2. Emergencies 
Practise dealing with emergencies of all types and pass a test which shall 

include at least three emergencies, one of which must be out of doors. 
(Ability of the Ranger to keep her head, think quickly and use her com-
monsense to be assessed higher than actual knowledge.) 

3. Dexterity 
(a) Be able to splice and whip a rope. 
(b) Be able to tie and use eight knots not known previously (these may 

include not more than three lanyard knots.) 
(c) Know how to use and look after simple household tools and at least 

three tools used on the land, one of which should be a spade. 
4. Tradition of the Land 

Do two of the following: 
(a) Know something of the history of transport by land. 
(b) Read a book on exploration by land. 
(c) Know something of the history of your own county and especially 

of your own district. 
(d) Know something of nature's wild life in your own district. (Town 

Rangers may choose a country area if they wish). 
5. Reliability and Endurance 

Pass test in reliability and endurance (physical and mental) set by the 
company. 

On completing the PREPARATION, a Land Ranger may wear the L.R.A. 
badge. 
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THE ACHIEVEMENT 
A Land Ranger must carry out an adventure by ►and (or series of adventures) 

under sealed orders, which shall include the practical application of the know-
ledge she has gained during her preliminary training (the Preparation). The 
tester for this must not be connected with the company and should be approved 
by the Commissioner and C.A. 

On completing the ACHIEVEMENT, the Ranger may embroider a green edge 
to the background of her L.R.A. badge. 
Mobile Endorsement 

In order to obtain this, a Land Ranger should choose a means of mobility 
(bicycle, car, horse, motor-bicycle, trekcart, etc.). She should know how to look 
after it and whenever possible, use it for exploration and adventure by land. 

74. ORDINARY SEA RANGER TEST 
1. Know the history of the ship from which the Crew has taken its name. 
2. Be able to pipe the 'Still', 'Carry on' and 'Pipe the Side'. 
3. Know the times of the different watches, and be able to strike ship's times 

correctly on the bell. 
4. Read a nautical book, illustrating the customs and traditions of the sea. 
5. Know the White, Blue and Red Ensigns, and who are entitled to fly them. 
6. Know sixteen points of the compass, and how a magnetic compass is used 

on board ship. 
7. Be able to signal and read letters and words in semaphore. 
8. Identify not less than four types of pulling boats, and name the various 

parts of a boat and an oar by actual demonstration. 
9. (a) Be able to use six of the following bends and hitches: 

Round turn and two half hitches, bowline, rolling hitch, double 
sheetbend, bowline on a bight, fisherman's (or anchor) bend, running 
bowline, double carrick bend, timber hitch, highwayman's hitch. 

(b) Make a short, back and eye splice. 
(c) Know eight fancy knots and sennits, including a Turk's Head, and 

make a lanyard showing not less than four of these knots. 

75. A.B. TEST 
1. Must have passed the Ordinary Sea Ranger Test. 
2. Signal and read messages in semaphore at a speed of 25 letters a minute, 

and know the following procedure signals—calling up, wait, general 
answer, erase, end of message. 

3. Recognise the Merchant Navy Flags of twenty different maritime nations, 
including those of the British Dominions. 

4. Identify four different types of sailing boats in general use. 
5. Identify in practice six constellations, and be able to find the compass 

points from three of them. 
6. Show an understanding of simple weather signs. Keep a weather chart for 

at least a week, showing reasonably accurate forecasts. 
7. (a) Be able to use all bends and hitches in the Ordinary Sea Ranger Test. 

(b) Be able to do two types of whipping. 
8. Know and describe six types of Naval or Merchant Navy craft. 
9. (a) Understand the general principles of cargo-carrying in the Merchant 

Navy. 
(b) Describe four types of cargo, stating how they are packed, stowed, 

loaded, country of origin and destination. 
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10. (a) Row a boat with others. 
(b) Know the common terms in connection with rowing boats. 
(c) Be able to make a boat fast to a ringbolt, cleat and bollard. 

••-, 11. (a) Read a book on the Development of Shipping. 
(b) Recognise and be able to describe four types of square-rigged vessels. 

76. LEADING SEA RANGER TEST 
1. Must have passed the A.B. Test. 

▪ 2. Do one of the following: 
(a) Semaphore—Transmit and receive signals at 7 words per minute. 
(b) Flashing—Transmit and receive signals at 3 words per minute. 
(c) Bn77er—Transmit and receive signals at 8 words per minute. 

3. Know the flags and pennants of the International Code of Signals and 
their single letter meaning. 

4. Know the distinguishing marks and titles of Royal Navy and W.R.N.S. 
Officers. 

5. Be able to read a chart, and fix position by means of cross bearings. 
6. Know the buoys in use under the Uniform System of Buoyage. 
7. (a) Show ability to instruct recruits in their Ordinary Sea Ranger knots. 

(b) Make a long splice. 
(c) Learn two new fancy knots of her own choice. 

8. Be able to recognise from models or pictures, ships of the following 
periods: 

Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Viking, Norman Conquest, 13th Century, 
14th Century, Tudor, Elizabethan, 17th Century, 18th Century, 19th 
Century. 

9. Make one of the following: 
Canvas bucket. 	 Netted article. 
Canvas bag. 	 Ship in a bottle. 
Rope or canvas fender. 	Strop a block. 
Rope mat. 	 Four instructional models. 

10. Show efficiency in one of the following: 
(a) Manage a dinghy, or similar craft, singlehanded. 
(b) Cox a boat under oars. 

Holders of the Oarsman Certificate or Boat Permit are exempt from this 
clause. 
11. Perform one method of life-saving or release, or 

Throw a life-line to reach a person 15 yards away and perform artificial 
respiration (any method) and resuscitate and treat the apparently 
drowned. 

BOATING (see Rule 106). 

77. LEADING AIR RANGER TEST 
1. Read a book on the history of aviation and show that she 

has some knowledge of the subject. 
2. Know the different controls of an aircraft or glider; be able 

to explain how an aircraft or glider takes to the air; what 
sustains it in flight and the principal forces which 'affect 
it in flight. 

3. Know: 
(a) The distinguishing rank badges and titles of the R.A.F. and 

W.R.A.F. 
(b) At least ten International markings and identification letters on 

civil aircraft. 
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4. Know how to render assistance to the occupants of a crashed aircraft as 
follows: 
(a) Be able to recognise emergency exits and break in panels. 
(b) Be able to recognise the location of crash axes and fire-extinguish---4  

ers, and demonstrate their uses. 
(c) Be able to disengage the safety harness and parachute harness of 

passengers and air crew. 
(d) By giving first aid (as set out under Part IV of the Ranger Service 

Star) and emergency call to ambulance and fire brigade. 
5. Know the difference between and be able to recognise the following 

High-wing monoplane, low-wing monoplane, single-engined and multi-
engined aircraft, biplane, seaplane, flying boat, glider. 

6. Keep a weather log for two consecutive weeks, making at least two entries 
a day. The log should include estimation of wind strength and direction, 
amount and estimated height of cloud, visibility, and (if possible) air 
temperature and pressure. 	 • 

7. Understand the purpose of a signals area at an airfield, and know at least 
six different signals which might be displayed. Know the standard 
ground-to-air signals by Aldis lamp and Very lights in use on Service 
and civil airfields. 

8. Know the signals and orders used by pilots and ground crews when: 
(a) starting and stopping engines; 
(b) taxi-ing; 
and be able to give assistance to a pilot taxi-ing an aircraft. 

or: 
Be proficient in the orders and signals used in handling gliders and sail 
planes. 

9. Know the difference between air speed and ground speed, and be able to 
describe the principle and purpose of the air-speed indicator and 
altimeter. 

10. Have been for a short flight as pilot or passenger in an aircraft or glider; 
or 
Have spent half an hour at the controls of a Link Trainer; 
or 
Have spent an hour receiving instruction and watching duties being per- 

formed in a control tower on a Service or large civil aerodrome. 
Air Safety Measures (See Rule 107). 

78. AIR RANGER WINGS 
To qualify to wear Air Ranger wings a Guider or Ranger must have passed 

the Leading Air Ranger Test and have completed three hours solo flying in a 
powered aircraft or hold the `B' Gliding Certificate. 

79. RANGER CERTIFICATES 
A certificate will be awarded to a Ranger passing any one of the following 

tests. This will entitle her to wear the appropriate special service bar. 
I. HOME SERVICE.—Cook, Dressmaker, Electrician, Finisher, Handy-

woman, Housecraft. 
II. NURSING SERVICE.—First Aid, Home Nursing, Hygiene, Samaritan. 

III. CHII..n SERVICE.—Child Study, Infant and Child Welfare, Play Leader- 
ship. 
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IV. COMMUNITY SERVICE.—(a) Cultural: Art, Bellringer, Drama, Folk 
Dancer, Handwork, Literature, Music; Guide Knowledge; (b) 
General: Citizen, Civil Defence, Fire-Fighting, Motor Mechanic, 
Public Health, Service to the Handicapped. 

V. COAST AND RIVER SERVICE.—Life-Saver, Mariner, Oarsman, Sea Lore, 
Shipwright, Signalling Transmitter. 

VI. Ant SERVICE.—Aeromodeller, Aircraft Recognition, Air Crew, Air 
Mechanic, Glider Crew, Meteorology, Navigation, Theory of Flight. 

VII. OUTDOOR SERVICE.—Astronomer, Camperaft (see Camping chapter, 
Rule 95), Climber, Explorer, Forester, Hill-Walker, Land-Girl, Local 
Knowledge, Water Naturalist, Woodcraft. 

VIII. WORLD SERWCE.—British Commonwealth and Empire Knowledge, 
International Knowledge, Linguist. 

The syllabuses are suggestions for training courses from which a Ranger 
may make her individual choice. 

The Special Service Bar should be worn on the left breast when in uniform, 
beneath the Ranger Service Star if this has also been gained. 

Where an examination of a recognised outside society covers the syllabus it 
may qualify for a Ranger Certificate. 

Rangers who are members of the B.R.C.S., St.J.A.A., the St. Andrew Am-
bulance Association, or the R.L.S.S. may wear the appropriate badge when in 
uniform above the cuff on the left sleeve. 

SECTION I—HOME SERVICE 
The certificate of a recognised Training College or the Advanced Housecraft Examina-

tion of the National Council for Domestic Studies, qualify for the following certificates: 
Cook, Dressmaker, Finisher, Housecraft. 

COOK 
1. Possess a good cookery book, and make for herself a collection of recipes which she 

has used. 
2. Be able to cook and serve all of the following dishes (one or more to be chosen by 

the tester from any three groups). When possible the candidate should not know 
before the test what she is to cook, but it should be permissible for her to use a 
cookery book at the time. 

Boiling—soup, meat, fresh vegetables, puddings, fish, porridge. 
Steaming—vegetables, fish, suet and cake mixtures. 
Stewing—meat and fruit. 
Frying and grilling—fish, meat, sausages, bacon, eggs, pancakes, fishcakes, 

rissoles. 
Baking—pastry, scones and plain cake mixture. 
Miscellaneous—salads. 

3. Answer questions on dishes just prepared, and know why different ways of cooking 
are used for the various foods. 

4. Wash up utensils, boards, etc., and know the proper uses of various cleaning agents 
used. 

5. Understand the principle of the hay box and be able to use one. Know the best 
method of storing foods, especially perishable foodstuffs, in hot weather. 

6. (a) Have experience in home cookery. 
(b) Using recipes tested by herself draw up menus for three days, for a family of 

four (father, mother and two children). 
(c) Make out a shopping list with prices for any two of these days, stating which 

foods would already be in the larder. These menus should be well-balanced, 
showing a good knowledge of food values. 

7. Understand how to make the best use of the stock pot and of `left-over' foods. 
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DRESSMAKER 
1. Know how to use, clean and oil a sewing machine. 
2. Show examples of the correct methods of patching plain and patterned materials, 

mending blankets and darning stockings. 
3. From used garments, unpick, wash, press and make a frock and knickers for a girl, 

or a tunic and shorts for a boy under five, or a garment for herself. 
4. Make a Ranger shirt or equivalent garment. (One garment made for either clause 3 

or 4 of this test must have inset sleeves.) 
5. Carry out some sort of household mending for one month. 
6. Show how to cut out from a paper pattern. 

ELECTRICIAN 
1. Know the dangers of electric shock and the methods of rescue and resuscitation. 
2. Have an elementary knowledge of the three effects of an electric current (magnetic, 

chemical and heating.) 
3. Understand the meaning of the following terms; ampere, volt, ohm, watt, and B. 

of T. unit. Be able to apply Ohm's Law and calculate the cost of running electric 
lamps and heaters, and to read a meter. 

4. Understand the working of electric irons, stoves, bells and be able to recharge a 
Leclanche cell. 

5. Do one of the following: 
(a) Rewire a damaged flex to standard or hanging lamp. 
(b) Wire an emergency bell. 
(c) Understand the use of fuse wire in a circuit and be able to mend a fuse. 

6. Test a torch bulb for broken filament with an electric battery. 

FINISHER 
1. Wash and finish the following: 

(a) A fine muslin article. 
(b) A lace article (nothing smaller than an 8-inch wide collar). 
(c) Table linen (nothing smaller than a tablecloth 1 yard square). 
(d) A woollen garment. 
(e) A silk or artificial silk blouse or jumper. 

2. Starch and iron a cotton blouse or other garment. 
3. Show knowledge of correct folding of finished articles. 
4. Describe the routine of washing day, and remove stains. 

Some part of this test must be demonstrated at the test. 

HANDYWOMAN 
1. Work a sewing machine and understand putting in a needle, cleaning, oiling, etc. 
2. Replace gas mantles; or electric bulbs and mend a fuse; or clean and trim an oil lamp. 
3. Know where to turn off, at the main, the gas, water and electricity, if these are laid 

on in her own home. 
4. Thoroughly clean and repaint one of the following: 

Hot-water can, table, door, window or equivalent. Two coats at least to be applied. 
5. Do one of the following: 

Distemper a room with assistance; paper a room with assistance; clean, stain or 
polish a floor; whitewash a ceiling. 

6. (a) Clean paint brushes. 
(b) Remove paint from material. 
(c) Sharpen a knife on a hone, grindstone or whetstone. 
(d) Mend a handle or pole by glueing and whipping. 
(e) Splice a rope. 
(f) Repair china. 
(g) Repair a wooden article with glue. 
(h) Mend a puncture or repair some rubber article with patch and rubber solution. 
(i) Mend a saucepan or equivalent. 
(j) Renew a washer, and know what to do in the case of burst pipes. 
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7. Do one of the following: 
(a) Renew a roller blind or fix a curtain rod. 
(b) Lay linoleum. 
(c) Re-make a mattress. 
(b) Put a new spring on a door handle. 
(e) Upholster a small chair or stool. 

8. (a) Do up a parcel; or rope up a case; or do up a large bundle. 
(b) Make a useful article for the house. 
(c) Know how to use hammer, screwdriver and gimlet. 

HOUSECRAFT 
1. Draw up a statement of detailed expenditure for a week, with an exact account of 

meals provided (particulars of wages and family to be given by the tester). 
2. Give satisfactory evidence of the knowledge of practical house-keeping, including 

the purchase and storage of food, methods of keeping a house clean and well 
ventilated, the care of linen and blankets and the disposal of refuse. 

3. Bring to the test a sample of preserved fruit, pickles or jam made by herself. 
4. Remove stains from carpets, table linen, brass, etc. 
5. Know how to use a fire extinguisher. Be able to mend a fuse. 
6. Know how to act as hostess. This to include sending out invitations, laying the 

table for a meal, receiving and entertaining guests. 
7. Arrange flowers. 
8. Look up train or bus routes and connections in a railway or bus time-table. 

SECTION II—NURSING SERVICE 
FIRST AID 

This certificate will be awarded to a Ranger gaining any one of the following 
certificates: 

The Adult First Aid Certificate of the British Red Cross Society, or 
The Adult First Aid Certificate of the St. John Ambulance Association, or 
The Adult First Aid Certificate of the St. Andrew Ambulance Association, or 
The London County Council Certificate in First Aid (Senior). 

HOME NURSING 
This certificate will be awarded to a Ranger gaining any one of the following 

certificates: 
The Adult Home Nursing Certificate of the British Red Cross Society, or 
The Adult Home Nursing Certificate of the St. John Ambulance Association, or 
The Adult Home Nursing Certificate of the St. Andrew Ambulance Association, or 
The London County Council Certificate in Home Nursing (Senior), or 
The Preliminary State Examination Certificate in General Nursing, or 
National Hospital Service Reserve (Auxiliary Nurse) Certificate. 

HYGIENE 
This certificate will be awarded to a Ranger gaining any one of the following 

certificates: 
The Adult Hygiene Certificate of the British Red Cross Society, or 
The Adult Hygiene Certificate of the St. John Ambulance Association, or 
The Preliminary State Examination Certificate in General Nursing. 

SAMARITAN 	 A 
1. Know the position of the principal bones, and how to prevent further injury in the 

case of fractures or dislocations: make and pad a splint; treat sprains and strains; 
improvise a splint; be able to act as an assistant if required in the splinting of 
fractures. 

2. Apply a triangular bandage to the head, elbow, hand, knee, ankle, and foot, and 
demonstrate three types of arm sling. 
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3. Know the differences between arterial bleeding and venous bleeding, and know the 
position of the main arteries; know how to check bleeding, and how to treat 
nose bleeding. 

4. Know ways of supporting a patient alone, and carrying with the help of others. 
5. Render first aid in the following cases: burns and scalds, both severe and slight, 

blisters, choking, bites, stings, grit in the eye, wounds, both clean and dirty. 
6. Know the chief signs and treatment of the following: fainting, hysteria, shock, fits, 

suspected concussion, internal haemorrhage, and the general treatment of an 
unconscious patient. 

7. Demonstrate the Holger Nielsen method of artificial respiration, and know when 
it should be applied. 

1. Understand the value of warmth and fresh air in sickness; demonstrate the ven-
tilation of a given sick room. 

2. Understand the care of a patient; make a bed with a patient in it; improvise and 
show how to use a draw sheet, hot water bottles, foot cradle, knee pillow 
(donkey), and back rest. Know how to give a bed-pan and how to prevent bed 
sores. Understand the care of the mouth and hair. 

3. Take and record a temperature, pulse and respiration; know normal temperature 
and serious variations. 

4. Know the general precautions necessary when nursing infectious cases, including 
the common cold. 

5. Make and apply fomentations, cold compresses, and understand the reasons for 
care in giving medicines, aperients, stimulants and sedatives. 

6. Apply a roller bandage for a finger, thumb, ankle, knee, eye, ear and head. 
7. Make barley water, a nourishing broth and a milk food, and three dishes suitable 

for invalids on light diet. 
The teaching and testing of the Samaritan Certificate should be as practical as possible, 

aiming at developing the candidate's power of quick thinking in an emergency. 
Instructors must have passed this certificate on a teaching basis or hold higher 

qualifications. The Girl Guides Association Book of First Aid and Rescue Work will be 
used as a handbook by all instructors, so it is essential that all candidates should read 
the reference notes and suggestions in it. 

The certificate must be tested by a qualified doctor or nurse. Where difficulty is 
experienced in obtaining the services of either of these, the County Commissioner may 
approach a suitable Red Cross instructor or other qualified official. 

SECTION DI—CHILD SERVICE 
CHILD STUDY 

1. Know the conditions for the growth of a healthy mind. 
2. Study the physical and mental development of children in one of the two periods: 

(a) From birth to five years. 
(b) From five to adolescence. 

3. Study the individual differences between children, including forms of play, degrees 
of self-reliance, attitude to authority, response to other members of a group. 

4. Keep a record, under careful direction, of observations of children at play and in 
various situations. 

Rangers should realise that they are (as in First Aid) only touching the fringe of a 
very wide and deep subject, and cannot undertake this course in a short time. Under-
standing can only come through a continued period of observation. 

This course of child study should be one consisting of a course of lectures with 
observation of children directed by the lecturer, who should be a qualified person. 
Opportunities for these observations occur in Pack meetings, hospitals, schools, play-
centres, in the home, street or playground. 
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Books recommended 

Susan Isaacs .. 
Susan Isaacs 

Charlotte Bulller 
John Watson .. 
C. W. Valentine 
J. A. Hadfield .. 
A. Gesell 
M. A. Payne .. 

The Children We Teach. 
The First Two Years. (Pamphlet issued by the University 

of London, Institute of Education and Home and 
School Council.) 

The Child and His Family. 
The Child and the Magistrate. 
The Psychology of Early Childhood.* 
Psychology and Morals. 
The First Five Years of Life.• 
Oliver Untwisted. 
The Growing Child and its Problems. 

The Primary School Report: Chapters II, III, and Appendix iii. 
The Spens Report, Chapter II. 
Advances in Understanding the Child, The Home and School Council. 

• • . 	• • 
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• For reference only: the other books should be read throughout. 

INFANT AND CHILD WELFARE 
The Care of Children, 6 months to 2 years 

Answer questions on: 
1. The daily routine for infants and toddlers. 
2. The signs of a healthy baby and the normal stages in development. 
3. The importance of exercise and play for infants and toddlers. 
4. The importance of cleanliness and the dangers of dirt. 

(This should be studied from the point of view of: 
(a) The child. 
(b) His surroundings.) 

5. The care of the eyes, nose, ears and mouth of an infant. 
6. The signs of illness and what to do. 
7. Breast feeding, artificial feeding, weaning and the introduction of solid foods. 
8. The feeding of the toddler, and the constitution of a well-balanced diet. 
9. The importance of food cleanliness, with special reference to: 

(a) The contamination of milk. 
(b) Keeping milk in the home. 

10. Winter and summer clothing for infants and toddlers. 
11. The Welfare Centres in the district and the services available. 

Practical: 
Bath and dress a baby and make up a cot ready for use. 
Make a garment for an infant. 
Launder baby clothes, including nappies and woollies. 
Prepare a feed and a dish suitable for use at weaning (e.g. groats, barley, jelly, purr& 

vegetables). 
Take charge of a toddler for at least half a day (to include getting it up in the morning 

or putting to bed at night). 
This certificate will also be awarded to Rangers gaining the British Red Cross Society 

Certificate in this subject. 

PLAY LEADERSHIP 
Throughout the syllabus, Rangers should specialise in recreational activities for 

children of one of the following age groups: Under 5, 5 to 7, or 7 to 11. 
I. Have done practical work for at least six months with children of the age group 

chosen. The work should include helping with a Brownie Pack, Nursery Centre, 
Play Centre, etc. 

2. Suggest some simple outdoor games. Describe one fully. Original games welcomed. 
3. Suggest suitable occupations (mental, manual and physical). 
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4. Suggest suitable musical activities. 
5. Make up a story. Name three well-known stories which they might like to hear. 
6. Show knowledge of the signs and symptoms of the common ailments, elementary 

first aid, detection of skin and head infections, and make up a first aid equipment 
box. 

7. Have a knowledge of a child's daily routine, the importance of habit-training, 
regular meals, mid-day sleep, fresh air and free play. 

SECTION IV—COMMUNITY SERVICE 

A. CULTURAL 
ART 

Any one part may be taken to qualify for the certificate. 
Part I 

Pass one of the following: 
1. Illustrative Artist.—Show three pieces of work executed in any suitable medium, 

e.g. pen and ink, charcoal, `wash' drawing, lino-cut, or wood-cut. Indicate 
method of reproduction intended. 

2. Painter.—Show three paintings in oil, water colour or pastel. 
3. Craftsman.—Show three examples of any one major craft, such as lettering and 

illuminating, pottery, fabric printing, dress design, posters, jewellery, book-
binding, weaving, cabinet work, etc. 

4. Modeller.—Show three pieces of modelling, either in round or bas-relief, or plaque 
or medallion. These may be made in clay, plasticine, wax, or other medium. 

Part H 
1. Give the history and special features of two schools of painting, e.g. Florentine, 

Venetian, Dutch, Eighteenth Century English, etc., with an account of at least 
three painters belonging to each; or 

Know the art of some chosen country in relation to the history of the country, and 
give an account of at least six of the well-known artists included in this. 

2. Show a knowledge of the work of two well-known living artists in drawing, 
painting or sculpture. 

3. Bring to the test the reproduction of a picture by one of the artists mentioned in 
I or 2, mounted or framed by herself; or 

Show an album she has made holding not less than six pictures by these artists or 
by sculptors. Give reasons for her choice. 

4. Know the history and describe the principal possessions of a local art gallery or of 
a famous public or private collection of art; or 

Describe some local monument or piece of sculpture, both from the historical and 
art point of view, and state her opinion of it. Make a drawing of it. 

Part HI 
1. Understand and explain the following terms: Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian; apse, 

nave, clerestory, column, capital, arch, tracery, buttress, corbal, gargoyle, 
mullion elevation, gable, turret, string course, cornice, foundation, sewer, drain, 
vaults, span, keystone. 

2. Describe the special features of any two periods of architecture, e.g. Greek 
Renaissance, Gothic, etc. 

3. Describe in detail and give her opinion of a building planned by a qualified archi-
tect during the last twenty years. State the special characteristics of modern 
architecture; or 

Describe the difference in style between housing of two periods. 
4. Describe and know the history of a famous building, if possible in her own 

neighbourhood. Draw a part which she specially admires, and give reasons for 
her choice. 
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F BELL RINGER 
1. Bring a certificate from the Captain of Ringers showing that she has been regular 

and punctual in attending practice and Sunday ringing for at least three months. 
2. Be  able to explain to a non-ringer the parts of a bell, how it is hung and the tech-

nical terms used in her belfry. 
3. Have read at least one book on the history of bells or bell ringing; or 

Show some knowledge of the towers and bells in her own neighbourhood. 
4. Be able to raise and lower a bell in peal and ring rounds accurately. 
5. Be able to ring two standard methods on an inside bell. 
6. Show her ability to splice a rope and understand changing a rope and greasing the 

bearings of a bell. 

DRAMA 
Part I is compulsory, and either the whole of Part II or the whole of Part III. 

Part I 
1. Read (and if possible see or hear) a play of Shakespeare, a morality play (old or 

new), and six contrasted plays of her own choice. 
Be prepared to discuss them all with the tester, and quote from memory from the 

first two. 
2. Keep a record of plays, including radio plays, and films for six months (not 

necessarily consecutive) with brief notes as regards quality of story, production, 
acting and photography. 

3. Bring two of the following properties made by herself: Crown, weapon, wings, 
cottage window, fireplace, cut-out of tree. 

1 Part IL—Producer 
1. Show a performance of a dramatic item lasting not less than fifteen minutes that 

she has produced herself. This may be a scene from a long play, a one-act play, 
a mime, a puppet show, an operetta, or a series of acted ballads, spoken or 
sung. The performers can be children or adults. The tester can attend an enter-
tainment or the production can be brought to the test. 

2. Submit and be prepared to explain a scheme for producing a play of her own 
choice, to include: 
(a) lighting plot; (b) rough sketches of costume and setting; (c) a time-table of 
rehearsals; (d) a note on publicity; (e) a note on author's performing fee and the 
Government Entertainment Tax. 

3. Improvise at the test a dramatic arrangement either spoken or mimed, suitable for 
camp-fire, of a story, ballad, or song, given by the tester. 

Part M.—Actor 
1. Have played a part in a play and be prepared to quote from it and discuss it. 
2. Act a monologue or duologue of her own choice (taking both parts) at the test. 
3. Bring copies and be ready to read as directed from three of the plays in Clause 1 

Part I. 
4. Bring a friend and materials and demonstrate the dry make-up of a character part 

(old woman, country girl, injured boy, etc.), at the request of the tester. 

FOLK DANCER 
Part I (one section) and Part H must be taken. 

Part I.—National Dances 
ENGLAND 

1. Perform in any place in the set the following eight dances (published in the Com-
munity Dance Manual, Vols. I and II): 

Belfast Hornpipe, Morpeth Rant, Steamboat, Cumberland Square, Circassian 
Circle, Waltz Country Dance, Norfolk Long Dance, Yorkshire Square. 

2. Conduct a group of dancers through one of the above dances. 
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The Community Dance Manual, Vols. I and U, and gramophone records for all the 
dances can be obtained from the Sales Department, Cecil Sharp House, 2 Regent's 
Park Road, London, N.W.1. 
WALES 

1. Perform the Welsh Reel (six figures including Jigging, Swing Corners, and the 
Bridge, commencing with Towards the Harp and ending with the Circle or 
Towards the Harp again). 

2. Perform Croen y Ddafed Felan (solo poker dance) and any one dance from Welch 
Whim and Other Dances. 

The Welsh Reel and Welch Whim and Other Dances are published by The Gwynne 
Publishing Co., Llangollen, and Croen y Ddafed Felan in Dewch I Ddawnsio, published 
by The University of Wales Press, Cardiff. 
SCOTLAND 

1. Perform as either man or woman, in any place in the set, Machine without Horses, 
Lord Rosslyn's Fancy, Hamilton House, Jessie's Hornpipe, Monymusk, Rakes 
of Glasgow, Strathglass House, Braes of Tullimet. 

2. Conduct a group of dancers through one of the first four dances on the list. 
These dances can be obtained in leaflet form from the Secretary, R.S.C.D.S., Thorn-

hill, Cairnmuir Road, Edinburgh, 12. 
NORTHERN IRELAND 

1. Hold the Guide Country Dance Badge or be prepared to dance any of the dances 
included in it. 

2. Perform six of the following dances: High Cane Cap, Haymaker's Jig, Lannigan's 
Ball, Bonfire Dance, Harvest Time Jig, Rowenella, Piper's Dance, Eight Hand 
Reel. 

3. Know the jig step, side step, and three reel steps. 
Instructions for these dances can be obtained from Northern Ireland Headquarters, 

50 Upper Arthur Street, Belfast. 
Part IL—Dances of Other Countries 

Dances from a different country to those taken in Part I must be chosen. 
I. Perform two dances from Series III of Scandinavian Dances or Series III of Folk 

Dances of Many Lands, both published by the Ling Association, or 
2. Perform two American Square Dances, or 
3. Perform two English dances from Community Dance Manual, Vol. 1, or 
4. Perform two dances from Welsh Guide Country Dance syllabus, or 
5. Perform two dances from Scottish Country Dance Books 1 or 2, or 
6. Perform two dances from Irish Guide Country Dance syllabus. 
N.B.—The tester should, where possible, be qualified and approved by a branch of 

the recognised Folk Dance Society of the country. 
The dancer will be expected to perform the movements in good style, accurately, 

rhythmically and with due appreciation and enjoyment of the musical and individual 
character of the dance. 

GUIDE KNOWLEDGE 
1. Have a knowledge of the history and growth of Guiding in this country and 

throughout the world. 
2. Describe the organisation of the Movement in her own country, showing a 

knowledge of the work of the different branches and sections. 
3. Be able to recognise members of the Movement by the distinguishing marks of 

their uniform. 
4. Know who holds the various appointments in her County, Division and District. 
5. Visit, with the co-operation of her Commissioner, at least three varying units (e.g. 

a Brownie pack; a Hospital company; a Ranger unit of a different section from 
her own). 
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6. Help with some activity in the Movement (e.g. a Guide Rally; Brownie Pack 
Revels; Local Association Meeting; a Guide Camp; Brownie Pack Holiday, 
etc.). 

7. Be able to interest other people (if possible those who are not conversant with 
Scouting and Guiding) in the chief aims and methods, traditions and symbolism 
of the Scout and Guide Movements. 

HANDWORK 
Any one section may be taken for the certificate. 

I. Knitter 
1. Make a dress, cardigan, jersey or pullover for an adult. 
2. Make golf-stockings with fancy tops, or a garment introducing a fair-isle design. 
3. Make an outfit for an infant, consisting of at least four garments excluding gloves 

and bootees. 
4. Show ability to adapt printed directions to specified measurements. 

H. Embroideress 
1. Embroider a sampler showing twelve stitches which must include hemstitching, 

square stitch, double running and cross stitch. These should be done by the 
counted thread, and the sampler should have mitred corners. 

2. Show a knowledge of the history of such traditional work as double running, 
drawn fabric and quilting, and the characteristics of their designs. 

3. Show two finished articles worked in the style of two traditional types of 
embroidery. These articles must be made entirely by the Ranger, and should 
show that she understands how to adapt the designs to suit her purpose. No 
bought hemstitching is allowed, and there must be a very high standard of 
neatness and finish. 

III. Bookbinder 
1. Know the history of the making of books. (Books and their History, Jack, is 

recommended.) Know the parts of a book, the standard sizes of printing paper, 
and the meaning of folio, quarto, octavo, frontispiece, index and glossary. 

2. Show an old book repaired by herself. 
3. Bind together loose copies of a magazine, music or exercise books. (Outside cases 

may be bought ready made.) 
4. Bind a book in half cloth and paper (patterned paper sides, preferably made by 

the Ranger), or in half cloth and leather. 
5. Make one of the following, of her own choice: 

(a) Whole leather binding. 
(b) Whole leather binding, all one design in blind. 
(c) An album, showing correct guarding, hollow back, covered with whole 

cloth. 
6. Make a loose-leaf notebook, size about 8 in. x 10 in. (no bought ones eligible), to 

contain notes on apparatus required in binding, and suitable materials (give 
samples), with brief notes as to where these can be obtained, prices, etc. 

7. Mount a picture, or a paper sheet survey map, to he mounted in sections, made 
to fold. 

8. Show an example of blind tooling and lettering. 
IV. Leatherworker 

1. Have a general knowledge of the chief processes of tanning. 
2. Make notes on six types of skins, the methods of their making into leather, the 

countries from which they come, and the purposes for which each is suitable. 
3. Show two pieces of work designed, constructed and executed by herself with 

simple, appropriate decoration and thonging, selected from the following: 
shopping bag, fitted pochette, book-carrier, slip-on book-cover, bellows, book 
blotter, spectacle case, pair of gloves, slippers. 

4. Make a'plaited dog-leash or plaited handles for a shopping-bag, and some leather 
fastener buttons and loops. 
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V. Toycraft 
1. Make a toy of some soft material or wool, suitable for a baby. 
2. Make an animal, bird or doll with movable limbs. 
3. Plan and model a bungalow and furniture, or ship, using wood or cardboard; or 

construct in wood a trolley or wheelbarrow (minimum size: 1 foot in length, 
excluding handles), suitable for a child of 4 to 7. 

4. Make a wooden animal or set of animals, using a fretsaw, or make a toy mainly 
from scrap material (cotton-reels, matchboxes, pieces, etc.). 

5. Make one other toy. 
All toys must be of a saleable standard. 

LITERATURE 
1. Keep a bibliography of all her reading during the time she is preparing for the 

certificate, and be prepared to discuss with the tester the value of the books and 
periodicals she has read. 

2. Keep a book of quotations of her own choice from her reading, and of references 
to passages which seem to her specially memorable. She should be able to quote 
from this book. 

3. Read from such anthologies as the Golden Treasury or the Oxford Book of English 
Verse, and the Golden Treasury of Longer Poems (Everyman Series), examples of 
the different types of English poetry. 

4. (a) Study examples of story-telling, oratory and poetry in the Bible. 
(b) Read an essay each of Bacon, Addison and R. L. Stevenson, or any other 

writers typical of the development of the essay form. 
(c) Read two nineteenth and two twentieth century novels of recognised greatness. 

5. Read a Shakesperian and a modern example of each of the three main types of 
drama, i.e. tragedy, comedy and history. 

6. Choose for special study one of the following subjects: 
Children's stories, myths and legends, biography, auto-biography, books of 

travel, or 
Choose a great period of literature and be able to give an account of three 

authors in it, or 
Read some account of the growth and development of our language, such as 

The English Language by Logan Pearsall Smith (Home University Library). 
MUSIC 

Part I is compulsory, and the whole of Part H or of Part HI. 
Part I 

1. Keep a record for three months of the music she has heard, to include symphonies, 
chamber music, and choral singing. This may be music heard in church, in a 
concert hall or on the radio. 

2. Know something of the life and work of two composers of different periods. 
3. Recognise all the instruments of a symphony orchestra from pictures and find 

their parts in a full score. 
Part H.—Instrumental or Vocal 

1. Play or sing 'God save the Queen'. 
2. Pass any recognised examination approved by the tester as suitable to her age and 

opportunities. (If the instrument chosen is one for which there are no recognised 
examinations, or if for any reason the above is not possible, the tester may be 
asked to select two items to be played or sung from a list offered by the candidate. 
This list should contain at least six contrasted pieces of music.) Play a church 
service in the case of an organist. 

Part III.—Camp-fire Singing 
1. Conduct a company or patrol she has trained to sing a traditional folk-song, part-

song, or round. (A traditional folk-song may be defined as one of which the 
composer has not been traced.) 

2. Be able to teach ten songs of her own choice out of the Camp Fire Songs or any 
equivalent song book published by Imperial Headquarters. 
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COMMUNITY SERVICE 
B. GENERAL. 

CITIZEN 
1. Know how the country is governed. Understand the constitution and working of 

Parliament, what the Cabinet is, why there are two Houses, and how laws are 
made. 

Have a knowledge of the functions and working of one of the following: 
(a) The National Health Service. 
(b) The National Assistance Board. 
(c) The Ministry of Labour and National Service. 

2. Understand the working of her own local government, and show a practical know-
ledge of two of the following: 
(a) Local education system, including scholarships, continuation classes, etc. 
(b) Local Health Services (Maternity and Child Welfare, Sanitary Inspection, 

etc.). 
(c) Local housing activities. 
(d) Local Amenity Services (Libraries, Baths, Wash-houses, Parks, etc.) or, for 

rural areas: The activities of the Parish Council and Library facilities. 
3. Have a knowledge of the principal social welfare organisations in the neighbour- 

hood, and know where to go for information or in cases of distress, etc. 
4. Have a knowledge of the work carried out by the local Youth Committee and two 

Committees of the Town or District Council, and have attended a meeting of 
the latter. 

5. Have carried out acts of voluntary service in town or village. 

CIVIL DEFENCE 
1. Have passed Part IV of the Ranger Service Star* and in addition demonstrate: 

(a) Stirrup pump drill; 
(b) Method of rescue from burning house; 
(c) Treatment for severe bleeding, burns, shock (including providing a hot 

stimulant by a fire in the open) and suffocation (including artificial 
respiration). 

2. Show a knowledge of Civil Defence organisation, and draw and make a map 
showing in her area position of Civil Defence departments and principal 
buildings. 

3. Show some knowledge of the types and effects of high explosive bombs. 
4. Show some knowledge of atomic explosions, e.g., (a) Gamma rays, (b) Heat flash, 

(c) Blast; and their effects. 
5. Define principal war gases; 

Know the difference between persistent and non-persistent gases, and the 
characteristics and effects of nerve and blister groups. Know what action to 
take on a gas warning or on encountering gas. Demonstrate personal first aid 
for nerve and blister groups. Demonstrate use and care of respirator. 

6. Understand the principles of cleansing arrangements in atomic and chemical 
warfare. 

Nom.—Except for Part I, the training for this certificate must be given by a Civil 
Defence Instructor. 

The final test must be taken by a Civil Defence Instructor. Rangers who have attended 
the first ten hours of a twenty-two hour course in Civil Defence Corps Basic Training 
will be entitled to hold this certificate. 

FIRE-FIGHTING 
1. Know her neighbourhood, including whereabouts of fire station, fire alarms, and 

fire hydrants. Know the local hydrant markings and the meaning of the symbols. 
2. Know how to call the Fire Brigade, and be able to send a message that is intelligible 

and usefuL 
• Alternative for Cadets: Pass similar sections of the First Class Badge. For details 

apply to the Training Department, I.H.Q. 
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3. Know how to deal with the early stages of a fire, including methods of extinguish-
ing it by beating, cooling, smothering, or by removal of combustible material. 

4. Demonstrate fire-fighting methods by use of water and fire extinguishers, and 
know what other methods are employed by the Fire Brigade. 

5. Know how to prevent 'fire-spread' in a building and out-of-doors. 
6. Know the methods of rescue and demonstrate three of them. Know how to tie and 

use a chair knot. 
7. First Aid.—Know how to treat for shock and the first aid treatment for electric 

shock and burns. Demonstrate: the Holger Nielson method of artificial respir-
ation, triangular bandaging and slings. 

SERVICE TO THE HANDICAPPED 
1. Give regular personal service, over a period of not less than six months, to a handi-

capped person, or group of people, in one of the categories mentioned in item 3 
below. 

2. Know details and the local working of the statutory bodies and voluntary societies 
concerned with the welfare of people of groups A, B, or C below. 

3. Show proficiency in two items under one of the following headings: 
A. The Blind 

(i) Transcribe Braille, Grade II. 
(ii) Read Braille by sight or touch. 

(iii) Teach a handcraft to a blind person. 
B. The Deaf 

(i) Converse with a deaf person, who uses lip-reading. 
(ii) Interpret a conversation or a speech, etc., using the Manual Alphabet. 

(iii) Converse with a deaf-blind person using the Manual Alphabet. 
NOTE.—(i) compulsory; (ii) or (iii) choice. 

C. 	Other Physically-Handicapped People 
(i) Teach a handcraft. 

(ii) Help the person to maintain a contact with the outside world, either by 
taking her out or bringing interesting things to her. Know what arrange-
ments should be made when taking someone in a chair to church, theatre 
and cinema, and know local facilities for borrowing books, gramophone 
records and pictures. 

(iii) Have a knowledge of apparatus used to increase the independence of the 
disabled who have: 

(a) Restricted mobility. 
(b) Restricted arm movements and limited reach. 

(iv) Must be able to fold, unfold and oil any common type of invalid chair, and 
be able to demonstrate three methods of lifting, one to be from a chair 
to a car. 

MOTOR MECHANIC 
1. Wash and polish a car. 
2. Have an elementary knowledge of: 

(a) The four stroke internal combustion engine. 
(b) The 'drive' from engine to back wheel. 
(c) The function of the carburettor. 
(d) The water cooling system. 
(e) The electrical system. 

3. Be able to do the following in practice: 
(a) Check oil levels in engine, steering box and back axle. 
(b) Fill up with petrol, oil and water. 
(c) Oil and grease a car. 
(d) Drain and refill a radiator. 
(e) Change a wheel. 
(f) Check and adjust tyre pressures; remove flints. 
(g) Mend a puncture (assistance to be allowed for removal and replacement of 

cover). 
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(h) Clean and top up' a battery. 
(i) Test, remove, clean, and replace sparking plugs. 
(j) Change a light bulb and fuse. 
(k) Disconnect an electric horn. 
(1) Change the sump oil. 

4. Understand the purpose of the oil gauge and the meter on the dash board. 
5. Know the names of the different sorts of tools used in car maintenance, and how to 

use and look after them. 

PUBLIC HEALTH 
1. Be able to explain to a girl leaving school the principles of Social Security, and in 

particular: 
(a) Medical Services. 
(b) Nursing Services. 
(c) Hospital Services and Clinics. 
(d) Ambulance Services. 
(e) Maternity and Child Welfare Services. 
(f) Care of Children. 
(g) Home Helps. 
(h) Benefits in cash: 

(i) Maternity benefits. 
(ii) Family allowances. 
(iii) Sickness benefits. 
(iv) Widows pensions. 
(v) National Assistance. 

2. Know the addresses of the hospitals in her area and the kinds of cases treated by 
them. 

3. Know how disease is spread in the home, office and factory. 
4. Know how food may be contaminated in food factory, shop, home or during 

transport, e.g., need for hygenic handling, protective clothing: protection of 
food from dust, flies, etc.: danger of cracked cups: facilities for washing and 
sterilizing utensils: efficient disposal of waste. 

5. Know the source of water supply in her own area and the methods used by the 
authorities for ensuring its purity. 

6. Know the importance of a pure milk supply, and the values of the different milk 
grades. 

7. Know on broad lines how the food we buy is protected from adulteration and 
contamination. 

8. Know how and where authorities collect and dispose of refuse and salvage. 
9. Know the public health nuisances and how they are dealt with. 

10. Know how to ensure a good standard of daylight and artificial lighting, of heating, 
and of ventilation in a building. 

SECTION V—COAST AND RIVER SERVICE 
LIFE SAVER 

(The test to be carried out in the following order) 
1. Throw a life line to reach a person 20 yards away. 
2. Show Holger Neilsen method of resuscitation, and the treatment of the apparently I 

drowned. 
3. Perform the land drill for the four methods of rescue and the three methods of 

release, as set out in the Handbook of the Royal Life Saving Society. (Complete 
words of command may be used, as for the Intermediate Certificate of the 
R.L.S.S.). 

4. Swim 50 yards in clothes (consisting of the following worn over a swimming 
costume; blouse and skirt, or dress; knickers, stockings, rubber shoes. The 
clothing should be of a normal nature and be properly fastened). 
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5. Perform in the water, in clothes, any one method of release and rescue (combined 
towing the subject 20 yards as approved by the R.L.S.S. At the end of the sw 
the candidate may leave the water for the purpose of removing these clothes. 

6. Perform in the water the second and third methods of release and rescue (com-
bined), towing the subject 20 yards. 

7. Pick up a brick from the bottom of the bath, at a depth of not less than 5 feet, and 
carry it to the side, holding it with both hands, and swimming on the back, a 
distance of not less than 10 yards. The brick to be picked up by means of a 
proper surface dive, with both hands. Diving off the side of the bath not allowed. 
Should the candidate fail at the first attempt she should do it successfully upon 
the next two attempts. 

8. Put on a lifebuoy in the water (an inflated inner tube may be used if a lifebuoy is 
not available). 

9. Swim at least 50 yards in good style by one of the following strokes: (a) breast 
stroke; (b) back stroke, using arms and legs; (c) back stroke, without use of 
arms, which should be folded; (d) trudgeon; (e) crawl. 

Holders of the Bronze Medallion of the Royal Life Saving Society (renewed within 
two years) may be granted the Life Saver Certificate provided that they can also fulfil 
sections 4, 5 and 8 as stated above. 

MARINER 
I. Know how to sail a boat, demonstrating how to make and shorten sail, tack and 

wear, reaching and running. (This part of the test to be done under supervision, 
but without help or advice.) 

2. Prove herself a useful member of the crew of a sailing boat, obeying instructions 
quickly and intelligently. 

3. Know the sailing terms in general use, helm orders, and the names of the different 
parts of the boat, sails and rigging. 

4. Know the sailing rules (Articles 17, 20, 24), sound signals, and storm signals. 
5. Know the salient points and landmarks within the area frequented when sailing. 
6. Demonstrate the use of a hand lead-line. 
7. Keep a weather log for at least a month, recording the wind, weather, barometer 

and thermometer readings. 

OARSMAN 
The candidate must be recommended by her District Commissioner for a Guider, 

and by her Captain for a Sea Ranger. 
The candidate must: 
1. Understand procedure to be taken to prevent accidents, and the standard of 

efficiency and courtesy expected of Sea Rangers afloat. 
2. Manage a dinghy or similar craft in response to instructions, which shall include 

getting under way, turning, backing, bringing alongside, and making fast. 
3. Be able to pull an oar as a member of a boat's crew. 
4. Throw a painter accurately. 
For Sea Rangers, in order to ensure that weather conditions are suitable, permission 

to boat must be obtained from the Captain, or her representative, on the day that 
boating is to take place except in very safe stretches of inland waters where sudden 
storms do not make conditions dangerous. These areas must be approved by the 
County Coxswain or C.R.A. 

In all cases the area where the certificate is to operate must be clearly defined by the 
examiner and/or other responsible person (i.e. the County Coxswain, District Com-
missioner, local boatman nominated by the District Commissioner). 

The holder of the Oarsman certificate may take one, two, or three passengers in the 
boat with her, but in the case of Sea Rangers, permission to take more than one passen-
ger must be obtained from the Captain, who will use her discretion in allowing this. 

I
In special circumstances the Skipper may obtain permission from the County Cox-

wain for holders of the Oarsman Certificate to take out one other person for single-
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handed rowing practice. Before granting this permission the County Coxswain should 
take into full consideration the type of waters that would be used and the reasons for 
the request. 

SEA LORE 
1. Have read the story of two voyages of discovery, undertaken at different periods, 

and be able to describe the ships used and the life on board. 
2. Have read the life-story of two British Admirals, and be able to give a précis of the 

main events in their lives. 
3. Know the history of two of the famous Clipper ships of the nineteenth century. 
4. Know the principal trade routes of the world. 
5. Know where the most important fishing grounds of the world are situated, and 

some of the methods of catching fish. 

SHIPWRIGHT 
1. Have taken an active part in the care and maintenance of a boat for a year, and 

have kept a notebook showing what work the candidate has done on the boat. 
(Non.—The condition of the boat, and its gear and equipment, should be 

inspected as part of the test.) 
2. Show how to scrape, paint and varnish a boat efficiently. 
3. Be able to do three of the following: 

(a) Caulk a boat. 
(b) Put a copper, lead or zinc tingle on a boat. 
(c) Put a canvas patch or a wooden tingle on a boat. 
(d) Renew a painter, showing an eyesplice, and a backsplice, whipping or 

pointing. 
(e) Make a rope or canvas fender. 
(f) Leather an oar and renew copper band round blade. 
(g) Strop a block. 
(h) Put a brass eyelet into canvas. 
(i) Patch a sail or piece of canvas. 

4. Know the various types of construction of rowing boats, and the different sorts of 
wood used. 

5. Construct and know the use of a sea-anchor or a hand lead-line. 

SIGNALLING TRANSMITTER 
Either section may be taken for the certificate. 

V/S. (Visual Signalling—flags and lamp) 
1. Semaphore 

(a) Receive 50 words of P/L at 10 w.p.m. 
(b) Transmit 50 words of P/L at 10 w.p.m. 

2. Flashing 
(a) Receive 25 words of P/L at 5 w.p.m. 
(b) Transmit 25 words of P/L at 5 w.p.m. 

3. Know the flags and pennants of the International Code of Signals, their single 
letter meaning, and be able to hoist them. 

4. Know the phonetic alphabet. 
5. Have a thorough knowledge of V/S procedure as laid down in the Association's 

signalling pamphlet. 
6. Record signals correctly. 

W/T. (Wireless Telegraphy—buzzer) 
1. Receive: 

(a) 36 words of P/L in 3 minutes. 
(b) 30 groups of 5 letters each in 3 minutes. 
(c) 15 groups of 4 figures in 1 minute 50 seconds. 
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2. Transmit: 
(a) 16 words of P/L in 1 minute 20 seconds. 
(b) 12 groups of 5 letters in 1 minute 10 seconds. 
(c) 10 groups of 4 figures each in 1 minute 25 seconds. 

3. Have a thorough knowledge of W/T procedure as laid down in the Association's 
signalling pamphlet. 

4. Be able to tune and handle all equipment used. 
5. Record signals correctly. 

SECTION VI—AIR SERVICE 
AEROMODELLER 

1. Construct a workmanlike plan for a model glider of wingspan not less than 36 in., 
not more than 72 in. 

2. From this plan construct accurately the model glider itself. 
3. Launch the glider, using an approved method, the model to fly not less than sixty 

seconds. 

NOTE.—A high standard of craftsmanship is required throughout. 

AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION 
1. Make a list of the component parts of an aircraft and state their functions. 
2. Know the general characteristics of: 

A heavy bomber, a transport aircraft, an airliner, a fighter aircraft (not jet- 
propelled), and a jet-propelled aircraft. 

3. Recognise from silhouettes and photographs 20 aircraft, and of these name and 
recognise 10 normally seen flying over her part of the country. 

AIR CREW 
Awarded to a Ranger who holds the Leading Air Ranger Certificate and has spent 

three hours flying as a passenger or a pupil, and shown that she has kept her eyes open 
and thoroughly understood the interior layout, control, performance and emergency 
facilities of the aircraft in which she has flown, and is capable of helping the pilot, if 
need be, with auxiliary services such as lowering the undercarriage or flaps or changing 
over fuel cocks. 

AIR MECHANIC 
1. Understand the elementary principles of an internal combustion engine. 
2. Know the difference between an air-cooled and a liquid-cooled aero engine, and be 

able to explain the functions of the following: fuel system, oil system, carburet-
tor, ignition system, starting magneto, and an impulse starter. 

3. Understand the use of sparking plugs and be able to test, remove, clean, and 
replace them. 

4. Know the precautions necessary when refuelling an aircraft. 
5. Understand the movement of the control surfaces and trimming tabs of an aircraft 

or glider, and be able to check each for full and correct movement. 
6. Be able to detect corrosion, and apply treatment (including preventive treatment) 

for it. 
7. Be able to soft-solder. 

GLIDER CREW 
1. Know the materials from which a normal glider is constructed, and the form of the 

construction. 
2. Know how to rig at least one type of glider, and show that she is capable of carry-

ing out an inspection of safety before flight. 
3. Know three methods as to how gliders may be launched, have assisted in at least 

one launching, and understand the principles and practice of winch operation. 
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4. Demonstrate how to inspect and repair a launching cable by splicing and knotting. 
Be able to explain the purpose of weak links and be able to make them. 

5. Demonstrate the handling of a glider on the ground, how to picket it, where it 
should be placed for launching, and what signals to give to the winch driver or 
tug pilot. 

6. Show ability to repair a small hole in either fabric or plywood skin of any part of 
the glider. 

METEOROLOGY 
1. Describe the general characteristics associated with: a warm front, a cold front, a 

high-pressure area, a low-pressure area. 
2. Classify and describe the appearance of the main types of cloud and be able to 

explain which types of cloud are useful to a sailplane pilot, and why. 
3. Be able to explain what is meant by the following: Buy Ballot Law, Isobar, geo-

strophic, dew point, tropopause. 
4. Be able to explain the use of the following: a wet-and-dry bulb thermometer, an 

anaemometer, a barometer. 
5. Interpret in detail a standard weather map and make a route forecast for an 

imaginary flight at a given time. 
6. Describe the work of the International Meteorological Organisation, its purpose, 

and the methods used for carrying out its work. 

NAVIGATION 
1. Be able to explain what is meant by the following: latitude, longitude, cardinal 

points, quadrantal points, great circle, rhumb line, small circle. 
2. Understand the elementary principles of map-projection and interpret in detail an 

aviation map. 
3. Understand the principles and use of a magnetic compass and explain the follow-

ing: magnetic dip, northerly turning error, variation and deviation. 
4. Understand the use of the triangle of velocities and explain the following: air 

speed, ground speed, track, course, wind-velocity, drift, bearing. 
5. Be able to work out a course on a navigational computer, given the track required, 

the wind-velocity and the true airspeed, and then prepare a route-card for the 
flight, flying by map-reading. 

THEORY OF FLIGHT 
1. Describe the airflow over the wing of an aircraft and explain the meaning of: down-

wash, centre of pressure, aspect ratio, angle of attack, stalling angle. 
2. Analyse the drag on an aeroplane—wing drag, parasite drag, and cooling drag—

and explain how the drag can be reduced. 
3. Explain how the stalling speed may be reduced by the use of slots and/or flaps. 
4. Understand what stability means in the three planes, and how it is achieved. 
5. Understand the meaning of: di-hedral, yawing, rolling, pitching, sideslip, aileron 

drag, slip-stream, and mass balance. 
6. Explain the use of trimming devices. 

SECTION VII—OUTDOOR SERVICE 
ASTRONOMER 

1. Hold the Guide Astronomer badge. 
2. Have a knowledge of the solar system as follows: 

(a) The Sun. Its dimensions and constitution, sun spot cycle, the corona and 
prominences. 

(b) The Moon. Its dimensions, movement and phases. 
(c) The Planets (including Pluto). Their relative sizes, distance from the sun, 

periods of rotation and revolution, satellites and Bode's Law. 
(d) Comets and Meteors. Their relatiorship to each other. 
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3. Understand what is meant by altitude, sight, ascension, declination, celestial pole, 
zenith, ecliptic, zodiac, celestial equator, circumpolar stars, equinox, day and 
night, and the seasons. 

4. Explain the reasons for the eclipses of the sun and the moon. 
5. Know what is meant by a fixed star, novae, star clusters, and nebulae, and have a 

knowledge of star magnitudes and chief constellations. 
6. Have made observations of the movements of the heavenly bodies, including the 

moon, planets and fixed stars. 
7. Understand the use of astronomical data as given in an abbreviated Whitaker's 

Almanac or in Pear's Dictionary. 
8. Using a small telescope, observe as far as possible sun-spots, meteors, the moon's 

surface, eclipses, the planets, double stars, nebulae, and clusters. 

CAMPCRAFT 
See Camping chapter, Rule 95. 

CLIMBER 
1. Hold the Hill-Walker Certificate. 
2. Follow a competent leader up six moderately difficult climbs in a mountain dis-

trict and show ability and judgement. 
3. Identify a climb with the help of a guide book. 
4. Lead the tester or any other competent climber up an easy climb. 
5. Understand the care required for the health and safety of a party on the hills. 
6. Be aware of extra precautions required in winter. 
7. Read at least one book on mountaineering, in addition to the book read for the 

Hill-Walker Certificate. 

EXPLORER 
1. Submit a record of explorations and expeditions carried out over a period of at 

least six months. These may include those done in connection with Part I of the 
Ranger Service Star and the Achievement of the Land Ranger Adventurer's 
Test. 

2. Go on a two-day exploration of unknown country, if possible more than 50 miles 
from her home. Maps anu instructions to be provided by the tester. 

FORESTER 
1. Have worked at least one week in a forest or sawmill or nursery. 
2. Understand sowing and the transplanting of trees in a nursery and the age at which 

they are planted out, or 
Understand the principles of thinning, and what is meant by light demanders 
and shade bearers. 

3. Know the time of year to plant, and two methods of planting. 
4. Recognise at least six ordinary forest trees; know where they are usually planted 

and why. 
5. Use a crosscut saw, axe or hatchet. Fell a tree with one helper, and shed it. Measure 

it and read its volume from a Hoppus measurer. 
6. Know the meaning of: Beating-up, tilth, scantling, band saw, 2 year 2 year, natural 

regeneration, creosote. 

HILL-WALKER 
1. Have a knowledge of equipment required and precautions to take on hills. 
2. Go up four mountains of approximately 2,500 feet. 
3. Pass the First Aid clause of the Ranger Service Star (or its equivalent) and know 

the International Distress signal. 
4. (a) Follow a map in unknown, hilly country. 

(b) Use a compass in the mist or dark. 
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5. (a) Understand the use and care of ropes. 
(b) Tie the bowline and double overhand. 
(c) Know the use of the belay. 

6. Follow a competent leader up one easy climb (usually an easy rock climb but not 
necessarily so). 

7. Read a book on mountaineering. 
8. Know the technical terms used in climbing. 

LAND-GIRL 
Any one section may be taken for the certificate. 

I. Landwork 
1. Have worked on a farm for a full year, and have a certificate from the farmer to 

say that she has been a good worker. 
2. Understand the general plan of arable farming, and know the seasonal work which 

is done in the farmer's locality. 
3. Show some knowledge of live stock, and what breeds of cattle, horses, sheep and 

pigs are common to the locality, and for what they are used. Have worked either 
with dairy cows, store cattle, pigs, sheep or horses. 

4. Have worked either with a tractor, elevator machine, milking machine or thrashing 
set. Prove to the tester that she has taken part in the work intelligently. 

5. Have a knowledge of either pedigree stock or the distinguishing characteristics of 
three varieties of wheat and two of oats and barley, or care and working of farm 
machinery. 

IL Dairymaid 
1. Have assisted in the care of dairy cows for one year. 
2. Be either a good dry hand milker, or, if machines are used, be able to take them to 

pieces and clean them properly. Be able to strip cows thoroughly. 
3. Know why cooling, sterilising, etc., are necessary. Be able to weigh milk and either 

fill or seal churns or bottles. 
4. Be able to make either butter or cheese, or feed calves. 
5. Know something of the different designations, and understand either milk record-

ing, the Attested Scheme, or what the M.M.B. is. 

III. Poultry Farmer 
1. Have worked among poultry for a year. 
2. Have reared chicks with either hens or incubator and brooder, or have reared 

ducklings and goslings. 
3. Have looked after laying hens, and either a breeding hen or fattening cockerels. 
4. Understand housing, feeding, disinfecting against insect pests, and packing and 

grading eggs. 
5. Have helped to deal with at least two poultry ills, i.e. gapes, etc. 

IV. Horticulturist 
1. Have worked in a garden for a year. 
2. Understand the seasonal work for growing hardy flowers and vegetables, and two 

semi-hardy vegetables (celery, tomatoes, etc.). 
3. Show experience of either fruit growing (four varieties) or work in a glasshouse. 
4. Be able to prune and take cuttings, and explain the workings of her garden to an 

interested visitor. 
5. Produce a certificate of good work from either her employer or (if not professional) 

some other proficient person who knows her garden and her work. 

V. Bee Keeper 
1. Have complete charge of a hive of bees for one year. 
2. Have taken and hived a swarm, and have fed bees. 
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3. Have assembled a hive, extracted and bottled honey. 
4. Have knowledge of the life of a bee and of their community. 
5. Understand honey production, and know the flowers visited by bees for nectar and 

pollen. 
6. Know precautions against bee stings and treatment for them. 

VI. Rabbit Keeper 
1. Have kept rabbits for at least a year. 
2. Have reared two litters. 
3. Understood housing (indoor and out). 
4. Make a chart of suitable feeding stuffs for summer and winter, and name some 

unsuitable foodstuffs which might be given by the inexperienced. 
5. Know ordinary rabbit ailments, their prevention and cure. 
6. Name and describe six different breeds and their uses. 
7. Understand simple methods of crossing and breeding. 

VII. Horsewoman 
1. Catch, water, feed, groom, and saddle a horse or pony, or catch, water, feed, groom, 

and harness a horse or pony to a cart or trap. 
2. Mount and ride a horse or pony, showing ability to control her mount walking, 

trotting, and cantering, and to take it over small jumps; or 
Drive a horse or pony through gates and in traffic, and down hill. 

3. Understand the main principles of feeding, and the care of horses when stabled and 
at grass. 

4. Keep stables and harness-room clean and tidy. Understand cleaning and care of 
harness. 

5. Understand elementary principles of harnessing, bitting, and shoeing to ensure the 
comfort of the horse and to prevent or relieve sore backs, shoulders, girth galls, 
and broken hooves. 

6. Know when a horse is lame or in poor condition, and be able to treat any of the 
more obvious causes of lameness, such as stone in shoe. 

7. Show that she understands something of the temperament of horses and uses tact 
and common sense in handling them. 

This certificate will also be awarded to a Ranger who holds the 'B' Certificate of 
the Pony Club. 

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE 
Either part may be taken for the certificate. 

1. History 
1. Know the origin of eight local place-names. 
2. Know the story, legend, folk song, or dance of the vicinity. 
3. Know the lives of at least three 'local worthies' who may be saints, heroes, or 

heroines, philanthropists, statesmen, authors, artists, scientists, or any persons 
of historical or artistic importance, who have spent part of their lives in the 
neighbourhood. 

4. Have visited six places of historical interest in the vicinity, and be able to answer 
questions about them; or 

Give a short account of six important events that have taken place in the district. 
5. Give a description of the district at two different periods in the past, e.g. Early 

English, Norman, etc.; or 
If any excavations have been made in the neighbourhood, know and describe the 

implements, pottery, ornaments, inscriptions, etc., that have been found. 

II. Social Knowledge 
1. Have performed acts of civic helpfulness in the town or village, at the request of 

some competent authority. 
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2. Know and describe, with fair accuracy as to position and area, all the public open 
spaces (commons, parks, gardens, recreation fields), the public swimming-baths 
and play-centres in the neighbourhood. 

3. Guide a stranger to the town hall, guildhall, village halls, and other centres of 
municipal government in the neighbourhood. Know broadly the functions of the 
Borough Council (or County Council), and District or Parish Council, according 
to the locality. Give the name of the Mayor or Chairman of the Council. 

4. Know the position of the police stations, fire stations, fire alarms and means for 
dealing with fire in the neighbourhood. 

5. Know the position of the main public institutions in the neighbourhood, the date 
when founded, the use to which put, the way in which organised, and something 
of their relation to the larger social systems, national or provincial, of which 
they may form a part. 

6. Know the names of the main roads and railways passing through the district, 
whence and whither they lead; or 

Describe the means of communication, transit, lighting, water and power supply 
of the town. 

WATER NATURALIST 
Either section may be taken for the certificate. 

Sea 
1. Know the normal extent of high and I ow tide on her own shore, and the cause of 

unusual tides. 
2. Know what sea products are obtained locally, and how they are obtained. 
3. Make a collection of local sea weeds and know where they grow. 
4. Show a list of birds seen on shore or water, with dates. 
5. Collect and name twenty shells; explain the connection between their form and 

mode of life. 
6. Make a special study of one rock pool and describe the habits of the creatures in 

it; or 
Make a survey of a strip of shore, from above high-water mark to low-water mark. 

7. Recognise six tracks on the shore; or 
Find and name ten plants peculiar to the shore or salt marsh. 

8. At the test, identify on the shore six aquatic creatures (jelly-fish, star-fish, anemone, 
etc.). 

River or Inland Water 
1. Have a general idea of the course of a local river from the source to the mouth, 

and know any industries dependent on it. 
2. Make a survey of one mile of a river and its banks. 
3. Observe and describe the habits of six underwater creatures. 
4. Show a list of birds seen on or by the water, with dates and personal observations 

on the habits of six of them. 
5. Recognise five tracks on a bank. 
6. Find and name six plants that grow in the water, and twenty that grow on the 

banks. 

WOODCRAFT 
1. Keep a nature diary for three months, containing not less than sixty entries. 
2. Recognise twenty birds in the field by appearance, flight, call, notes or song. Know 

their haunts, nests and habits; or 
Recognise fifty different plants, know their habitat, flowering season and method of 

seed dispersal (fungi and mosses may be included among the fifty plants); or 
Keep a daily weather chart for two months; know the different types of cloud and 

what they portend; or 
Know the four constellations grouped round the Pole Star, and their relative 

positions in December, March, June and September, and know six other con-
stellations visible in winter and six visible in summer. 
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3. Know twenty trees by their leaves, flowers, fruit and twigs; recognise them at 
50 yards' distance, and know the uses of their woods. 

4. Have seen and be able to describe the appearance and habits of two wild animals 
that live in the vicinity. 

For Town Rangers only 
When circumstances make Clause 4 impossible, this may be omitted and an extra 

section under Clause 2 substituted. 

SECTION VIII—WORLD SERVICE 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND EMPIRE KNOWLEDGE 
1. Know the history of the growth of the British Commonwealth of Nations and be 

able to tell the stories of at least four Empire builders. 
2. Make a special study of one Dominion, or two Colonies, as regards their history, 

geography, types of people, agriculture, industries, songs and dances, famous 
men and women, etc. 

3. Produce a list of books read (travel, novels, etc.), about the country chosen. 
4. Have corresponded for at least a year with someone living in one of the countries 

chosen. 

INTERNATIONAL KNOWLEDGE 
1. Take every opportunity of meeting people of other nationalities. Make contact 

with at least one foreigner (not necessarily a Ranger) in her own locality. 
2. Choose one country (not within the British Commonwealth of Nations) and show 

an outline knowledge of its geography, agriculture, industries, history, peoples, 
customs, famous men and women. Make a pictorial record of her work as it 
progresses, and choose one aspect of this outline for special study, e.g. art, a 
particular industry, achievements of a notable person, etc. 

3. Have a knowledge of the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts, i.e. 
its organisation, functions and publications. (Publications from Headquarters.) 

4. Point out on a map of the world countries which are members of the World 
Association; know their uniforms and Tenderfoot badges, and recognise their 
flags. 

LINGUIST 
1. Have sufficient knowledge of a foreign language to be able to write a letter to a 

foreigner, welcoming her to the Ranger's country and arranging to meet her. 
2. Be able to meet a foreigner arriving in London, or at the place where the Ranger 

lives, and interpret all likely needs as to railway, luggage, stations, trains, book-
ing office, cloakroom, restaurant, post office, etc. 

3. Be able to accompany a foreigner on a marketing or shopping expedition, and know 
the names of the principal types of shops. 

4. Direct a foreigner to any required place. 
5. Read and translate a paragraph of a foreign newspaper at sight. 

80. RANGER BANDS 
Rangers may have bands, if they desire, subject to the following conditions: 

(i) County Commissioners should obtain permission from their Country's 
Committee and Headquarters must be notified before any company, 
crew or flight starts a band. 

(ii) A very high standard must be reached before the band may appear in 
public; the standard to be approved by the Commissioner for Music. 

(iii) Band practise must take place on a night other than that of the company 
meeting. 

(iv) All members of the band must be Rangers. 
(v) No special uniform will be permitted for members of the band. 

The application form, which should be completed before definite steps are 
taken, can be obtained from Headquarters. 
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CADETS 

"The secret of successful execution of a scheme is to under-
stand the meaning that underlies it." 

81. CADETS 
Mm 

This section of the Training Department exists to give girls between 16 and 
21 opportunities for training for service in the Guide Movement. The aim of 
the section is to help each individual to develop physically, mentally, and 
spiritually through: 

(a) Character training based on the ideals expressed in the Law and Promise. 
(b) Training in leadership. 
(c) Opportunities for studying Guiding from the teaching angle. 
(d) Practical training in companies and packs. 
Cadet companies may be formed in a county, division, district, college or 

school where there are a number of girls of 16 and over who wish to train for 
service in the Guide Movement. The formation of division or district Cadet 
companies should be encouraged, but in all cases the County Training Committee 
should be consulted when it is intended to start a new company. 

The upper age limit for Cadets is 21, except in the case of college companies, 
where the age should be elastic. 

Appointment of Guiders 
Before being asked to run a Cadet company a Guider shall receive a recom-

mendation from her Commissioner, which shall be endorsed by a Diploma'd 
Guider from her personal knowledge of the Guider's own work. (Diploma'd 
Guiders themselves are exempt from this clause.) 

Qualifications 
Before being appointed, a Cadet Guider should: 
(i) Be an experienced Guider (minimum age for a Captain 23 years and for 

a Lieutenant 21 years); 
(ii) Understand the aims of the Cadet Section; 

(iii) Understand the organisation of the Guide Movement, have a knowledge 
of its various branches and sections, and show that she appreciates 
its world-wide aspect, both within the British Commonwealth and 
Empire and in other lands. 

Before being warranted she should hold the First Class Badge and in the 
case of the Captain the Camper's Licence. 

(In exceptional cases where the Captain does not hold a Licence her pre-
vious camp record may be taken into consideration, provided her Lieutenant 
holds the Licence. In cases where an exception is to be made, it must first be 
approved by the Cadet Adviser for the country.) 

Recruiting 
If a Guide or Ranger wishes to become a Cadet she should seek the advice 

of her Captain, who will consult the Cadet Captain and District Commissioner. 
If a non-Guide wishes to become a Cadet she should approach the Cadet 
Captain or Commissioner direct. 
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On entry into the company, the girl who is not already a Guide or Ranger 
takes the Guide Tenderfoot Test and is enrolled as a Guide. For the enrolled 
Guide or Ranger there is no test on entry and no enrolment. 

Investiture 
Before investiture a recruit must work for three months in the company 

and pass a test drawn up by the Court of Honour, including: 
(a) A special challenge to each particular girl according to her needs, this 

to be decided by the candidate in consultation with the Court of 
Honour. 
This challenge should aim at developing initiative, self-reliance, en-

durance and a sense of responsibility, and should include such oppor-
tunities for adventure and enjoyment as does an overnight hike in a tent 
or barn, or an adventurous expedition by day. 

(b) A high personal standard of appearance, manners and reliability. 
This test should be taken within a year of entry into the company. 

Form of Investiture 
Captain: 'What Promise did you make as a Guide?' 
Cadet: 'I promised to do my best to do my duty to God and the Queen; 

to help other people at all times; to obey the Guide Law.' 
Captain: 'What is your purpose as a Cadet?' 
Cadet: 'To train for service in the Guide Movement.' 
Captain: 'I welcome you as a Cadet, and trust that you will find many 

opportunities for true and loyal service.' 

Badges 
No proficiency badges are worn by Cadets except the metal First Class or 

Queen's Guide badges, as worn by Guiders; the Ranger Service Star; the Cadet 
and Ranger Camp Permit Bar. 

Scheme of Training 
(a) To study the aims of the Guide Movement. (See page 7). 
(b) To practise the methods by which these aims are achieved: 

(i) The teaching of the fundamental importance of the Promise and 
Law. 

(ii) The Patrol System. 
(iii) Woodcraft, especially camping, and the playing of Scouting games, 

following the methods in Scouting for Boys. 
(iv) The practical application of test work: 

(c) To acquire the knowledge necessary to help with the training of Guides 
or Brownies in: 

(i) Test work (Guide and Brownie). 
(ii) Drill and Ceremonial and Brownie ceremonies. 

(iii) A subject of special interest to the Cadet herself. 
(d) To gain experience in camping and hold some camping qualifications 

before completing her training, e.g. Camperaft, Quartermaster, Junior Quarter-
master Certificate, etc. (In the case of a school company the Cadet must camp at 
least once outside her college or school grounds.) 

(e) To gain first-hand experience of methods of handling children by work-
ing in a Guide company or Brownie pack, studying the characteristics and needs 
of the Guides or Brownies with special reference to the development of the 
imagination and of self-government. 
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Length of Training 
Two to three years is the usual time during which a Cadet remains in close 

touch with her Cadet company. Regular attendance at the Cadet company 
meeting is of first importance to a Cadet if her training is to be carried through 
successfully. Whilst experience of working with Brownies or Guides is an 
essential part of her training, opportunities for gaining such experience should 
be offered to the Cadet only at the discretion of the Cadet Captain, and some 
part of it should, if possible, be in a company or pack other than that to which 
she has been attached as a Guide. 

Cadet Record Form 
On leaving the company the Cadet receives a form giving a record of her 

training as a Cadet, and of any other line in which she has specialised. 
A similar Record Form is sent to the Commissioner under whom the Cadet 

is to work. 

82. COUNTY CADETS 
The County Cadet training scheme is to help Commissioners to train girls 

aged 16 to 21 for whom no local Cadet company is available. For the satisfactory 
working of the scheme County Commissioners are advised to appoint a Guider 
who will help Commissioners to carry it out. 

A Guider in charge of County Cadets in a county may be warranted provided 
she fulfils the qualifications of a Cadet Captain and is responsible for at least 
six Cadets; the warranting to be the responsibility of the County Commissioner 
and the County Training Committee. 

Commissioners may, if they wish, delegate the supervision of each Cadet or 
group of Cadets to a suitable Guider in their own District or Division. 

The Cadet's own Commissioner should notify the Guider in charge of County 
Cadets when she has a girl in her District wishing to train as a County Cadet. 
At the request of the Commissioner, the Guider in charge of County Cadets will 
give advice as to how to provide facilities for training and testing, in the Cadet's 
own area, and will help her with the scheme of training, using postal methods 
where necessary. 

Investiture 
Before investiture a County Cadet should pass a test equivalent to that passed 

by a Cadet in a company. 

Uniform 
As for a Cadet in a company. 

Scheme of Training 
The training will last for a period of one or two years, during which the 

Cadet will obtain experience in a local company or pack, if possible not that to 
which she has been attached as a Guide, or will be attached as a Guider. 

1. The Cadet should endeavour, before completing her training, to: 
(a) Go with two others for an overnight hike, or carry out an alternative 

test giving equal opportunities for adventure, enjoyment and 
resourcefulness. 

(b) Pass the First Class Test. 
(c) Obtain camping experience by camping with other Cadets, or with 

Rangers and/or helping on the staff of Guide camps. If possible she 
should gain a camping qualification—Camperaft, Junior Quarter-
master's or Quartermaster's Certificate. 
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(d) If possible, acquire the knowledge necessary for the training of 
Guides and Brownies in a subject of special interest to herself, 
e.g., First Aid, Homecraft, Woodcraft, Music, Drama, Handcrafts, 
etc. The syllabus for the appropriate Ranger certificate could be 
used, or Cadets could work for the Little House Emblem. 

2. At the end of the course the Cadet should produce a record book, showing: 
(a) Work done in connection with her tests. 
(b) Records of visits to companies, packs and camps. 
(c) Details of international contacts she has made. 
(d) A record of books she has read, music heard, plays or films seen, 

and her hobbies apart from Guiding. This record to extend over 
at least three months. 

The Cadet's own Commissioner should visit the company or pack in which 
she is working and ascertain, with the help of the Captain or Brown Owl, that 
the Cadet: 

(a) Understands the fundamental importance of the Law and Promise. 
(b) Understands the Patrol system, or understands how a Brownie pack 

should be run. 
(c) Can take her part in company or pack meeting. 
(d) Is beginning to understand the characteristics and needs of a Brownie 

or a Guide. 
(e) Is developing a broad outlook on Guiding. 

Cadet Record Form 
On completing her training the County Cadet receives a form similar to that 

received by a Cadet in a company. 

Registration 
County Cadets should be registered in the usual way, under a County title, 

the form being signed by the County Commissioner, the County Secretary, or 
County Registration Secretary, and the Guider appointed by the County 
Commissioner to be in charge of County Cadets. 
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GUIDING IN SCHOOLS, COLLEGES 
AND UNIVERSITIES 

`The most important aim in the Boy Scout (Girl Guide) 
training is to educate, that is to draw out the boy (girl) to 
learn for himself of his own desire the things that tend to build 
up character in him.' 

83. GUIDING IN SCHOOLS 
(a) A school company is one composed of girls from one school, and is 

officially recognised and registered at Girl Guide Headquarters as such on 
the nomination of the Headmistress and the recommendation of the Guide 
Commissioner. 

These companies should not be larger than the open company. Two small 
companies are preferred to one big one. (See Rule 47 for Guides, Rule 32 for 
Brownies, and Rule 63 for Rangers.) 

(b) It will be understood that all school companies so recommended and 
registered agree to adhere to the Policy, Organisation and Rules of the Girl 
Guides Association and in particular to: 

Voluntary membership. 
The enrolment of members and registration of company. 
The Patrol System of self-government, including the Court of Honour. 
The Threefold Promise. 

(c) All such companies are encouraged to share in the Guide activities and 
privileges of the district, division and county and of the Movement in general. 

(d) All such companies may retain the name of the school after their local 
title. Where specially desired a tie of the school colours may be worn, but this 
does not apply to Brownie Packs. Since the uniform is of very great importance 
as the outward mark of the Guide sisterhood, school companies should wear 
Guide uniform on public occasions, but if the school authority so desires, a 
school may use its gymnastic costume as a temporary uniform, so long as it is 
approved by the County Commissioner. 

(e) The Guiders will be nominated by the school authority, and approved 
by the Commissioner, and will receive their warrants from Girl Guide Head-
quarters when they have qualified for them under Rule 50. Before nominating 
a Cadet Guider see Rule 81. 

(f) Members of school companies take their various tests as far as possible 
in the same way as members of open companies. (See Rule 60.) If any modifica-
tion is required, then the Guider should consult with the Guide Commissioner, 
and/or the school authority. 

In cases where it is not possible to arrange for a satisfactory test for the 
First Class hike or other test during term, Guides may be tested for these in 
some other district or in camp, provided the assent of the Guides' own Captain 
and Commissioner is obtained. 

(g) The Commissioners of the Girl Guide Movement, being responsible to 
Headquarters for the training and efficiency of all Guides in their areas, will 
consult with the Headmistress of the school as to visiting these companies 
from time to time. In any difficulty which may arise in regard to such a company, 
the Headmistress has the right to communicate directly with the County Com-
missioner, and the County Commissioner with the Headmistress. 
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In schools where girls are likely to be in the company for some years it is 
often desirable to have a period when Guides of at least one year's standing may 
be excused from active Guiding, and still remain members of the school company. 
This interval might cover the examination terms or other busy periods in a 
school career. In order to keep in touch such Guides should attend one meeting 
each term. 

(h) A school is entitled, should it so desire, to representation on the district 
Local Association. 

(i) Where desired, schools may form their own Committee from the members 
of the staff, parents, etc. (see Rule 21(h)), to ensure that the Guide activities have 
the backing they need from the school concerned. 

(j) Guides over 16 years of age in a school may form alternatively a Cadet 
or Ranger company or patrol and be registered as such (see Rules 81 and 62). 

(k) School companies must conform in every particular to the camping rules 
of the Guide Movement (see Rule 95). 
NOTE.— 

(a) These rulings apply equally to school, Cadet and Ranger companies and 
Brownie packs. 

(b) A company which merely uses school premises for its meetings does not 
ipso facto become a school company. (See Rule 3 (f) for attached and 
unattached companies.) 

84. GUIDING IN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
(a) Guide Clubs may be formed in universities and colleges. Circumstances 

do not usually favour the formation of either a Ranger or a Cadet company, 
but these may be formed if so desired. 

A Guide Club should be registered at Headquarters through the local Com-
missioner in the usual way. 

(b) Membership of the Club should be open to all students interested in 
the Movement who wish to keep or to get in touch with Guiding. 

(c) A Guide Club, when formed, will elect its own Committee from among 
the members, one of whom will be appointed to act as Secretary of the Club. 
A Commissioner or Guider appointed by the County Commissioner should be 
invited to be on the Club Committee and act as liaison between the Club and 
local Guiding. 

The Club Secretary will be responsible for keeping all records, and should 
send a brief report of the year's activities to the Commissioner for Colleges 
and Schools for the country concerned. This report, together with the name of 
the Secretary for the ensuing year, should reach Headquarters by the end of 
July. 

(d) The organisation of meetings and the planning of activities should be 
in the hands of the Club Committee, but in most cases it will be found advisable 
to limit the number of full meetings to two or three each term. In addition, 
meetings for special activities by groups of members might be arranged. 

(e) Students coming up to college having had previous experience of 
Guiding may be able to give valuable assistance in local companies and packs, 
but it is rarely possible or advisable for them to take full responsibility for the 
leadership of any unit, owing to their absence during vacation and their many 
academic and social obligations. 

(f) Guide Clubs must conform to the camping rules of the Guide Movement 
(see Rule 95). 
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(g) Meetings of Guide Clubs may be held out of uniform, but members 
who are entitled by enrolment to wear uniform may do so if they wish. Members 
acting as Guiders may wear Guiders' uniform. 

The aims of a Guide Club in a university or college should be: 
To act as a focusing point for all students interested in the Girl Guide 

Movement both at home and abroad. 
To be a means of spreading up-to-date information about the work of 

the Movement by means of talks and discussions on various aspects 
of its aims, organisation and methods. 

To attract students of varying outlooks to become interested in the need 
for youth leaders in voluntary organisations such as Guiding. 

To give opportunities to students who are members of the Movement to offer 
their services to Guiding in their spare time. 
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THE LONE SECTION 
`Responsibility and initiative in practice, two of the most 
important points in character.' 

85. LONES 
Object 

The Lone Section of Guiding has been formed for the following reasons: 
1. To enable girls to become Guides or Rangers, who by reason of work, 

studies or distance from an active company, are unable to join a company in the 
ordinary way. 

2. To enable Guides and Rangers who have had to give up active Guiding 
for similar reasons, to continue as Lones. 

Secretaries for Lones 
The County Lone Secretary is appointed by the County Commissioner; she 

ranks as, and wears the uniform of, an Assistant County Secretary. The duties 
of the County Lone Secretary are as follows: 

1. Representing the Lone Branch at Commissioners' and County Meetings 
in order to report on Lone activities throughout the county and to keep Lones 
informed of all Guide matters. 

2. Assisting the County Commissioner and all Commissioners in her county 
in all matters concerning Lones, and collecting annually one letter from each 
captain for inspection by the County Commissioner, and County Lone Secretary 
or a deputy. 

3. Keeping the District Commissioners informed of the names and addresses 
of Lones living in their districts. 

4. Being a medium between Lone Captains, their County Commissioner, and 
the Lone Area Representative. 

5. Keeping in touch with all Lone Captains in the county, and receiving 
annual report forms which she will send to the County Secretary. 

6. Receiving monthly badge orders, Warrant application forms, etc., from 
Lone Captains. 

7. Being responsible for finding Badge Testers for Lones and for arranging 
tests in her county. 

It is desirable that the County Lone Secretary should have practical knowledge 
of Lone methods of Guiding. 

Lone Area Representatives 
Counties are grouped together under a Lone Area Representative, whose 

duties are: 
1. To keep in touch with the County Lone Secretaries in her area and to 

help and advise them with Guiders' warrant papers. 
2. To represent the Lones in her area on the Lone advisory committee. 
3. To be the channel of communication between the Lone Adviser and the 

County Lone Secretaries in her area. 

Lone Companies 
There should be Lone Ranger and Guide companies in all counties for girls 

who for various reasons are unable to join an active company, and for a Ranger 
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or Guide who is unable through force of circumstances to continue working with 
an active company. 

These companies should be run by a Captain and Lieutenant and should be 
divided into patrols of four to six Rangers or Guides, including the Leader and 
Second. 

The work of a Lone Guide Captain entails a great deal of correspondence. 
It is therefore wiser not to have more than twelve Guides or eighteen Rangers 
in a company, unless there are two or more Lieutenants. 

The Lone Company is carried on by means of the Company letter, which 
follows the lines of an ordinary meeting and entails active participation by 
members of the company. Lones should be encouraged to camp, to attend 
rallies, and enter into the activities of Divisions and Counties. 

All Guides and Rangers leaving their companies and wishing to become 
Lones should join a County or Division Lone Ranger or Guide company. They 
will then be attached to their old company to attend parades when possible. 
They will camp, go to rallies, etc., with their old company should they wish to, 
but their Guide work will be done entirely through the Lone company, and the 
Lone Captain will be responsible for their progress. The award of service stars 
will be left to the discretion of the Captain and Court of Honour. 

Where there is no Sea Ranger ship available, a Ranger may become a Lone 
Sea Ranger, provided she can get practical training in seamanship, in addition 
to that by correspondence. Such Sea Rangers may wear Sea Ranger uniform. 

Where there is no Air Ranger Flight available a girl may become a Lone Air 
Ranger, provided she can get practical air training and work with aircraft and/or 
gliders in addition to that by correspondence. Lone Air Rangers may wear Air 
Ranger uniform. 

Lones Abroad 
Guides and Ranters leaving their company to go abroad are recommended 

to get in touch with the Association in the country concerned. Application 
should be made through County channels to the Secretary of the International 
Department, Imperial Headquarters, for foreign countries, or to the Secretary of 
the Overseas Department for a British Dominion or Colony. 

If for any reason local contact is not possible, such Guides or Rangers should 
be encouraged to join the Lone Guide or Lone Ranger Wandering company. 
Application should be made through the District Commissioner and County I 
Lone Secretary to the Lone Adviser. 

General Information 
Lone recruits should have two months' probation before being enrolled. 

The enrolment is the same as for active Guides and Rangers. Where possible 
the recruit should be enrolled by her Lone Captain or, if this is impossible, by 
the Commissioner in whose area the Lone lives, a Guider appointed by the 
Commissioner, or the Secretary for Lones. 

A Lone should join a company belonging to the county in which she has her 
permanent residence. 

Land, Sea, and Air Rangers and Guides who leave their companies and wish 
to become Lones should fill in the special application form, which should be 
signed by their former Captain and present District Commissioner. 

Lone recruits should fill in the special application form, which should be 
signed by the Commissioner in whose area the Lone lives, also by a parent it 
the case of a Guide, not a Ranger. Brownies cannot be members of the Lone 
Section. 
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Permission forms can be obtained from Secretaries for Lones, County 
Secretaries and Headquarters. 

Commissioners are urged not to sign these permission forms if it is in any 
way possible for the applicant to join an active company. 

Lones may enter for all badges, and it is expected that they will be passed on 
a practical basis. The Tenderfoot Test may never be passed in writing. 

For a Lone Ranger taking the Pre-Enrolment Test (Rule 69), the following is 
the alternative to clause 4: 

Wear her uniform correctly and smartly; be clean, tidy and particular in 
her ordinary clothes, and wear a well-polished badge. 

Know the commands given in simple squad drill so that she can take part 
in it when opportunity arises. 

Plan a series of health exercises and submit them to her Captain for approval; 
carry these out for three months, sending in a record at regular intervals. 

Counties are responsible for the testing and passing of Lones in all badges. 
It is not desirable that Guides and Rangers should become Lones if they are 

able to attend a minimum of twelve parades a year with an active company; one 
week in camp to count as three parades. 

Registration 
Lone companies should be registered by the County Lone Secretary through 

the County Secretary under the name of the county or division. 

Company Letter 
Each Captain should submit one Company Letter annually for inspection to 

the County Commissioner, and the County Lone Secretary or a deputy. 

Qualifications for Lone Guiders' Warrants 
As for active Ranger or Guide Captains and Lieutenants, with the addition 

that they should: 
Forward for inspection by the County Commissioner, or County Lone 

Secretary on her behalf, three consecutive Company Letters, the Court 
of Honour Book, and Company Register. 

In the case of Lieutenants, one Company Letter is enough, provided she has 
been entirely responsible for it. 

In the case of a Lone Guider who has not previously been enrolled, she should 
if possible attend three meetings of an active company, and reproduce one of 
them as a Company Letter. 

Uniform 
Lone Guides and Rangers should not wear uniform except by permission of a 

warranted Guider. 
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THE EXTENSION SECTION 
.1 have always maintained that if the right spirit is there it can 
knock the "im" out of "impossible": 

86. THE EXTENSION SECTION 
The Extension Section includes Ranger and Guide companies and Brownie 

packs for: 
(a) The Blind (in schools, institutions, workshops, hostels, unattached 

and Post companies). 
(b) The Deaf (in schools, institutes, missions, homes and Post companies). 
(c) Mental Defectives (in schools and hospitals). 
(d) Mental Hospital patients. 
(e) Epileptics (in colonies, schools and homes). 
(f) Physically handicapped (in hospitals, sanatoria, convalescent and cripple 

homes, special schools and guilds and unattached companies and 
packs for the physically handicapped). 

(g) Post Rangers, Guides and Brownies (cripple, invalid, deaf or blind 
girls living at home or in institutions where there is no company) 
(see Rule 89). 

(h) The educationally sub-normal (in schools). 

Organisation 
Extension companies (except Post) are registered in the usual way through 

the District Commissioner and the County Extension Secretary, and as far as 
possible hold the same position as any other company. They are under the 
District Commissioner and the hospital authorities, and must comply with all 
the rules laid down in Policy, Organisation and Rules. Post companies are 
registered through the County Commissioner and the County Extension Secretary. 
Badges and awards are under the sole control of the Guide organisation. Member-
ship of the Movement is voluntary and in no circumstances can a girl be compelled 
to be a member of a company or to attend its meetings against her wish. 

In a company for mental defectives, uniform and badges must be the property 
of the hospital or Local Association and be given up when the Guide or Ranger 
leaves the company. 

Guides over the age of 16 in hospitals for mental defectives may, with the 
permission of the District Commissioner, wear Ranger uniform with Guide 
badges. 

County Extension Secretary 
The County Extension Secretary is appointed by the County Commissioner; 

she ranks as, and wears the uniform of, an Assistant County Secretary. Assistant 
Extension Secretaries may also be warranted where necessary; they wear the 
uniform of a Division Secretary. The duties of Extension Secretaries are: 

(a) To assist Commissioners and Guiders in all matters concerning the 
Extension Section, to represent the Extension Section at County 
meetings, and to be the link between their County and the Adviser and 
Assistant Advisers for Extensions. 

(b) To work in close touch with health and education authorities and voluntary 
organisations interested in the welfare of the handicapped. 

(c) To deal with Extension forms, warrants, transfers, reports and trainings. 
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Guiders 
(a) The institution authorities may recommend Guiders to the District 

Commissioner, by whom they must be approved and through whom 
all warrants are obtained. 

(b) When being tested for a warrant, Post Guiders must submit specimen 
letters with a report of three months' work to the County Extension 
Secretary, through the Guider's local District Commissioner. Before 
warranting Guiders in Blind Post companies, the County Extension 
Secretary should send the specimen letters to be read and approved 
by a Guider with knowledge of braille who has been appointed by the 
Extension Adviser for the country concerned. These letters must be 
written in Grade II braille. 

(c) In a company for the deaf there must be at least one hearing Guider. 
(d) In a company for the blind there must be at least one sighted Guider. 

( (c) and (d) do not apply to Post companies.) 

Tests 
Rangers, Guides and Brownies. 
(a) If, owing to physical or mental disability, the ordinary tests are not 

suitable, the alternative tests given in the Extension booklet, Alternative 
Tests (G.G.A.), may be used. No other alternatives may be used unless 
approved by the Adviser for Extensions. Extension Guides may take 
Extension proficiency badges (see Rule 89), Blue First Class (see Rule 
59), and Blue AU-Round Cords (see Rule 61). 

(b) Local testers should test whenever possible, but in special cases a member 
of the staff (other than the Guider or Instructor) may test, provided the 
District Commissioner gives her permission. 

87. EXTENSION PROFICIENCY BADGES 
The Proficiency Badge Rules (see Rule 60) are equally applicable in the case of 

Extension proficiency badges. 

BRAILLE 
1. Transcribe from dictation, with not more than ten errors, three 

large sheets written on both sides of Standard English Braille, 
Grade H. This should include: 

(a) Newspaper cutting or similar passage. 
(b) Letter. 
(c) Fifty lines of poetry. 

2. Read by sight or touch Standard English Grade II interlined or 
interpointed Braille, written -on both sides. 

NOTE.—Testers for the written part of this test should hold the Certificate of the 
National Institute for the Blind or the National Library for the Blind. 

GARDENER (Extension) 
1. Have had charge of a window box or flowers in pots for six 

rGIR,) months 

~iC 
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Have grown bulbs successfully in fibre or soil 
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Have grown successfully two kinds of tree seedlings in fibre, moss, 
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2. Know the uses in soil of soot, lime, wood ash, and artificial manures and how to 
keep soil fresh in window boxes and pots. 

or 
Understand the sowing seasons and approximate time before harvesting of six 

vegetables. 

3. Know the names and uses of ordinary tools and their care. 
or 
Know what is meant by trenching, pruning, staking, thinning out. 

HANDCRAFT 
Do any four of the following: 

1. Knit a garment for a baby of six months or a pair of gloves or 
bedroom shoes. 

2. Net or knot a string bag. 
or 
Make a lanyard or dog lead with knotting. 

3. Make a floor rug—wool or rag. 

4. Weave a scarf or belt. 

5. Make a basket. 

6. Crochet a beret and gloves to match or a set of table mats. 

7. Make a patchwork cushion or a patchwork pram rug. 

8. Make a useful article in leather. 

9. Make something useful or artistic in any material other than one which can be used 
for items 1-8 (e.g. wood, clay, lino, plastics, etc.) 

HOMEMAKER (Extension) 
I. Do the following for seven consecutive days: 

(a) Lay and light a fire economically or clean shoes (someone 
else's as well as her own). 

(b) Lay breakfast. 
(c) Air and make beds satisfactorily. 

2. Lay and wash up Saturday or Sunday dinner and leave kitchen 
and scullery tidy. Clean and polish windows and furniture. 
Do the weekly cleaning of a room, including cleaning and 
polishing the floor. 

3 Demonstrate sweeping, dusting, scrubbing and washing up kitchen and table 
utensils. 

4. Know the rules for keeping a dustbin clean and sanitary, and for keeping a sink 
clean and free from grease. 

5. Know how to use left-over food; know if foodstuffs are fresh. Understand simple 
food values, e.g., body building and warming, protecting, etc., and know in 
which foodstuffs these are contained. 

6. Clean and polish brasses, copper, knives and silver. 
7. Mend household linen by hand and be prepared to demonstrate at the test her 

ability to do this. 
8. Deliver a verbal message to three different parts of the institution at least half an 

hour after hearing it. 

9. Bring a certificate from her parent, guardian or a member of the staff of the institu-
tion, stating that she has been tidy, helpful and thorough in her home or in the 
institution. 
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LANGUAGE (For the Deaf) 
Tell the examiner and write for her: 

Ten names of things that we use in the house. 
Ten names of things that you use in school or in your job. 
Six things that we use for sewing. 
Ten things that we see out of doors in a town. 
Ten things that we see out of doors in the country. 
Ten Guide words like camp, hike, patrol, etc. 
Six ways of cooking. 
Six colours. 

Act with her patrol a story to show that she understands each of the Guide Laws, 
or bring to the test pictures that she has found which show people keeping the 
Laws. 

Write a short letter asking for a job, or asking a friend to tea, or telling a friend 
something that she will like to hear. 

OBSERVER 
A certificate from the grown-up person who has most to do with the 

Guide, to reach Captain before the test, stating that her practice 
in observation is making her courteous, and that she notices little 
ways in which she can help others. 

At the test she must write or tell about small acts of courtesy which 
she has seen done or read about during the last two months. 

Do four of the following: 
1. Gain 75 per cent. in any variety of Kim's Game, or in distinguishing objects by 

touch or smell. 
2. Be able to draw from memory the outline of an oak leaf, an ivy leaf and sycamore 

leaf, and put in the principal veins. 
3. Be able to describe fully from her own observation, the way any two animals stand, 

walk, rest, and eat, and give any other characteristics of animals chosen. 
4. Watch a plant from the time it first appears till after it has flowered and make 

accurate notes of its development. At the test be able to describe the flower in 
detail. 

5. Study a picture at the test for five minutes and then be able to answer questions 
about it. (The people in it, the story it tells, the arrangement of light and shade, 
etc.) 

or for Blind Guides 
Study a stauette, a doll, or a piece of inlay work or a chased metal object for five 

minutes, and then be able to describe it accurately. 
6. Observe the actions of a person in a room for five minutes and describe them 

correctly and in detail after an interval of time. 
or 
Listen to a person performing a series of actions and then write down or tell the 

story of what has happened. 

SICK NURSE (Extension) (Biennial) 
(The tester must be a trained nurse or other qualified person 

approved by the Local Association.) 
Understand: 

The preparation of a sick room, its ventilation and heating. 
The preparation of the bed for a patient, changing sheets, and 

prevention of bedsores. Use of room and clinical thermometers. 
Pulse and respiration. Washing and dressing a patient. 

The growth and prevention of germs of disease. 
The general rules for nursing measles, chicken pox, whooping cough, mumps and 

influenza, under the instructions of a doctor, and the precautions necessary when 
dealing with a case of consumption at home. 

Administration of medicines and the external application of remedies. 
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Treatment with heat and cold, including fomentations. 
Feeding in sickness and convalescence. 
Know the signs and symptoms of illness that would lead you to send for a doctor. 
Show proficiency in roller bandaging. 

(If necessary the badge may be awarded on a theoretical knowledge of parts of 
the test, provided the candidate is able to give instructions so that others can carry 
out the correct treatment.) 

88. EXTENSION RANGERS 
Any handicapped girl of Ranger age may be enrolled into an Extension 

Ranger company, provided her mentality is such as will enable her to benefit 
from the training. 

No one may be enrolled as a member of a company after the age of 25 or 
remain as such after the age of 30. Membership of an Extension Ranger company 
is limited to a period of ten years. Extension Rangers who regularly attend the 
meetings of an active Ranger company must conform to the age limits in force 
in that company. 

(See Trefoil Guild, Rule 92). 

89. POST GROUP 
This scheme enables any physically handicapped girl, in her own home, or in 

an institution where there is no company or pack, to belong to the Guide 
Movement. 

1. Post Ranger company meetings are in the form of circular letters. Each 
Post Ranger should be attached to her local Ranger company and join, as far as 
possible, in its activities and service. Although 'meetings' are postal each member 
of a Post Company or Pack is the responsibility of her District Commissioner. 

2. Post Guide companies are run on the patrol system, with a Court of 
Honour, and the training is given by circular letters and by help from the local 
company to which the Guide is attached. A Post Guide should be visited by 
this company and attend its meetings when well enough, and the Captain should 
test her for Tenderfoot and Second Class. For First Class and proficiency 
badges Post Guides are tested by local testers in conjunction with the District 
Commissioner. 

3. Post Brownie packs are in charge of a Post Brown Owl, who may have 
one or more Tawny Owls to assist her in compiling the Pack Letters and in 
regularly visiting one or more Brownies. Each Post Brownie receives a monthly 
Pack Letter from her Brown Owl, who is responsible also for organising her 
training, testing, and visiting. Post Brownies are visited at least once a month. 
Every Post Brownie should be attached to a local pack and join in the activities 
as far as possible. 

90. CAMPS AND HOLIDAYS (See Rule 95). 
(a) The form for an Extension camp or holiday must be signed by the home 

Commissioner, Camp Adviser and County Extension Secretary, and 
by the Extension Camp Adviser or Recorder or the Adviser for Exten-
sions for the country concerned. It will then be sent to the outside 
Camp Adviser. 

(b) Permission must be obtained from the County Extension Secretary for 
any Extension Ranger, Guide or Brownie to attend an ordinary camp 
or holiday. 

(c) An endorsed Licence must be held by the Guider who is in charge of an 
Extension camp, canvas or indoor, and a Pack Holiday Permit by the 
Guider in charge of a Brownie holiday. The same qualifications are 
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necessary for a Guider who takes any Extension Ranger, Guide or 
Brownie to camp or for a holiday. Camp or holiday permission forms 
must be filled in, even if the Commandant holds a Season Permit. 
A handicapped Guider may run a camp in her own Group of the Exten-
sion Section provided she has taken the licence as it stands, and also that 
she has the assistance of two physically fit helpers, one of whom must be 
a Guider with previous experience of camping. 

(d) A doctor's certificate must be obtained for every Extension Ranger, 
Guide or Brownie going to camp or for a holiday. A doctor or trained 
nurse (i.e. State Registered Nurse or Enrolled Assistant Nurse) must 
be resident in any Extension camp or holiday (except in the case of the 
deaf, mentally defective, or blind) unless special exemption is obtained 
from the Extension Camp Adviser or Recorder or Adviser for Extensions 
for the country concerned. 

(e) A member of the staff of the hospital to which the company is attached 
must accompany any mentally defective or epileptic company going 
to camp or for a holiday. There should be one full-time helper to every 
eight campers, in addition to the Commandant. 

(f) In a camp or holiday for the Deaf there must be at least two hearing 
helpers. If the number of Deaf exceeds twenty there must be at least 
one hearing helper to every ten or less Rangers, Guides or Brownies. 

(g) Permission must be obtained from the County Extension Secretary as well 
as the Commissioner and Camp Adviser for an Extension Ranger to 
go for an overnight hike, except in the case of those who hold the 
Overnight Hike Permit. 

(h) A doctor's certificate must be obtained for every Extension Ranger, 
Guide or Brownie attending an active camp or holiday. This certificate 
must state whether a doctor or trained nurse should be resident m the 
camp. The Extension Secretary of the county must be notified of all 
such campers. 

(The Extension Book, published by Headquarters, contains further particulars of 
matters concerning the Section.) 
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THE AUXILIARY SECTION 
`Our aim is to give equal chances to all. . . 

91. COMPANIES IN APPROVED SCHOOLS AND TRAINING 
HOMES 

Ranger and Guide companies may be formed in Junior and Senior Approved 
Schools under the Home Office, and in Training Homes and Training Schools 
for the guidance and training of girls taken from undesirable surroundings or 
whose moral standard has been temporarily lowered. Companies should only 
be formed where the girls remain for a sufficient length of time for them to 
benefit from Guide or Ranger training. As a general rule companies should 
only be formed where the girls remain for at least one year and it is advisable 
to adapt the type of company to the average age of the girls who will become 
its members. 

Permission to form a company must be obtained from the Adviser for the 
Auxiliary Section through the usual channels. 

Where the girls attend a local school, or where there is no company within 
the Approved School or Training Home, girls may join an outside Ranger or 
Guide company on the recommendation of the Headmistress and the District 
Commissioner. The Adviser for the Auxiliary Section should also be consulted. 

Companies within an Approved School or Training Home should be registered 
in the usual way and agree to adhere to the Policy, Organisation and Rules of 
the Guide Organisation. Companies are under the management of the local 
Commissioner, the Captain and the school or home authorities. 

The Adviser for the Auxiliary Section may be consulted through the usual 
channels on any point connected with the company. 

GUIDERS 
Ranger and Guide Captains should as a general rule be over 25 years of age. 

It is advisable for at least one Guider to be from outside the School or Training 
Home. 

Co-operation between the Guider, Commissioner and Headmistress is essential, 
and while Commissioners and Guiders are reminded that they have no authority 
to enquire into the past history of any Ranger or Guide, they can always seek 
advice and help from the Headmistress. 

VOLUNTARY MEMBERSHIP 
Membership of the Guide Movement is voluntary and in no circumstances 

should a girl be compelled to be a Guide or Ranger or to attend meetings 
against her wishes. Regular attendance will be expected while she is a member 
of a company though at any time a Guide or Ranger should be free to resign 
if she wishes to do so. 

UNIFORM AND BADGES 
Uniform may be the property of the School, Home or the Local Association. 

Badges, Awards and Service Stars are under the sole control of the Guide 
Organisation and can only be withdrawn by a Guider, the Court of Honour 
or the Commissioner. 

TESTS 
Ordinary tests should be taken. If any part of a test is not suitable for a 

particular company, the Adviser for the Auxiliary Section should be consulted. 
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TRANSFERS 
If a Guide or Ranger expresses a desire to continue Guiding on leaving the 

School or Training Home, she may be transferred to an outside company 
provided she is recommended by her Captain and the Headmistress is willing 
to endorse the recommendation. The Captain should write to the District 
Commissioner where the Ranger or Guide is going to live and find out if there 
is a suitable company for the girl to join. The Ranger or Guide may take her 
uniform with her, provided the Headmistress agrees. The District Commissioner 
and Captain of the new company 'should treat as confidential any information 
that is sent to them. 

CAMPING 
Companies must conform in every way to the camping rules of the Guide 

Movement (see Rule 95). 
(a) Company Camp. Captains wishing to take their Rangers or Guides to 

camp must consult the Adviser for the Auxiliary Section, forwarding 
to her the recommendation signed by the Headmistress, the District 
Commissioner and Camp Adviser. 

(b) Outside Camps. Rangers and Guides may only join outside camps if 
they are recommended by the Headmistress and the District Commis-
sioner. The Commandant of the camp should have her Commissioner's 
and C.A. 's approval before signifying that she is willing to be responsible 
for them. 

(c) Guides and Rangers from an Approved School or Training Home who 
are members of outside companies may camp with those companies 
provided they are recommended by the Headmistress. The Commandant 
of the camp should have her Commissioner's and C.A.'s approval 
before signifying that she is willing to be responsible for them. 
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TREFOIL GUILD 
Once a Scout, always a Scout.' 

92. TREFOIL GUILD 
Purpose of the Trefoil Guild: To link together in a world-wide fellowship all 

those women who, having taken the Guide Promise and served the movement, 
are prepared to carry out the Guide ideals in their daily life and in the community 
in which they live and work. 

Membership carries with it responsibility for: 
(a) Keeping alive among its members the spirit of the Guide Promise and Law. 
(b) Carrying that spirit into the community in which they live and work. 
(c) Giving support to Guiding as far as their other responsibilities will allow. 

Election to the Trefoil Guild: New members of a Guild are proposed seconded 
and elected by the existing membership. Original members of a newly formed 
Guild should be nominated by the Commissioner concerned. 

Rangers (under 21) who are unable to continue active Guiding may join at 
the discretion of the County Commissioner and County Ranger Adviser, each 
case to be considered on its own merits. Active members of the movement may 
join the Trefoil Guild as associate members (associate members do not hold 
office or vote). - 

Trefoil Guild badges (metal), membership cards, and cloth badges (for armlets) 
are registered goods and therefore obtained through the usual county channels. 

Organisation: The method of organisation of the Trefoil Guild in the county 
is left to the discretion of the County Commissioner and her County Committee. 
Provision should be made for all types of membership to include those who 
desire the link with Guiding but do not wish for frequent meetings. 

County Recorders: A County. Recorder is appointed by the County Com-
missioner and the County Committee. Application for her warrant is made to 
Headquarters through the usual channels. 

A Division/District Guild Secretary may be appointed by the Commissioner 
concerned to assist the County Recorder in her work in that area. This appoint-
ment is unwarranted. 

Registration: It is recommended that Guilds should be registered wherever 
possible on a County, Division, or District basis but where special circum-
stances or numbers make it advisable Guilds may be registered with a more 
local title at the discretion of the Commissioner concerned and County Trefoil 
Guild Recorder. Guilds should be registered through the usual county channels. 
Special registration forms are available. 

For further particulars see the Trefoil Guild leaflet obtainable from Head-
quarters. 

Nom.—The Constitution of the Trefoil Guild being under review, the above rules are 
subject to amendment. 
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UNIFORM 
. . you can tell pretty accurately a man's character from 
his dress.' 

93. UNIFORM 
Throughout the chapter the uniform to be worn by members acting as 

representatives outside their counties is mentioned first. 
The County Committee will decide what alternative uniform may be worn 

when members come together within the county. The decision in each case will 
be based on: 

(a) the desirability of a uniform appearance 
(b) the availability of uniforms 
(c) the nature of the gathering 

1, PRESIDENT 
Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Marks 

Cockade on Hat .. 	Purple, with gold, purple and silver bars 
Hat Cords 
	

Gold and silver 
Cords 	.. 	 Purple, gold and silver 
Tie 
	

Purple 

2. CHIEF RANGER OF THE. BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND 
EMPIRE 

Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Marks 

Cockade on Hat or Beret . . Gold with bars of red, royal and light blue 
Hat Cord .. 	 Gold 
Shoulder Straps 
	

With stripes of red and two shades of blue 
Tie .. 	 Navy blue 

3. COMMODORE OF THE SEA RANGER SECTION 
Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Marks 

Cockade on Hat or Beret .. Navy blue with gold stripe 
Hat Cord .. 	 Gold 
Shoulder Straps .. 	With piece of light blue braid 
Tie .. • • Black 
Badge 	.. 	• • Royal blue enamel 
Lanyard .. • • White 

4. CHIEF GUIDE 
Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Marks 

Cockade on Hat .. 	.. Gold 
Hat Cord 	 .. Gold 
Tie .. 	 .. Navy blue 

5. MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE 
COUNCIL 

Uniform and Distinguishing Marks as for Division Commissioner, but with 
Headquarters badge (navy blue enamel bar with silver lettering) worn on 
left lapel 
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6. CHIEF COMMISSIONER 
Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Marks 

Cockade on Hat or Beret .. Gold with two red horizontal bars at base 
Hat Cord .. 	.. Gold 
Tie .. 	 .. Navy blue 
Lapel Badge 	.. 	.. Gold 

7. CHIEF COMMISSIONER FOR A COUNTRY* 
Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Marks as for Chief Commissioner, with the badge (if any) of the 

country at base of cockade in place of the two red bars 

8. BRANCH OR SECTION ADVISER OR COMMISSIONER (Imperial 
Headquarters) 

Uniform as for Division Commissioner. Headquarters Badge (as for Executive 
Committee) worn on left lapel. 
Cockade on Hat or Beret.. Silver with two red horizontal bars at base. 

ASSISTANT BRANCH, SECTION AND DEPARTMENT ADVISERS 
AND CHAIRMEN OF SUB-COMMITTEES OF I.H.Q. COM-
MITTEES 

Uniform as above, but cockade with one horizontal bar at base. 
Nom—On certain specific sectional occasions, a Section Adviser may be 

permitted to wear the uniform of her Section with the Headquarters lapel badge 
as the only distinguishing mark. On all other occasions the uniform of a Head-
quarters Adviser will be worn. 

9. IMPERIAL HEADQUARTERS 
DEPARTMENT SECRETARY AND GUIDER-IN-CHARGE OF AN I.H.Q. TRAINING 

CENTRE. 
Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Mark—navy cockade with two red horizontal bars at base. 

Headquarters badge on left lapel. 
AssisTANT—Navy cockade with one red bar 

10. BRANCH OR SECTION ADVISER OR COMMISSIONER FOR A 
COUNTRY 

Uniform as for Division Commissioner. Blue enamel badge on left lapel as for 
Headquarters Adviser but with name of country added. Cockade—silver, 
worn with badge of country at base. 

11. COMMISSIONERS 
Uniform 

Coat and Skirt 	 Navy blue (official pattern) 
Belt 	 Brown leather, with official buckle, worn over 

coat 
Shoes 	 Brown 

* In the British Commonwealth and Empire Overseas, Dominion Commissioners 
rank as Chief Commissioners for a country, and Colony Commissioners rank as 
County Commissioners, and each wears the appropriate distinguishing marks. 
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Stockings .. 	 • • Headquarters standard colour 
Shirt 	 • • White (official pattern) 
Tie .. 	 • • Navy blue 
Badge 	.. 	 • • Silver 
Lapel Badge 	• . Colour according to rank, worn on left lapel of 

uniform coat or over centre of left breast 
pocket of battleblouse or uniform dress. 

Hat .. 	 Navy blue felt, turned up on the left side, with 
the county badge at the base of the appropriate 

or 
	 cockade 

Beret 	 Navy blue tailored (official pattern) with county 
badge at base of appropriate cockade (above 
left eye). 

Gloves 	.. 	 Brown leather 

Alternative (see introductory paragraph, page 110): 
(a) White or Headquarters blue shirt. Navy battleblouse and skirt. Felt hat 

with appropriate cockade or tailored beret with either appropriate 
cockade or diamond-shaped felt. 

(b) Dress (official pattern) 

APPOINTMENT 
*COCKADE AND 

DIAMOND SHAPED 
FELT 

HAT OR 
BERET CORD 

LAPEL BADGE 

County 	.. Silver Silver Silver with gold 
enamel 

Assistant 
County 	.. Silver Silver 

Silver with gold 
enamel 

Division 	.. Silver None Silver coloured 
metal with white 

enamel 

Assistant 
Division 	.. Silver None 

Silver coloured 
metal with white 

enamel 

District 	.. Hyacinth blue None Silver coloured 
metal with blue 

enamel 

*Headquarters official pattern 

12. SECRETARIES 
Uniform as for Commissioner, or, if desired, as for Guider. 
Distinguishing Marks: The cockade, tie and edging round the diamond-shaped 

felt are tawny red. 
Lapel Bar .. 	.. Tawny red with gold lettering 

13. COUNTY REPRESENTATIVES AND CHAIRMEN OF COUNTY 
SUB-COMMITTEES 

Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Mark 

Cockade .. 	.. Navy blue with silver stripe 
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14. LOCAL PRESIDENTS 
Holders of this office are not entitled to wear uniform, except a Country or 

County President, who may wear the following: 
Uniform 
Tie .. 
Hat 

As for Commissioner 
Navy blue 
Navy felt, not turned up at the side. Silver cord 

round the crown, ends tied in a bow on the 
side; country or county badge pinned on the 
silver cord by the knot 

Distinguishing Marks (optional) 

APPOINTMENT tRIBBON Bow TREFOIL 

Country 	.. Gold White enamel 

County 	.. Gold and silver White enamel 

Division 	.. Silver Silver 

District 	.. Hyacinth blue Silver 

15. DIRECTOR OF AN AFFILIATED SOCIETY 
Uniform as for Commissioner 
Distinguishing Marks as for a Division Commissioner with the addition of the 

badge of her society worn on the left lapel. 

• • 

• . 

• • 

. • 

• • 

• • 

16. GUIDERS 
Uniform 

Skirt and Battle Blouse 
Shirt 

Belt 
Shoes 
Stockings 
Badge: 

Brownie and Guide 
Cadet .. 
Land Ranger 
Sea Ranger 
Air Ranger 

Beret 	. . 
or 

*Hat. . 

Tie .. 	. . 
Gloves (if worn) .. 

Navy blue 
Headquarters blue (official pattern) 

(A white shirt may be worn on suitable occasions 
at the discretion of the County Committee) 

Brown leather 
Brown 
Headquarters standard colour 

Gilt (or according to enrolment) 
Gilt (or according to enrolment) 
Red enamel 
Royal blue enamel 
Pale blue enamel 
Navy blue tailored (official pattern) 

Navy blue felt, turned up left side; (Sea Ranger 
Guiders, if they prefer, wear the hat as a 
tricorne with the Sea Ranger Guiders cap 
badge in the centre front) 

Open-ended (see distinguishing marks) 
Brown leather 

* Headquarters Official pattern. Sea Ranger Guiders may wear white cap covers from 1st 
May to 30th September. 
t To be worn with the Trefoil in the centre on the left breast when not in uniform. 
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Title Tapes 	 If desired, Guiders may wear a title tape on left 
shoulder of shirt or dress 

Flashes .. 	 If desired, Ranger Guiders may wear flashes on 
sleeves of battle blouse 

Lanyard (optional except White, or green (if holder of Camper's Licence), 
for Sea Ranger Guiders) 	or buff (if holder of Pack Holiday Permit) 

Alternative (see introductory paragraph, page 109) 
(a) Headquarters blue dress 
(b) For Ranger Guiders: 

Land 	.. Silver-grey shirt 
Sea .. 	.. Navy blue shirt in winter; white in summer 
Air .. 	.. Pale blue shirt 

For Camp and Informal Occasions 
(a) Headquarters blue cellular shirt with navy blue skirt. Navy blue V-necked 

jersey or cardigan 
(b) Blue cotton overall (Headquarters pattern) 
(c) Shorts (Headquarters pattern) may be worn on the camp site only. 

Guiders who have navy slacks may wear them instead of shorts 
(d) Navy stitched hat—Headquarters style 

Working Rig 
For special activities such as car, boat or plane maintenance, Ranger Guiders 

may wear: 
Hat: 

Land 	 Navy blue beret 

	

Sea 	 Navy blue, peaked cap. Headquarters official 
pattern, with special badge (white cap cover 
worn from 1st May to 30th September) 

	

Air 	 Navy blue beret 

	

Slacks 	 Navy blue 
Shirts: 

Land 	 Grey 

	

Sea 	 White or navy open-necked or rowing vest 

	

Air 	 Pale Blue 

	

Shoes 	 White canvas 
When required a navy blue boiler suit with long sleeves or navy blue dungarees 

and blue shirt may be worn. 

LONE CAPTAIN AND LIEUTENANT 
Uniform and Distinguishing Marks as for ordinary Guiders, with the following 

exception: 

	

Badge 	 .. Gilt, with the letter `I,' superimposed on it in 
blue enamel; or red 'I,' for Ranger Guiders. 

EXTENSION RANGER GUIDERS 
Uniform and Distinguishing Marks as for other Ranger Guiders. 
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DISTINGUISHING MARKS: 

APPOINTMENT TIE 
(open-ended) 

COCICADE 
ON HAT 

COLOUR OF EDGING 
OF DIAMOND-SHAPED 

FELT ON BERET 

Brown Owl 	.. 	.. 
Tawny Owl 	.. 	.. 

Brown 
Brown 

Brown 
None 

Brown 
None 

Guide Captain 	.. 	.. 
Guide Lieutenant 	. . 

Sapphire blue 
Sapphire blue 

Sapphire blue 
None 

Sapphire blue 
None 

Land Ranger Captain 	.. 
Land Ranger Lieutenant .. 

Navy blue 
Navy blue 

Navy blue 
None 

Red 
None 

Sea Ranger Captain 	.. 
Sea Ranger Lieutenant .. 

Black  
Black 

t*Navy blue 
*None 

Red 
None 

Air Ranger Captain 	. . 
Air Ranger Lieutenant .. 

Black 
Black 

*Navy blue 
None 

Red 
None 

Cadet Captain 	.. 	.. 

Cadet Lieutenant 	.. 

t White or 
Sapphire blue 

?White or 
Sapphire blue 

Sapphire blue 
with white 

stripe 
None 

White 

None 

District Captain .. 	.. According to 
warrant held 

According to 
warrant held 
with green 
horizontal 

stripe 

Green 

The County badge is worn at the base of the cockade on the hat; or in the 
centre of the felt diamond on the beret. 

All diamond-shaped felts on berets are navy blue with appropriate coloured 
edging and are worn above the left eye. 

Cockades must be of the Headquarters pattern. 
Tawny Owls wear a Brownie badge on the turned-up side of the hat, and 

Lieutenants a Guide badge. On the beret they wear the County badge only. 

17. BROWNIES 
Uniform 

Dress 	 Brown, with patch pockets (or jersey and kilted 
skirt); or for summer wear, brown cotton with 
short sleeves. 

Knickers 	 Brown 
Cap Brown, plain knitted} according to choice of or 	 pack Beret 	 Brown 
Belt 	 Brown leather 

* Sea and Air Ranger Guiders wear a black mohair band round hat. 
t Cadet Guiders wear a sapphire blue tie if wearing a white shirt. 

If the hat is worn as a tricome no cockade is worn. 
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Tie .. 	 Brown or gold triangular (whole pack to wear 
same colour) 

Shoes 	. . 	• • Brown 
Socks 	. . . . 	White or fawn (whole pack to wear same colour) 
Six Emblem 	• . Cloth, worn above the right-hand breast pocket 
Title tape .. 	• • Of pack name and number, worn on left arm 

above shoulder seam 
Badge 	. . 	 Gilt, worn on tie 
Hair Ribbon 	 Brown 

(a) PACK LEADER 
Uniform as for a Guide (see below) with the following exceptions: 

Tie .. 	 .. Brown 
Lanyard .. 	Brown }(worn when helping with the pack) .. 

Distinguishing Mark: Small cloth badge—three horizontal gold stripes—worn 
just above the cuff of left sleeve 

(b) BROWNIE SIXER 
Uniform as for a Brownie (see above) 
Distinguishing Mark: Two horizontal gold stripes in. wide, 4 in. long and / in. 

apart, worn 2 in. above left elbow 

(c) BROWNIE SECOND 
Uniform as for a Brownie (see above) 
Distinguishing Mark: One horizontal gold stripe I  in. wide, 4 in. long, worn 

2 in. above left elbow 

18. GUIDES 
Uniform 

*Shirt and Skirt Light blue cotton shirt (official pattern). Navy 
blue serge skirt; or 

*Dress . 	• Blue dress (official pattern) 
Jersey 	. . • • Navy blue with V-neck 
Knickers 	. . • • Navy blue, or to match dress 
Beret 	. . • • Navy blue, with embroidered trefoil above left 

eye 
Tie .. Triangular, of company colour, worn folded 

neatly into a narrow-fold bandage (2f in. to 
21 in.) 

Belt . 	. Brown leather, with official buckle 
Overcoat • . Navy blue 
Shoes • • Brown 
Stockings • • Headquarters standard colour 
Socks . 	• White; alternative, fawn (the whole company 

must wear the same colour) 
Shoulder Knot Of patrol colour, worn on left shoulder 
Emblem 	.. Of patrol flower or bird, worn above left pocket 
Title Tape Of company name and number, worn on shoul-

der immediately above shoulder knot 
Badge 	. . Gilt, worn on tie 
Hair Ribbon Black or navy. (Long hair should be plaited) 

* These are alternative uniforms. The whole company should aim at wearing the same. 
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For Camping and, if desired, for summer meetings, Guides may wear: 
Shorts 	.. 	.. Navy blue (official pattern) 
Shirt 	 Blue (as for ordinary uniform), or open-necked 

and short sleeves in cellular material; or 
For camp only: Tee shirt; or 
Camp overall (official pattern and colour) 

Hat.. 	 Stitched, navy blue, cotton 

(a) COMPANY LEADER. Uniform as for a Guide (see above) 
Distinguishing Marks as for a Patrol Leader, with the addition of a third stripe 

on the pocket 

(b) PATROL LEADER. Uniform as for a Guide (see above) 
Distinguishing Marks: 

Two perpendicular white stripes in. wide and 1 in. apart, worn on the left 
pocket 

Whistle on white lanyard worn round the neck and attached to belt on right 
side 

Distinctive embroidered badge worn above the left eye on the beret. 

(c) PATROL SECOND. Uniform as for a Guide (see above) 
Distinguishing Marks: 

One perpendicular central white stripe on left pocket, in. wide. 
Whistle on white lanyard worn round the neck and attached to belt on right 

side 

(d) LONE GUIDE 
Uniform and Distinguishing Marks as for ordinary Guides, with the following 

exception: 
Badge 	.. 	 Gilt, with the letter 'I,' superimposed on it in 

blue enamel 
19. RANGERS 

Uniform 
Skirt 
Jersey or Shirt 	.. 

(official pattern) 

Battle Blouse 	.. 
Flash (worn on both 

sleeves of battle blouse) 

Title Tape 

Belt 
Shoes 	.. 
Stockings .. 
Tie 

Woggle . 

Navy blue 
Land Ranger 
Sea Ranger 

Air Ranger 
Navy blue 
Land Ranger 
Sea Ranger 
Air Ranger 
Of unit name 

jumpers 
Brown leather, with official buckle 
Brown 
Headquarters standard colour 
Triangular, worn scarfwise with 

on point at back 
	 County Badge 

Land Ranger 
Sea Ranger 
Air Ranger 
Land Ranger 
Sea Ranger 
Air Ranger 
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Navy blue jersey (winter); 
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Pale blue 
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Pale blue on navy ground 

or number worn on shirts and 
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. • Black 
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Badge 	 Land Ranger 	Red enamel 
Sea Ranger 	Blue enamel 
Air Ranger 	Pale blue enamel 

Beret or Cap 	 Land Ranger 	Navy blue beret, with red 
embroidered trefoil worn 
above left eye 

Air Ranger 	Navy blue beret, with pale 
blue embroidered trefoil 
worn above left eye 

Sea Ranger 	Official cap with Sea Ranger 
cap ribbon (white covers 
from 1st May to 30th 
September) 

Gloves (if worn) .. 	Brown or navy blue 
Knife 	 Optional. (Sea Rangers wear a knife on lanyard, 

attached to right side of belt.) 
Lanyard .. 	 According to section 
Whistle .. 	 Optional (Sea Rangers wear a boatswain's call 

attached to left side of belt) 
Hair should be worn off the collar 

For Camp and Informal Occasions 
Shorts 	.. 	 Navy blue (Headquarters pattern, either Ranger 

or Guider's style) 
Shirt 	 As for ordinary uniform; or open-necked and 

short sleeves in cellular material (section 
colour or Headquarters blue); or 

Blue cotton overall 	Guider's style 
Hat.. 	 Navy stitched (Headquarters pattern) 
Ankle socks 	.. Grey or fawn 
Nom.—Rangers who have navy-blue slacks may wear them instead of shorts. 

It is left to the Guider in charge to decide on the 'informal occasions' when 
shorts or slacks may be worn. 
Working Rig for special activities such as car, boat or plane maintenance: 

Slacks 	 Navy blue 
Shirt: 

Land 	 Grey 
Sea 	 White or rowing vest (no tie) 
Air 	 Pale blue 

Shoes 	 White canvas 
When required, a navy blue boiler suit with long sleeves or navy blue dun-

garees and blue shirt may be worn. 

SEA RANGER BOATSWAINS AND COXSWAINS 
Distinguishing Mark: Special badge worn on the left sleeve 

PETTY OFFICERS 
Distinguishing Mark: Boatswain's badge with gold edging 

LONE RANGERS 
Uniform and Distinguishing Marks as for Land Rangers, Sea Rangers or Air 

Rangers with the following exception: 
Badge 	.. 	.. Gilt, with letter 'I,' superimposed on it in red 

enamel 
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EXTENSION RANGERS 
Uniform and Distinguishing Marks as for other Rangers 

20. CADETS 
Uniform as for Guiders (see page 112), with the following exceptions: 

Beret 	 .. As for Guiders, with fin. wide white ribbon 
round the bottom of the band 

Cadet Badge 	 White and blue enamel trefoil, worn on the 
beret after investiture 

Badge 	 Guide or Ranger, according to enrolment, worn 
on tie 

Tie .. 	 White triangular; or school companies may wear 
the school tie. A white open-ended tie may 
only be worn for special occasions and when 
wearing the Guider's shirt 

Flash 	 White on blue ground (worn on both sleeves of 
the battle blouse) 

(a) CADET PATROL LEADER 
Distinguishing Mark (optional): A white enamel bar brooch, worn on beret 

below Cadet Badge 

(b) COUNTY CADET 
Uniform and Distinguishing Mark as for Cadets 

21. TREFOIL GUILD 
Uniform for members of the Trefoil Guild is not desirable, except when 

undertaking the duties of an active Guider, when a Guider 's uniform may be 
worn, with wine coloured tie and cockade on hat, or wine coloured edge to felt 
on beret. The special Trefoil Guild badge should be worn on the tie. 

Ex-Ranger members of the Trefoil Guild under the age of 25 may, with the 
Commissioner's permission, wear their Ranger uniform should they take part in 
any special Ranger activities. 

22. TRAINERS 
Uniform as for Guiders, according to rank 

or 
Alternative for travelling and any other suitable occasion: 

White shirt with battleblouse and skirt or coat and skirt 
Navy tie 
Flash or cockade—according to warrant held 

Distinguishing Marks 
(a) DIPLOMA'D GUIDERS 
A three-stranded cord round the hat with two navy blue strands and one 

strand of the appropriate colour as given below. 
On the beret the appropriate cord is worn round the top of the band 
Brownie .. 	. • 	Brown 
Guide 	.. 	 Sapphire blue 
Ranger .. 	 Red 
Camp .. 	 Green 
Chief's Diploma .. 	Gold  
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(b) CERTIFICATED TRAINER 
A ribbon in. wide round the hat in the appropriate colour (as given for 

Diploma 'd Guiders). 
On the beret the ribbon is worn round the top of the band. 

(c) HEADQUARTERS' INSTRUCTOR (any branch) 
Metal badges worn on left lapel of coat or on left side of dress or shirt. 

23. CAMPING 
Distinguishing Marks: 

DIPLOMA 'D CAMP 
ADVISER 	. . 

CAMP ADVISER . . 
.. 	See Diploma 'd Guiders (above) 
.. See Certificated Trainer (above) 

LICENCE AND PERMIT 
HOLDERS 
Camper's Licence 	.. 
Quartermaster Certifi-

cate .. 
Guider's Camp Permit 
Pack Holiday Permit .. 
Cadet/Ranger Camp 

Permit 

Green lanyard (see Camping Chapter) 
Green enamel bar bearing the letters Q.M., worn 

on left breast 
Green enamel bar worn on left breast 
Buff lanyard 

Green enamel bar, worn by: 
Cadets—on left breast; 
Rangers—below woggle on tie 

A piece of green cord at the base of the right 
shoulder seam 

24. WHERE TO WEAR BADGES 
1. THE GUIDE BADGE 

The badge of the Girl Guides is the `Trefoil' (three leaves), which represent 
the three promises made on being enrolled, as do also the three fingers held up 
in the salute. 

The proper place for the Guide badge is in the centre of the tie, and in uniform 
it should be worn nowhere else, except by Lieutenants who wear it on the 
turned-up side of the hat. This, or the miniature and the World badge are the 
only Guide badges which may be worn out of uniform. The miniature badge is 
not worn in uniform. 

No one is entitled to wear the Guide badge unless she has been enrolled. 
The Brownie badge is worn by Brownies, after enrolment, on the tie; and is 

the only Brownie badge which may be worn out of uniform. Tawny Owls wear 
it on the turned-up side of the hat. 

2. WORLD BADGE 
All members of the movement, except Brownies, may wear the World badge 

(a gold trefoil on a blue ground). This does not replace the enrolment badge. It 
is worn in or out of uniform; in uniform it should be worn over the centre of the 
right breast pocket. 

3. COUNTY BADGE 
A Girl Guide County (State or Country) badge consists of either: 

(a) a badge, i.e., a small emblem in enamel or metal; or 
(b) a small lozenge bearing upon it arms representing the county (state or 

country). 
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All ranks may wear the authorised badge of their county, but sanction must 
first be obtained from Headquarters, to whom designs for these badges should 
be submitted. It is worn as follows: 

BROWNIES, GUIDES 	In silk or cloth, on the left shoulder. 
CADETS . . 	 In silk or cloth on the left shoulder of shirt and 

battleblouse. 
RANGERS 	 In silk or cloth, on point of the scarf at the back 

and on left shoulder of battleblouse. 
GUIDERS 	 In metal, on the beret or hat (with the exception 

of Sea Ranger Guiders when wearing a 
tricorne hat). 

COMMISSIONERS (Chief, 
County, Division and 
District) 	. . 	In metal, on the base of the cockade in the hat 

or beret. 
4. OTHER BADGES 

Brownies 
The Second Class Brownie badge is worn above the left-hand breast pocket. 
The Intermediate Brownie badge is worn above the Second Class badge, and 

is removed when the Brownie gains her First Class badge. 
The First Class Brownie badge is worn above the Second Class badge. 
Brownie proficiency badges are worn on the right arm above the elbow (with 

the exception of the First Aider, which is worn on the left). 
Guides 

The First and Second Class badges are worn on the left arm. They should be 
placed about half-way between the elbow and the shoulder, immediately 
below the end of the shoulder knot. 

The First Aid, Sick Nurse, Child Nurse and Emergency Helper badges are 
also worn on the left arm, just below the Second and First Class badges. 

All other proficiency badges and the Thrift badge are worn on the right arm. 
Badges are sewn on as they are won, starting at the bottom of the sleeve, 

just above the cuff, and growing upwards in couples as the Guide becomes 
more and more proficient, or starting from the top and growing downwards. 

Brownie wings are worn above the Guide patrol emblem. 
*The Little House emblem is worn at the top of the right sleeve. 
*The Woodcraft emblem is worn on the right shoulder. 
P.L. Permit: A piece of green cord is worn at the base of the right shoulder 

seam. 
The Queen's Guide badge replaces the First Class badge. 
The All-Round cord is doubled and worn round the right arm; the two ends 

are passed under the flap of the right-hand pocket which is buttoned over 
them. 

Union Jack and World Flag emblems (see Rule 96, page 137). 

Rangers 
The Guide First Class or Queen's Guide badge may be worn in cloth on the 

point of the scarf above the County badge. 
The Ranger Service star is pinned on the left breast of shirt, jersey, or battle 

blouse, and the following are worn below it: L.R.A., A.B. or L.A.R. badges 
and Ranger certificate bars (not more than two bars may be worn). 

Air Ranger wings take the place of the L.A.R. badge. 

• The proficiency badges continue to be worn. 
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Holders of the Boating Permit may wear a royal blue enamel bar; the letter 
`S' may be painted on the bar by Sea Rangers holding the Sailing Permit; 
holders of the Camp Permit wear a green enamel bar. These are worn 
below the woggle on the scarf. (Both bars may not be worn at the same time.) 

Sea Ranger badges denoting rank (e.g., Bosun's badge) are worn on the left 
sleeve midway between elbow and shoulder. 

Rangers who are members of the B.R.C.S., St.J.A.B. or R.L.S.S. may wear 
the appropriate badge above the cuff of the left sleeve of the jersey or 
battle blouse. 

The International Gliding badge may be worn above the left cuff of the battle 
blouse. 

Members of Admiralty Recognised Crews may wear a special badge. It is worn 
by enrolled Sea Rangers only (not Guiders), on the right arm midway 
between the Sea Ranger flash and the elbow of the battle blouse; midway 
between shoulder and elbow on jersey or shirt. (Particulars governing the 
wearing and obtaining of these badges will be supplied on application to 
the Secretary of the Ranger Branch at Imperial Headquarters.) 

Union Jack and World Flag emblems (see Rule 96, page 137). 
Cadets 

The metal First Class or Queen's Guide badge: as for Guiders. 
The Ranger Service Star: as for Rangers. 
The Camp Permit bar or Q.M. bar is worn on the left breast (under the metal 

First Class badge if gained). 
Union Jack and World Flag emblems (see Rule 96, page 137). 

Guiders 
On receipt of her warrant, a Guider wears the appropriate warrant badge 

immediately below the knot of her tie. 
An enamel badge may be worn by First Class Guiders. 
The Queen's Guide enamel badge may be worn in place of the First Class 

badge. 
The Ranger Service star, won as a Ranger, may be worn on the left breast. 
Union Jack emblem (see Rule 96, page 137). 
All Round Cords: a piece of blue and white cord may be worn at the base of 

the right shoulder seam. 
All the above badges (with the exception of the warrant badge), may be worn 

on the shirt or battle blouse, though not more than two of the following may be 
worn at any one time: First Class, Queen's Guide, Ranger Service Star, Camp 
Permit Bar, Q.M. Bar. 

25. SERVICE STARS 
At the end of the first year's service a plain metal star is worn and after each 

subsequent year a star with the appropriate number on it. 
Brownies and Guides wear service stars, indicating the number of years' 

service, on the flap of the left pocket on the following backgrounds: 
Brownies .. .. Brown. 	Guides .. .. Green. 
A Guide, in addition to her green star, wears a brown star showing her 

service in the pack. 
A Ranger wears one service star, without background, denoting her total 

period of service in the movement, on the belt on right side of buckle. 
A Guider and a Cadet wear one star only, without background, on left breast, 

indicating the total number of years spent in all sections. The wearing of this 
star is optional. 

In order to win a service star a 75 per cent possible attendance must be made. 
Commissioners do not wear service stars. 
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TRAINING 
`The subject to be instilled must be made to appeal, and you must 
lure your fish with a succulent worm, not with a bit of hard, 
dry biscuit.' 

94. TRAINING 
1. THE TRAINING OF GUIDERS 

The Headquarters centres for training of Guiders are: 
Foxlease, Lyndhurst, Hants. 
Waddow, Clitheroe, Lancs. 
Sea Ranger Training Ship M.T.B. 630, Dartmouth, Devon. 

Other training centres in Great Britain are: 
Netherurd, West Linton, Peeblesshire, Scotland. 
Lorne, Craigavad, Co. Down, Ulster. 
Broneirion, Llandinam, Montgomeryshire, Wales. 

For information regarding Training Centres in the Dominions and Colonies 
apply to Imperial Headquarters. 

2. DIPLOMAS 
A Diploma entitles the holder to train Guiders in the particular Branch of 

Guiding in which she is qualified. 
All Diplomas must be returned annually, for renewal or withdrawal, to Im-

perial Headquarters through the Guider's County Commissioner, and the 
Training or Camping Adviser for the country. 

When a Diploma'd Guider has taken a training outside her own county, the 
Commissioner responsible for the arrangement will forward a report to the 
Training or Camping Adviser for the Country. 

Diploma'd Guiders are expected to keep themselves up to date in every 
aspect of their training, and to attend regularly appropriate conferences of 
Diploma'd Guiders. 

They must continue to be active Guiders of companies or packs. In the case 
of the Camp Training Diploma an exception may be made provided that the 
holder continues to run camps for Guides or Rangers and to help companies 
during the winter. Cadet Guiders may not hold diplomas for more than three 
years without renewing contact with pack or company. 

A Guider may be recommended by her Commissioner, by the County Training 
Committee or by the Diploma'd Guider in charge of a training. 

Imperial Headquarters employs a limited number of full-time salaried 
trainers. For further information apply to the Secretary of the Training Depart-
ment. 

Method of Application 
When a Guider is nominated as candidate for a Diploma the application 

form should be obtained from the Training or Camping Adviser for the country, 
and returned when completed to the same Adviser for forwarding to Imperial 
Headquarters. 
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Qualifications 
BROWNIE, GUIDE, AND RANGER 

(a) Successful experience as a Certificated Trainer (see clause 5). 
(b) A period of training which will be directed by Imperial Headquarters 

and which will include study and practical work. 
The Diploma will be awarded when the candidate has reached the necessary 

standard. 
CAMP 

(a) Successful experience as a Camp Adviser. 
(b) A period of training which will be directed by Imperial Headquarters 

and which will include study and practical work. Part of this training 
will take place in camp. 

The Diploma will be awarded when the candidate has reached the necessary 
standard. 

For particulars of all Diploma Tests apply to the Secretary, Training Depart-
ment, Imperial Headquarters. 

3. CHIEF'S DIPLOMA 
An honour given by the Chief Guide to Diploma'd Guiders for special work 

done for the Movement. 

4. HEADQUARTERS INSTRUCTOR'S CERTIFICATE 
An Instructor's Certificate enables a warranted Guider to take trainings in 

the subject in which she is qualified. It is primarily intended for Guiders who, 
by reason of professional or other particular interest, have already considerable 
knowledge of certain subjects. 

Certificates must be returned annually for renewal or withdrawal to the 
Training Adviser for the country, through the Guider's County Commissioner. 

Instructors are expected to keep themselves up to date in their subjects, if 
possible by attending special courses. 

They must also continue to be active Guiders of companies or packs. 
Exceptions may be made at the discretion of the Training Adviser for the 
country. 

A candidate for the Instructor's Certificate should be recommended by her 
District, Division and County Commissioners to the Training Adviser for the 
country concerned. For an Extension Instructor's Certificate a recommendation 
will also be required from the Extension Adviser for the country. 
Test 

The candidate will be asked to take a Training Session of approximately two 
hours in the subject chosen. 

General Subjects 
Camp Fire 
Compass, Mapping 
Country Dancing 
British Commonwealth and Empire and International Knowledge 
First Aid 
Folk Life 
Handcraft: (i) Traditional Craft, or 

(ii) Company Crafts 
Music 
Signalling 
Story Telling 
Woodcraft—(Nature Lore) 
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Brownie Subjects 
Handcrafts 	 Singing Games 
Mime 	 Story-telling 
Nature 

Sea Ranger Subjects 
A.B. 

*Boating Permit 
*Cargoes and Trade Routes 
*Elementary Navigation 
*International Code 
* Meteorology 
*Pilotage 
Rowing Charge 
Sailing Charge 

*History of Shipping, or 
*Ship Recognition 

Air Ranger Subjects 
Aeromodelling 
Aircraft Recognition 
Air Mechanics 
Air Navigation 
Gliding Crew 
Theory of Flight 
L.A.R. 
Meteorology 

Headquarters Extension Instructor's Certificate 
The candidate must have had practical experience in the group in which she 

wishes to train, i.e. blind, deaf, etc. 
At the test she will be required to: 

(a) Satisfy the tester that she has a sound knowledge of Guiding and its 
application to her own group. 

(b) Take a session on test work and afterwards adapt this to her own 
group. 

Headquarters Lone Instructor's Certificate 
A candidate for the certificate must: 

(a) Have held a Lone Guider's warrant for at least two years. 
(b) Hold a Camper's ,Licence or Guider's Camp Permit. 
At the test she will be required to: 
I. Take a Guider's Training session on part or parts of the Guide or 

Ranger tests, following this by a session of at least 1 hours' duration 
on its adaptation for a Lone company. 

2. Take a session with Lone Guiders on the layout of letters. 
3. Submit three consecutive company letters. 

Further information regarding Headquarters Instructor's Certificates may 
be obtained from the Training Adviser for the country. 

* Two of these subjects are required to qualify for the Headquarters Instructor's Certi-
ficate 
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5. TRAINING CERTIFICATE 
A Training Certificate enables the holder to train Guiders of her own area 

in the particular branch of Guiding in which she is qualified. She will work 
under the direction of her County Training Committee. 

Training Certificates must be returned annually for renewal or withdrawal 
through the Guider's Commissioner and the County Training Committee to 
the Training Adviser for the country. 

Certificated trainers are expected to keep themselves up to date by attending 
a Training Week, or its equivalent, of the appropriate branch, at least once 
in every two years. 

They must also continue to be active Guiders of companies or packs. 
A Training Certificate is awarded to a Cadet Guider for a maximum period 

of three years, after which it will not be re-issued unless the Guider has renewed 
contact with a company or pack. 

A candidate for the Training Certificate should be recommended by her 
District, Division and County Commissioners, to the Training Adviser for the 
country concerned. 

Before forwarding the recommendation, the District Commissioner, and a 
representative appointed by the County Training Committee, must satisfy 
themselves by personal contacts and visits: 

1. That the Guider has a sound knowledge of the essentials of Guiding, i.e.: 
(a) The Promise and Law 
(b) The Patrol System 
(c) Woodcraft 

2. That she understands their interpretation in her branch and is putting 
them into practice in her own company or pack. 

3. That her teaching of test work is of high standard. 
4. That she has an understanding of girls of the age group with which she 

is working. 
The final test will be carried out by a Commissioner appointed by the County 

Training Committee and a Diploma 'd Guider appointed by the Country's 
Training Committee at the request of the County Training Committee. 

6. BROWNIE TRAINING CERTIFICATE 
A candidate for the certificate must: 

(a) Be a warranted Brownie Guider 
(b) Be over 21 years of age 

At the test she will be required to: 
1. Take a Guiders' Training Session (of at least 14 hours' duration) on a 

subject or subjects of her own choice. The candidate's handling of 
Guiders, her capacity to arouse and hold their interest, and the balance 
of her programme will be assessed. 

2. Show her ability to instruct Guiders in any section of the Brownie 
Recruit, Golden Bar and Golden Hand Tests, and show how this 
knowledge can be passed on in an interesting way to Brownies. 

3. Take an outdoor session showing the Guiders how they can interest 
their Brownies in nature through general outdoor activities. 

4. Take a short session on Brownie Ceremonies. 
A written paper will be required. 
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7. GUIDE TRAINING CERTIFICATE 
A candidate for the certificate must: 

(a) Be a warranted Guide Guider 
(b) Be over 21 years of age 
(c) Be a First Class Guide 
(d) Hold a Camper's Licence or Guider's Camp Permit 

At the test she will be required to: 
1. Take a Guiders' Training Session (of at least 14 hours' duration) on a 

subject or subjects of her own choice. The candidate's handling of 
Guiders, her capacity to arouse and hold their interest, her use of the 
Patrol System, and the balance of her programme will be assessed. 

2. Show her ability to instruct Guiders in patrol drill; simple company drill; 
enrolment ceremony with one Colour; hoisting of Colours. 

3. Take a scouting activity with Guiders. 
4. Take a woodcraft session with Guiders. 

A written paper will be required. 

8. RANGER TRAINING CERTIFICATE 
A candidate for the certificate must: 

(a) Be a warranted Ranger Guider 
(b) Be over 23 years of age 
(c) Hold a Camper's Licence. (At the discretion of the Imperial Training 

Committee an exception may be made in certain cases provided the 
candidate shows a satisfactory report of actual outdoor activities 
undertaken with her company during the past two years). 

At the test she will be required to: 
1. Take a Guiders' Training Session (of at least 1 hours' duration) on 

a subject or subjects of her own choice. The session must be planned 
to meet the needs of Ranger Guiders of all Sections. The candidate's 
handling of Guiders, her capacity to arouse and hold their interest, and 
the balance of her programme will be assessed. 

2. Take a short session on a part of the syllabus of her own section. 
3. Organise an outdoor training which may include an overnight hike. 
4. Show her ability to instruct Ranger Guiders in simple drill and cere- 

monial, including the hoisting of colours. 
A written paper will be required. 
Additional for Sea Ranger Training: Charge Certificate or Boating Permit. 
Additional for Sea and Air Sections: appropriate ceremonial. 

9. CAMP TRAINING CERTIFICATE 
See Camp Adviser's Test in the Camping Chapter, Rule 95. 

10. OVERSEAS TRAINING 
When the Training Certificate is to be used in an area overseas the candidate 

will be required to have certain further qualifications. Details are available from 
Imperial Headquarters. 
Notes 

Where there is no County Training Committee, the Training Adviser for the 
Country should be consulted on matters concerning Training Certificates. 

For further information see: 
Hints to Candidates for the Brownie/Guide/Ranger Training Certificate. 
Hints for Training Committees on Recommending for the Training Certificate. 

Both are obtainable from the Training Adviser for the Country. 
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CAMPING 
'A wise Guide does not "rough it"; she knows how to look 
after herself and how to make herself comfortable by a hundred 
little dodges.' 

95. CAMPING 

1. CAMPS AND HOLIDAYS 
Application for permission to run any form of camp or holiday, including 

visits to Youth Hostels and holidays afloat, must be made to the District 
Commissioner and Camp Adviser. Such permission will only be given to those 
who prove themselves fitted to take charge under the conditions in question. 

A camp should have at least two responsible adults over 18 years of age. 
The Quartermaster should have had previous camping and cooking experience. 
The health of the camp should be in charge of a competent and experienced 
person, if possible not the Guider in charge (except as provided for under Small 
Camps, Section (c) ). 

TYPES OF CAMPS AND HOLIDAYS 
A camping qualification is necessary for all camps and holidays under camp 

conditions, such as empty houses, non-residential schools, caravan tours, 
holidays afloat, etc. 

(a) Camper's Licence. The holder of a Camper's Licence may take a company 
to camp on the recommendation of the Commissioner and C.A. concerned. 
Any warranted Guider over 21 may take the Camper's Licence Test. A Guider 
may not enter for this test unless she has camped for a week or two week-ends 
under canvas in a Guide or Ranger camp, except by special recommendation 
from her own Commissioner and C.C.A. 

A Guider who has not camped for a considerable time, or who no longer 
holds a Warrant, may, with special permission from her Commissioner and C.A., 
be allowed to retain her Licence, but may be requested, before running a camp, 
to attend a week-end camp run by a C.A. 

Green Lanyard. This may be worn by Guiders, who, having passed the Licence 
Test, continue to be active campers. In this case an active camper is understood 
to be one who has camped within the past two years. C.C.A.s are responsible 
for the issue or withdrawal of green lanyards. A Commissioner who holds a 
licence may wear a green lanyard with an overall or other summer uniform. 

Endorsement. An experienced Licensed Guider who is maintaining a high 
standard of camping will have her Licence endorsed by the home C.A. 

Season Permits cannot be applied for; they are awarded on the recommendation 
of the District Commissioner and C.A. with the approval of the County Com-
missioner and C.C.A. to very experienced Licence holders, who have maintained 
a high standard in the camps they have run over a period of at least three years. 
Season Permits must be returned annually to the C.C.A., who, if she thinks fit, 
will endorse and re-issue them. 

(b) Guider's Camp Permit. This permit entitles a Guider to take a camp 
not exceeding 15 in number, including adults; the camp to be on a site approved 
by her C.A., preferably in her own county. Where a warranted Guider wishes to 
run a camp for members of the Branch in which she is not warranted, the 
permission of the C.C.A. should be obtained. 
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(c) Small Camps. 
(i) Cadet and Ranger Camp Permit.—This permit entitles a Cadet or 

Ranger to take a camp of 4 Cadets or Rangers; or up to 6, in 
which case one other member of the party must have camped 
recently. Two permit holders may run a camp together, but in 
no case may the total number exceed 8. 

Cadets, Rangers, and unwarranted Guiders who are holders of the 
Cadet and Ranger Camp Permit may take a party of Guides to 
camp under the same conditions as the P.L. Permit Holder, provided: 
(1) They are working regularly with the Guide company 
(2) They have recently attended a Guide camp 
(3) They have the permission of their Commissioner, Guide Captain, 

and C.A. (In the case of Cadets and Rangers, their own Captain's 
permission must also be obtained.) 

(ii) Overnight Hike Permit.—Subject to the approval of her Captain, 
Commissioner, and C.A., an Overnight Hike Permit may be issued 
to a Ranger who has passed Part I of the Ranger Service Star. This 
permit enables the holder to carry out camps of the type taken at her 
test. 

(iii) Patrol Leader's Camp Permit.—A Patrol Leader holding the Patrol 
Leader's Camp Permit may take a camp of not less than four or 
more than six Guides, provided they are in her own company and 
are under 16 years of age. At least one Guide, besides the permit 
holder, must have camped, and no camp may be for more than three 
nights. Each Guide must have a permission form signed by her 
parents or guardian and Captain. 

The camp must be in private grounds within call of an inhabited house 
where there is a grown-up who undertakes to help if needed. Per-
manent Guide sites where there is a resident warden may be used 
only with the C.C.A. 's approval. The permit holder is not finally 
responsible for the Guides in camp with her; there must be a qualified 
camper available who accepts the final responsibility, and a special 
understanding with the resident within call, in case of illness or 
emergency. Permission for any boating or bathing must be obtained 
from the C.A., who is responsible for seeing that the ordinary rules 
are carried out and must approve the person in charge. 

The permit holder must consult the C.A. about the site at least a 
month before she wishes to camp. 

(d) Overnight Hikes. Before undertaking an overnight hike, permission of the 
Commissioner and Camp Adviser must be obtained, except in the case of holders 
of the Overnight Hike Permit. For Mixed Camping see para. (h) below. 

(e) Holidays and Youth Hostels. Applications for permission to take Rangers 
or Guides to Youth Hostels, holiday homes, or other inhabited houses, must be 
made on a special form, C.12. When permission has been obtained from the 
District Commissioner and C.A., the C.A. of the area to be visited should be 
consulted as to the suitability of buildings, localities, etc. 

Sea Rangers spending a holiday on board a moored vessel on the Broads or 
any other place, should fulfil the qualifications for a holiday or indoor camp and 
fill up form C.12. For holidays in chartered vessels, (see Rule 106, page 146.) 

(f) Over-Fifty Camps. Applications for permission to hold a camp of over 
50 in number, including staff, must be made to the C.C.A. and will not be 
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given unless the camp is run in groups. Exemption to this rule may be given to 
schools and institutions. Except under special circumstances, the Commandant 
of a group camp must be a Camp Adviser. 

N.B.—A group camp is a collection of small camps, each with its own staff, 
under the supervision of a Commandant. 

(g) Extension Camps. (See Rule 90, the current Camper's Leaflet and 
Extension Leaflet, for the necessary qualifications.) If any Extension Ranger, 
Guide or Brownie wishes to join an ordinary camp or holiday, permission must 
be obtained from the County Extension Secretary. 

(h) Mixed Camps. Mixed camps with boys are permissible for Rangers and 
Cadets subject to the following conditions: 

(i) That the Guider who applies for permission to undertake a mixed 
camp is an experienced Licence holder and has organised other 
mixed activities. The application should be made through the 
District Commissioner and C.A., to the C.C.A., and in the case of 
Rangers, the C.R.A. should be consulted. The C.C.A. will notify 
the County Commissioner. 

(ii) if the boys are members of a youth organisation, the District Com-
missioner and the C.A. are responsible for ascertaining that the 
camp is approved by the officials of the organisation in question. 

(iii) That the groups concerned know each other and that the demand for 
the camp comes from them. There should be a definite programme 
of mixed activities. 

(iv) That the site chosen is one where adequate separate arrangements 
for sleeping and sanitation are possible. The C.A. for the site 
should be notified as soon as possible, so that she may pass the 
site as a suitable one for a mixed camp. 

(i) Auxiliary Camps. (See Rule 91.) 

2. UNIFORM 
Campers should remember that in all public places they should be neatly 

and tidily dressed in regulation uniform. 

3. CAMPS ABROAD. (See Rule 96, section 6.) 

4. CAMP ADVISERS 
(a) The County Camp Adviser. On the recommendation of a County Com-

missioner, the Camping Adviser for the Country concerned may appoint a 
County Camp Adviser, to ensure good camping in her county and to train and 
test campers. This appointment may only be held by a Camp Adviser who has 
held the Camp Training Diploma for at least one camping season. 

(b) The County Camp Adviser (Admin.). Where there is no County Camp 
Adviser in the county a County Camp Adviser (Admin.) may be appointed to 
be responsible for the administration of camping in the county. 

(c) The County Test Camp Adviser. The appointment of a County Test Camp 
Adviser should be recommended annually by the County Court of Honour and 
the C.C.A. (if there is one) to the Camping Adviser for the Country, or in 
England the Area Assistant. Before being appointed as a County Test C.A. the 
candidate: 

(i) Must have assisted a C.C.A. or, where there is no C.C.A., someone 
appointed by the Camping Adviser, or in England the Area Assistant. 

(ii) Should have held her Green Ribbon for at least one year 
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(iii) During the last two years have attended a camp approved by the C.C.A., 
and the Camping Adviser for the Country, or in England the Area 
Assistant. 

Her powers will be to pass Guiders for the Camp Permit and Licence and other 
camp tests. She should submit all plans for the tests and should work in close 
co-operation with the C.C.A., or, where there is no C.C.A., someone appointed 
by the Camping Adviser, or in England the Area Assistant. 

(d) The Camp Adviser. The C.C.A. may, in consultation with the County 
Commissioner, test and appoint C.A.s to help her. These appointments are 
annual and C.A.s are expected to keep themselves up to date by attending 
training camps, or other equivalent approved by the C.C.A., at least every two 
years. It is essential that they have regular contact with Guides or Rangers by 
running camps, and helping companies during the winter. 
DUTIES 

The duties of a C.A. are arranged by the C.C.A. on the following lines: 
(a) To act in an advisory capacity on all camping matters, and to visit and 

offer assistance to camps and pack holidays in her area. 
(b) To assist with training for the various camp tests. 
(c) To keep a list of suitable camp sites and pack holiday places in her area. 
C.A.s who have been awarded the Camp Training Diploma are qualified to 

test Guiders for the Camper's Licence. 
POWERS 

The C.A. may recommend: 
(a) The endorsement or withdrawal of the Camper's Licence or Pack Holiday 

Permit. 
(b) Closing down a bad camp or pack holiday. 
In both cases the final decision should be left to the Guider's own Commis-

sioner. 
FINANCE 

The travelling and postal expenses of C.A.s should be defrayed locally in each 
county. Expenses incurred in connection with camps from outside the county 
should be claimed from the home C.A. of the visiting camp. 
CAMP ADVISER'S TEST (Camp Training Certificate). 

A candidate for the certificate must: 
(a) Be a First Class Guide. 
(b) Hold an endorsed Licence. 
(c) Have passed the Camp First Aid Test. 
(d) Have had experience in different types of camps. 
(e) Have had some quartermastering experience in a Guide camp. 
At the test she will be required to: 
(a) Demonstrate and explain any branch of camping included in the Licence 

Test. 
(b) Show ability in dealing with people in camp, and organise some part of 

the routine of the training camp. 
(c) Show that she has a knowledge of woodcraft and can interest Guiders in 

the subject. 
(d) Show a knowledge of catering and the construction of camp kitchens. 
(e) Explain the organisation necessary for bathing parades in river, sea, and 

lake, and the means necessary for life-saving in each case. 
(f) Show a knowledge of different types of tents, including marquees, and do 

small repairs. 
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(g) Erect some structural part of the camp, i.e. roofing, fire-shelter, etc. 
(II) Show she is familiar with all camping forms, and procedure in relation 

to her own county and a visiting county in ordinary and special cir- 
cumstances. 

A written paper will be required. 
CAMP TRAINING DIPLOMA (see Rule 94, Section 2). 

5. CAMP RECORDER 
Where there is a shortage of Camp Advisers, Camp Recorders may be 

appointed to help with camp secretarial work. 

6. CAMPER'S LICENCE TEST 
(a) Choose, lay out and clear up a camp site. 
(b) With regard to health must show a knowledge of: 

Food; its cooking and storage; or hold the Quartermaster Certificate. 
Protection from cold and wet by day and night. Airing and drying. 
Sanitation; and water supply. 
Health and First Aid. 

(i) Know the general rules for the care of health in camp. 
(ii) Know how to prepare a First Aid tent and how to take pre-

cautionary isolation measures. 
(iii) Draw up a list of medicine chest stores and understand their uses, 

including that of a clinical thermometer. 
(iv) Be able to render First Aid in emergencies which might occur in 

camp, including the treatment of shock, bleeding, fractures, 
sprains, burns, bites (including snake bites), stings, concussion. 

Or hold the Camp First Aid Certificate. 
Safeguards necessary for: 

(i) Bathing in sea, river and lake respectively. 
(ii) Fire. 

(c) Draw up, with details applicable to the camp she proposes to run: 
Prospectus suitable for parents. 
A day's programme. 
Tabulated plan of orderly work. 
List of equipment and approximate statement of accounts. 

(d) Do the following in practice: 
Pitch, trench, strike and pack a bell and ridge tent. 
Erect screening. 
Make a camp fireplace and cook out-of-doors. 
Hoist colours with ceremony. 
Woodcraft. 
Use an axe and understand the care and repair of other tools and 
equipment. 

7. LICENCE FOR INDOOR CAMPS 
Where it is impossible for a Guider to camp under canvas a special Licence 

may be obtained enabling her to run camps in empty houses, halls or day 
schools, provided a thorough knowledge of the suitability of their condition, 
capacity and ventilation is shown. In this case, tent pitching may be omitted 
from her test, but in order to qualify for a licence for indoor camps, a Guider 
must be tested in camp, even though she is unable to sleep under canvas. 

The Camp Adviser in granting licences for these camps will write on the back 
of the Licence 'Issued for Indoor Camping only,' and the Guider will have to 
exchange this Licence if she wishes subsequently to take a camp under canvas. 
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8. GUIDER'S CAMP PERMIT 
This Permit may be issued by County Camp Advisers to warranted Guiders 

over 18 years of age who pass a test based on the syllabus of the Camper's 
Licence Test and have the recommendation of their Commissioner and Camp 
Adviser. 

9. PACK HOLIDAY PERMIT 
Brownies may be taken for holidays in furnished houses inspected by the 

Camp Adviser, but may not be taken to camp either by themselves or with 
Guides. In special cases (where no house is available) permission may be 
obtained from the Camp Adviser to go to schools or empty houses. 

The following safeguards must be observed: 
(a) Pack Holiday permission forms to be obtained from the Camp Adviser 

are essential, and will only be granted to warranted Brownie Guiders 
over 21, who hold a Pack Holiday Permit. 

(b) The number for a Pack Holiday must not exceed 18 Brownies. 
(c) There should be one grown-up to each six Brownies; with a minimum 

of three, one of whom may be a daily domestic assistant; odd numbers 
in proportion. (N.B.—Grown-ups over 18.) 

(d) No Brownie under 8 may be taken for a Pack Holiday. 
(e) The Brownie Guider who wishes to run a Pack Holiday should apply to 

her District Commissioner for permission. If the Commissioner approves 
the application, she will ask the County Camp Adviser to arrange for 
the Guider to be tested for her Permit. The special precautions necessary 
when taking Extension Guides to camp, apply equally to Pack Holidays, 
and must be strictly adhered to in the case of an Extension Pack or a 
Post Brownie. Only the holder of an endorsed Holiday Permit may take 
an Extension Brownie for a Pack Holiday. (See Rule 90.) 

(f) Pack Holiday Permits are necessary for any holiday, including one in a 
Holiday Home. 

Nom.—One of the helpers should be an experienced cook (i.e. have passed 
the Quartermaster certificate or Ranger Cook certificate or satisfy the C.A. that 
she has had adequate cooking and catering experience. Experience in dealing 
with numbers is essential). The adult responsible for health, if other than the 
Brownie Guider in charge, should hold British Red Cross Society or St. John 
Ambulance Certificates in First Aid and Home Nursing, or the Camp First Aid 
Certificate. 

For further information, refer to Pack Holiday leaflet C.19, obtainable from C.A.$) 

County Camp Advisers are responsible for training and testing for Pack 
Holiday Permits. 

The Pack Holiday Permit must be signed by: 
(a) Brownie Guider's Commissioner. 
(b) Brownie Guider's County Camp Adviser. 
(c) The Tester. 

Qualifications for the Pack Holiday Permit. The Brownie Guider should 
show a knowledge of the following: 

(a) Necessary preliminary arrangements. 
(b) Food—as regards storage and well-balanced meals. 
(c) Sanitation—ventilation, suitable quarters for isolation. 
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(d) Health and first aid: 
(i) The general rules for the care of health. 
(ii) How to prepare a sick bay and take precautionary isolation measures. 

(iii) Medicine chest stores and their uses, including that of a clinical 
thermometer. 

(iv) First aid in emergencies which might occur, including the treatment 
of shock, bleeding, cuts, fractures, sprains, burns, bites (including 
snake bites), stings, and concussion. 

Or hold the Camp First Aid Certificate. 
(e) Provision for bedding. 
(f) Safeguards necessary for fire and the boating and bathing rules. 
(g) Distribution of work in the house. 
(h) Prospectus suitable for parents of Brownies, including list of personal 

equipment. 
(i) A day's programme. 
(j) Approximate statement of accounts. 

10. QUARTERMASTER TEST 
This test may be taken by Guiders, Cadets and Rangers of 18 and over, and 

exempts the holder from the corresponding section of the Licence, Pack Holiday 
and Camperaft certificate tests. 

A Guider, Cadet or Ranger taking the Test must have been an assistant 
quartermaster in camp or have had equivalent experience. 

Show a practical knowledge of: 
(a) Catering. 

(i) Quantities; (ii) Menus; (iii) Ordering of Stores; (iv) Economy. 
(b) Cooking. 

(i) Fireplaces; fires, fuel and shelters; (ii) Methods of cooking; (iii) Practi- 
cal cooking (including superintendence of others) (iv) Serving of food. 

(c) Storage. 
(i) Store tents; (ii) Methods of storage and preservation of food; 
(iii) Larders; (iv) Care of utensils. 

(d) Kitchen sanitation. 
(i) Grease pits; (ii) Incinerators; (iii) General disposal of refuse; 
(iv) Washing-up and cleanliness. 

(e) General organisation. 

11. CAMP FIRST AID TEST 
This test may be taken by Guiders, Cadets and Rangers of 18 and over, and 

exempts them from the corresponding section of the Licence, Pack Holiday.and 
Camperaft certificate tests. The test may be taken by non-members of the Move-
ment recommended by the Commissioner. 

Qualifications: 
Have camped under canvas. 
Be recommended by her Commissioner and Camp Adviser, and have had 

practical experience which should be kept up to date. 
Test: 
(a) Know the general rules for the care of health to ensure campers benefiting 

from their life in camp. 
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(b) Prepare a first aid tent and know how to take precautionary isolation 
measures. Draw up a list of medicine chest stores; understand the 
administration of medicines and the external application of remedies. 
Use a clinical thermometer and take a pulse. 

(c) (i) Know how to prevent and treat shock, both immediate and delayed. 
(ii) Stop bleeding (including nose bleeding) and cuts with glass, and be 

able to treat septic wounds. 
(iii) Render first aid in the case of: fractures, sprains, bites (including snake 

bites), stings, burns, clothes on fire, fainting, concussion, heat stroke, 
epilectic and hysterical fits. 

(iv) Deal with: cuts, boils, blisters, sunburn, colds, sore throats, headache, 
earache, toothache, abdominal pains, eye injuries, dirty heads. 

(v) Know the general rules for the treatment of poisoning. 
(vi) Know the indications of serious illness. 

(d) Know how to carry injured persons and how to do artificial respiration. 
The tester should be a doctor, a nurse, or other qualified person in conjunction 

with a fully competent camper appointed by the County Camp Adviser. 

12. CADET AND RANGER CAMP PERMIT 
This permit may be issued by County Camp Advisers to Cadets and Rangers 

over 16 years of age who have the recommendation of their Guider, Com-
missioner, and Camp Adviser. They must hold the Camperaft certificate and 
have a knowledge of the camping, boating, and bathing rules applicable to this 
type of camp. 

13. CAMPCRAFT CERTIFICATE 
(a) Know the usual requirements for personal kit and general equipment for 

a week-end camp. 
(b) Make a detailed plan of a given or chosen site. 
(c) Be responsible for overseeing the pitching and striking of a tent, and the 

care of it in fine and wet weather, and be able to do small repairs. 
Erect suitable screening, and have a knowledge of camp sanitation. 

(d) Show a knowledge of the cooking and storage of food, and menus for a 
small camp. (Holders of the Quartermaster and Junior Quartermaster 
Certificates are exempt from this clause.) 

(e) Know the precautions to take when lighting a fire in any surroundings and 
how to deal with outbreaks of fire. Know six different kinds of trees and 
their respective value as firewood. Be able to use an axe. 

(f) Render first aid in emergencies which might occur in camp, and give a 
list of first aid equipment suitable for a small camp. (Holders of the 
Camp First Aid Certificate are exempt from this clause.) 

(g) Show that she has a practical knowledge of pitching and striking camp, and 
of clearing a site. 

This certificate may be taken on a mobile (lightweight) or standing camp 
basis, and the Cadet or Ranger must have satisfied the Camp Adviser that she 
has had sufficient practical experience before entering for the test. A permit is 
necessary before the holder of the above certificate may run a camp. 

14. JUNIOR QUARTERMASTER CERTIFICATE 
This test may be taken by Cadets and Rangers, and exempts them from the 

corresponding section of the Camperaft Test. A candidate for the Junior 
Quartermaster Test should have had experience in the Quartermaster Department 
of small camps. 
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(a) Make a menu for eight people for three days, and draw up a list of necessary 
stores and kitchen equipment; 

(1)) Know the essentials to be observed in the storage of food, care of utensils 
and organisation of washing up, disposal of refuse and care of greasepit; 

(c) Prepare, cook and serve a meal which must include: vegetables; a fish, 
meat, cheese or egg dish; a sweet; and hot drink; 

(d) Be able to answer questions on the food values of the dishes chosen; 
(e) Make a camp fireplace and a wood pile. 

15. PATROL LEADER'S CAMP PERMIT 
Qualifications 

A Patrol Leader must: 
(a) Be at least 13 years of age and under 17, and have camped in a Guide 

camp for not less than two weeks, or the equivalent. 
(b) Be recommended to the District Commissioner and Camp Adviser by 

the Court of Honour and a licensed Guider with whom she has camped 
recently. 

(c) Hold the Pioneer badge, and in addition— 
(i) Prove her ability to keep bedding and clothing aired and free from 

damp. 
(ii) Show a high standard of efficiency in the first aid section of the 

Second Class test; bring to the test a small first aid case, fitted by 
herself and suitable for a patrol camp; be able to give reasons for 
her choice of its contents. 

(iii) Show a practical knowledge of storing food; fire precautions; 
clearing up a camp site; choice and care of equipment. 

(iv) Have a knowledge of the boating and bathing rules and understand 
their importance. 

(v) Be able to improvise a flagstaff and hoist the flag. 
(d) Organise a scouting game. 
In special cases the Patrol Second may be allowed to enter for the test. 
County Camp Advisers are responsible for the arrangements for training 

and testing for all the above tests. 
All permits are valid for one year only and must be returned to the County 

Camp Adviser for endorsement. 
Hiker Badge (See Rule 61). 
Pioneer Badge (See Rule 61). 
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INTERNATIONAL. RELATIONS 
if you become a Scout you join a great host of boys of 

many nationalities, and you will have friends in every continent.' 

96. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
Through constantly increasing international contacts, through correspon-

dence and the exchange of visits with Girl Guides and Girl Scouts abroad, 
the Association seeks to promote friendship among girls of all nations as a 
contribution to peace and understanding throughout the world. 

1. WORLD ASSOCIATION OF GIRL GUIDES AND GIRL SCOUTS 
The Girl Guides Association is a Full Member of the World Association of 

Girl Guides and Girl Scouts; it subscribes to the policy and conditions of 
membership laid down in the Constitution of that Association and takes part 
in world gatherings such as World Conferences and World Camps. 

The Association desires to enter into friendly relations with organisations 
outside the British Commonwealth and Empire which have similar aims, but is 
not permitted to extend affiliation to foreign societies. 

County International Representative (See Rule 24). 

2. THINKING DAY 
February 22nd, the joint birthday of the Founder and the World Chief 

Guide, is celebrated as Thinking Day, on which all Guides are encouraged to 
give special thought to the world-wide aspect of the Girl Guide and Girl Scout 
Movement. 

3. THINKING DAY FUND 
Voluntary contributions are received on this day from Guides throughout 

the world. The fund is administered by the World Association of Girl Guides 
and Girl Scouts and is used to develop Guiding wherever there is the greatest 
need. 

4. POST BOX 
A member of the Girl Guides Association may get into touch with a member 

of the Movement in another country through the Post Box. Members of the 
World Movement so linked are called Pen Friends. 

The application for a Pen Friend should be made to the Post Box Secretary 
by the would-be Pen Friend, with her Guider's approval, and should include 
the following particulars: 

Name, address, age, Guide rank, country in which link is desired, language(s) 
in which the applicant can write, special interests, present occupation, and 
what the applicant hopes to gain from the correspondence. 

Would-be Pen Friends should have the ability and perseverance to write 
interesting letters regularly for at least two years. 

5. INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP COMPANIES 
Through the International Friendship Companies scheme a company actively 

interested in International Guiding may be linked with a company within the 
British Commonwealth and Empire, or in a foreign country. 

For full particulars, see the International Friendship Companies' leaflet, 
obtainable at Imperial Headquarters. 
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6. TRAVELLING ABROAD 
General 

The Guider should discuss the proposed visit or camp with her Commissioner, 
C.I.R., and also with her Camp Adviser if applicable. 

A company should have been running for at least two years before contem-
plating travelling abroad, unless those who form the proposed party have been 
members of the Movement for at least two years. 

At least one member of the party should speak French or German, or the 
language of the country to be visited. 

Qualifications of the Guider-in-Charge 
(a) For visits to Our Chalet, Hotels, Hostels, etc. The Guider-in-Charge must 

have powers of organisation and the ability to handle numbers over a 
prolonged period. 

(b) For Camps and Youth Hostels. The Guider-in-Charge must hold an en-
dorsed Camper's Licence and have had a good recent report. Members 
of the party should, if possible, have had previous experience of 
camping. 

Application Forms 
An application form for permission to take a party abroad should be ob-

tained from the County International Representative. 
For visits to Our Chalet, Les Courmettes (house), hotels and hostels, the 

signatures of the District and Division Commissioners are necessary. For an 
indoor or canvas camp and for Youth Hostels the signatures of the District 
Commissioner and Camp Adviser are necessary. 

The completed form should be returned to the County International Repre-
sentative, who will forward it to Imperial Headquarters. 

Wearing Uniform in a Foreign Country 
All members of the Movement, while travelling in a foreign country as part 

of their Guide activities, may wear a Union Jack emblem on their uniform: 
Guides, on the right breast pocket, all other members on the left sleeve four 
fingers below the shoulder seam. This badge must be removed on returning 
home. Cadets, Rangers, and Guides (not Guiders) may replace the Union 
Jack by a World Flag emblem which they may wear as long as they remain 
members of the branch in which they obtained it. 

Individuals Travelling in a Foreign Country 
Introduction Card. An individual travelling in a foreign country is recom-

mended to obtain an introduction card signed by the International Commis-
sioner for her country; she should apply for this card to her County Inter-
national Representative, enclosing a note of recommendation from her Guider, 
or, if a Guider herself, from her Commissioner. This card automatically con-
firms the right to wear uniform when taking part in Guide activities abroad. 

7. INVITATIONS TO GREAT BRITAIN 
Guests 

Before a company invites guests from abroad to camp, the permission of the 
District Commissioner and the C.A. is necessary. For indoor hospitality the 
permission of the District Commissioner only is required. If approached in 
good time, the International Department will endeavour to secure guests. 
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International Camps 
For an international camp on a District or Division basis application should 

be made to the County Commissioner, with the approval of the C.C.A. and 
the County International Representative. 

For a larger international camp application should be made to the Inter-
national Commissioner for the country, with the approval of the Commissioner 
for Camping of the country. 

8. MEMBERSHIP—FOREIGN NATIONALITY 
Membership 

(a) Brownies, Guides, and Rangers. A Guider wishing to admit a girl of 
foreign nationality into her company or pack should send particulars to the 
District Commissioner: name, date of birth, address in Great Britain, address 
(if any) in her own country and whether visiting or resident in the district. The 
District Commissioner should make enquiries as to the suitability of the girl: 
if the girl is admitted she will inform the County International Representative 
for her records. 

(b) Cadets and Guiders. Similarly, a District Commissioner, wishing to train 
a Cadet or Guider of foreign nationality, should submit the above particulars 
through the Division Commissioner to the County Commissioner for her 
approval. The County Commissioner shall inform the International Com-
missioner for the country. 

Enrolment 
Recruits of foreign nationality wishing to be enrolled in Great Britain as 

Guides or Rangers should make the First Promise as follows: 
'I promise on my honour that I will do my best: 
To do my duty to God, to my own country and to 
the country in which I am a guest.' 

Recruits unable to live in their own country and not wishing to promise 
loyalty to its Government, make the First Promise as follows: 

`I promise on my honour that I will do my best: 
To do my duty to God and to the country in which 
I am a guest.' 

The World Badge may be used for the enrolment of foreign Guides in British 
companies in place of the British Guide Badge. 

A member of the Movement already enrolled as a Guide or Girl Scout in 
another country should not be re-enrolled. 

Warrants 
A Guider of foreign nationality is tested for her warrant in the normal way, 

when approval to work as a Guider has already been obtained (see Section 
8 (b) above). 

Uniform 
Members from another country, while attached to the Movement in Great 

Britain, may wear either the uniform and badges of their own Association or 
those of the Girl Guides Association. It is a generally accepted principle that 
the proficiency badges of one Association may be worn on the uniform of 
another. 

a 
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KINDRED SOCIETIES 
`Every Scout ought to prepare himself to be a good citizen of 
the commonwealth of the world.' 

97. KINDRED SOCIETIES 
1. The Girl Guides Association is interested in all societies concerned with 

the welfare of children and girls, and agrees to the exchange of annual reports 
and to representation at annual meetings with such societies which express the 
wish to associate on the grounds of common interest or for mutual help. 

Guide units may co-operate with the local branches of any of the voluntary 
societies listed in the current Headquarters Annual Report without reference 
to Headquarters, but any form of co-operation with a society not included in 
the official list must have the approval of the Headquarters of both Movements. 

2. A Society which exists for the training of girls and wishes to include 
Brownie Packs, Guide, Ranger or Cadet companies as part of its organisation, 
may, with the approval of Imperial Headquarters, affiliate with the Girl Guides 
Association on the following conditions: 

(a) An affiliated society Girl Guide company will be officially recognised 
and registered at the Girl Guide Headquarters on the nomination of 
such society and on the recommendation of the Local Association 
and of the Commissioner, provided that its members agree to adhere 
to: 

The Threefold Promise. 
The Ten Guide Laws. 
The Rules of the Girl Guide Movement. 

(b) Prospective Guiders may be recommended by the governing body of 
the affiliated kindred society, and if approved by the Girl Guides 
Association, will receive warrants. Commissioners should not forward 
applications for warrants for Guiders in kindred society companies 
until they have the authority of the society concerned. 

(c) The company will remain an integral part of its own society, under its 
own administration, and be allowed to wear the distinctive badge of 
its own society on the left side of the patrol emblem. 

(d) Each affiliated kindred society will be entitled to take its own line in the 
matter of religion and to make its own by-laws on other matters, 
provided that they agree with the general policy of the Movement; 
they would therefore be submitted to the Girl Guide Headquarters 
for approval. 

(e) Badges will be obtainable through the local Guide committee on being 
awarded by testers appointed by that body. 

(f) The Commissioners of the Girl Guide Movement, being responsible to 
Headquarters for the training and efficiency of all Guides in their 
districts, will therefore visit and inspect affiliated companies in the 
same way as other companies. 

Where there is only one company in a village or district, and that com-
pany is an affiliated company, it may, at the discretion of the Local 
Association and the Director of the affiliated society, have an open 
patrol attached to it, and vice versa. (See also Rule 3 (f).) 

When the company ceases to be the only company, the open patrol or 
affiliated patrol ceases. 
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(g) Imperial Headquarters Executive Committee may approve the recom-
mendation of an affiliated society for the appointment of Guiders of 
high standing as Directors in order to encourage the development of 
the Girl Guide Movement within that society. 

A Director is responsible for the adherence of affiliated companies to 
the policy and rules of the Girl Guides Association. 

She wears the uniform of a Division Commissioner with the badge of 
her own society on the left lapel. 

These Guiders hold no warrant from the Girl Guides Association as 
Directors, but receive a letter expressing the concurrence of Guide 
Headquarters in their appointments. 

SQUARE CENTRES 
`The aim is to replace self with service, to make the lads (and 
girls) efficient morally and physically with the object of tiring 
that efficiency for the service of the community." 

98. SQUARE CENTRES 
Square Centres are youth centres sponsored by the Girl Guides Association 

and run by full-time and salaried Leaders holding the certificate granted by 
the Association after training. They are formed for the all-round development 
of body, mind and spirit of boys and girls, mainly between the ages of 14 and 
18, through the training and methods of the Girl Guide Movement, and are 
non-political and interdenominational. 

Management 
Square Centres are required to apply for and receive recognition from the 

Executive Committee of the Girl Guides Association of the country in which 
they are situated and to submit to the Headquarters Committee an Annual 
Report and Statement of Accounts. The administration of each Centre shall 
be the responsibility of a Local Committee, with a minimum of two Guide 
representatives and sponsored by the Headquarters of the Country. A Centre 
may only continue to bear the name `Square Centre' so long as it meets with 
the approval of the Headquarters of the Country. 

Finance 
Members pay a regular subscription, and each Centre aims at carrying out 

the Guide policy of becoming, as far as possible, self-supporting. 
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AWARDS 
`The only standard that counts is the amount of effort on the 
part of the individual.' 

99. DECORATIONS 
No jewelry, badge, cord, chevron or other decoration may be worn with 

Guide uniform with the exception of: 
(a) H.M. the Queen's Medals and Orders, and Awards conferred by the 

Heads or Governments of foreign states (worn on the left breast). 
(b) Awards of the Boy Scouts Association and the Royal Humane Society's 

Medals (worn on the right breast). 
(c) The Ambulance Associations and Royal Life Saving Societies sleeve 

badges, Army Signalling Flags, badges and chevrons as may be agreed 
from time to time appertaining to work of National importance. 
(These are all worn above the left cuff.) 

(d) Awards and badges described in P.O.R. 

100. COPYRIGHT 
The awards and badges described in these rules are the property of the Girl 

Guides Association (Incorporated by Royal Charter). They are intended for 
the use of members only, unless otherwise specified, and can be obtained only 
from Headquarters. 

101. GUIDE AWARDS 
Applications for Gallantry, Life Saving, Fortitude and Good Service awards 

should be made without the knowledge of the recipient on the appropriate 
forms, obtainable from Headquarters. They must be recommended by the 
County Commissioner before being sent to Headquarters for consideration by 
the Executive Committee. On ceremonial occasions Gallantry, Life Saving and 
Fortitude awards should be worn in uniform on the right breast, and Good 
Service awards on a ribbon round the neck. On all other occasions the appro-
priate ribbon for all Guide awards should be worn on the right breast when in 
uniform. 

Good Service awards are normally made only to those who have held war-
ranted appointments within six months of the application being made. 

Holders of Good Service awards, after ceasing to wear uniform, may wear 
their awards in mufti at Guide functions only. (The existing ribbon to be made 
into a bow, and the award hung from it.) 

         

1. Gallantry and Lifesaving. 
Bronze Cross (Red Ribbon). The highest award for gallantry 

for members of the Movement over the age of 18. It is 
given only in instances of the greatest heroism, where 
considerable risk of life has been faced. 

Silver Cross (Blue Ribbon). The highest award for gallantry 
for Brownies, Guides, and Rangers. It is given only in 
instances where great risk of life has been faced. 

Gilt Cross (Green Ribbon). Given for duty exceptionally 
well done, but where the risk of life has been less. 
2. Fortitude. 

Badge of Fortitude (White Enamel Cross on Navy Blue, 
with Cold Tenderfoot in Centre—Navy Blue Ribbon with 
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Gold coloured edges). Awarded to Brownies, Guides, and Rangers who have 
shown unusually great courage and endurance under suffering. In exceptional 
circumstances it may be awarded to Guiders. When the recipient is over the 
age of sixteen the badge should not be worn on return to normal life. 

A Bar to the Badge of Fortitude may be awarded to those who have shown 
exceptional endurance and fortitude for a prolonged period after receiving the 
Badge of Fortitude. 

Certificate of Merit or Letter of Commendation. These are awarded occasion- 
ally for outstanding examples of fortitude. 

3. Good Service. 
Silver Fish (Light blue ribbon, with navy blue edges.) The highest possible 

award for exceptionally good service to the Guide Movement as a whole, 
usually in more than one place or capacity. 

Beaver. (Navy blue ribbon with light blue edges.) Awarded for outstanding 
service to the Movement. 

Medal of Merit (Navy blue ribbon with white edges). Awarded for unusually 
good service to the Movement. 

Certificate of Merit and Letter of Commendation. These are given in other 
very meritorious cases. 

Good Service Certificate. This may be awarded by a County or Colony Com-
missioner to one of her Commissioners or Guiders for excellent service. These 
certificates are obtainable from Headquarters, but are not a Headquarters 
award. 

102. THANKS BADGE 
It is the privilege of any Guide of whatever rank, with the 

sanction of her Guider and District Commissioner, to 
present the Thanks Badge to friends outside the Move-
ment who do a good turn to Guiding. In special circum-
stances it may also be given to enrolled members of the 
Movement who do not hold any warranted rank at the 
time of the presentation. It entitles the wearer to make 
use of the services of Guides at all times, but does not 
constitute membership of the Movement. This badge 
may not be worn in uniform. 
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MISCELLANEOUS RULES 
103. BANDS 

For ruling about Ranger bands, see Rule 80. Guides do not have bands, nor 
do they carry drums. 

104. STREET COLLECTIONS 
Members of the Movement in uniform are not allowed to sell for flag or 

flower days, distribute appeals, or collect money in the streets. 

Carol Singing 
Parties of Guides, Rangers and Cadets (including a Guider) may go carol 

singing to private houses by invitation, provided that: 
(a) Consent is obtained from the District Cominissioner. 
(b) Any money collected is given to charity and not to company funds. 
All arrangements must be submitted beforehand to the District Commissioner 

concerned and at her discretion permission may be given to sing carols from 
door to door. The District Commissioner will be responsible for ensuring that 
a good standard of choice and performance is maintained. 

105. BATHING 
Guides may only bathe in places which have been approved and graded as 

follows: 
Grade A.—Requiring a Life Saver holding the Bronze Medallion of the 

Royal Life Saving Society, which must be renewed every five years; or 
the Life Saver Badge, which must be renewed every two years. In either 
case, the lifesaver must have passed the Endurance Test within the last 
twelve months. 
Not more than twelve bathers shall be allowed in the water at one time. 

Grade B.—As above, except that the time limit in the Endurance Test for 
the 200 yards may be extended to six minutes, and the number of bathers 
may be increased to twenty-four. 
In Grades A and B in addition to the qualified life saver there must be a 
responsible person on the shore, bank, or in a boat, who must have a 
distinctive signal to be used in case of danger and a life-line that she can 
use effectively. 

Grade C.—Baths and water of moderate depth. Requiring a responsible per-
son who is able to perform one method of rescue and release, to carry 
out artificial respiration, surface dive and swim 50 yards. Where there is 
a qualified bathing attendant the Guider responsible, if she does not herself 
possess the above qualifications, may make arrangements with him or her 
for the safety of the Guides. 

Grade D.—Shallow water. The person in charge must have a knowledge of 
artificial respiration. 
A Life Saver must have attained her seventeenth birthday. 

Endurance Test 
(1) Swim 200 yards. 
(2) Swim 100 yards back stroke without using arms. 
(3) Save a subject by second method with release 20 yards. 
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(4) Pick up a brick from a bath not less than 6 feet deep. One minute's rest 
to be allowed after the 200 yards. (2), (3) and (4) to be done without 
a rest. 

(If this test be taken in a swimming bath there should be a time limit of 5 
minutes for the 200 yards only. If taken in the sea it must be done within a reason-
able time according to prevailing conditions.) 

The Guider in charge of the company, pack or camp, is responsible for the 
organisation of the bathing parade and the safety of the bathers. 

The Guide authorities in each county will grade their various bathing places, 
and may adapt these rules to meet special requirements. 

This rule applies to bathing on all occasions and cannot be too strictly ob-
served. Due regard to it has already saved several lives, and has also exonerated 
Guiders from the charge of negligence. 

106. BOATING 
The following rules apply to all Guides, Rangers and Guiders wishing to 

take part in boat training, i.e. whenever they themselves take part in the coxing, 
sailing, or rowing of the boat: 

1. Before taking part in any boat training a Guide, Ranger or Guider must 
be able to swim 50 yards. (This need not apply to inland waters which are 
less than four feet deep, but applies to sea, river, or lake.) 

2. A Guider or Ranger must possess a Boating Permit or Charge Certificate 
before taking charge of any vessel for training purposes. 

3. If the holder of a Charge Certificate has not, within the course of the last 
three years, put her boating into practice, she may be liable to be re-tested 
before being permitted to take charge of a boat for training purposes. 

4. Where traffic is likely to be met, all holders of Charge Certificates using 
boats after dark should carry a card or book, containing details of the 
navigation lights carried by various craft. 

5. Wearing gum boots whilst sailing is prohibited. 
6. On the open sea, large lakes and on all tidal waters, all boats (sailing) are 

to carry sufficient life-saving appliances or lifebelts for all the crew. Life-
belts must be worn when the boat is encountering rough weather or 
broken water (if the inflated type they must be inflated when worn). 

7. Any boat used for training purposes, owned by the crew or not, must be 
in charge of (1) a Guider or Ranger holding Boating Permit or Charge 
Certificate; or (2) a thoroughly competent and experienced person from 
outside the movement who has been approved as suitable by the District 
Commissioner or County Coxswain. 

8. A boat shall only be taken over for ownership by a company or crew when 
the Boat Certificate of seaworthiness issued for this purpose has been 
completed; and such boats shall only be used when properly manned in 
accordance with the Boat Certificate. 

9. It is necessary to have a medical certificate before training for rowing in 
races. 

10. Examiners for Boating Permit and Charge Certificate tests may be 
Guiders of experience holding an equivalent or higher qualification, or a 
person from outside the movement, who should if possible be recommended 
as suitable by the Commodore of the local Yacht Club, Sea Scout Chair-
man, or Sea Cadet Officer. 

Wherever possible a Guider (preferably a member of the Sea Ranger I 
Section) nominated by the District Commissioner, in conjunction with 
the County Coxwain, should be present at all tests by outside examiners. 
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The examiner for Annual Boat Certificate may be a yachtsman, boatman 
or ship-builder with a knowledge of boats. 

Before being appointed, examiners for the above tests must be approved 
by the District Commissioner, or Local Association, and County Coxswain 
or (where there is no coxswain), the C.R.A. 

Boating Permits, Charge Certificates and Annual Boat Certificates may 
be obtained for issue in their counties, by County Sea Ranger Coxswains 
or County Ranger Advisers, from Imperial Headquarters. 

In order to ensure that unsuitable vessels are not used for cruising, no 
vessels shall be used until they have been approved by the Sea Ranger 
Adviser for the country who will arrange for the inspection. 

Before going for a cruise in a chartered vessel, the Guider-in-Charge of 
the party must fill up form R/CU. 

The attention of Guiders is drawn to the danger of allowing Brownies, 
Guides, and Rangers to use rubber rafts or dinghies, wooden floats, etc., on 
the sea, lakes or rivers. 

If Guiders hire boats in order to take their Brownies, Guides, or Rangers 
out as passengers, it is their responsibility to satisfy themselves that the 
person in charge is sufficiently qualified, and is conversant with local con-
ditions. The Guider must also be sure that those in charge understand the 
discipline necessary in any form of boating. 

1. OARSMAN CERTIFICATE (see Rule 79, Section V, page 82). 

2. BOATING PERMIT 
The candidate shall only be considered when recommended by her District 

Commissioner (for Guiders), and her Captain and District Commissioner (for 
Sea Rangers), as possessing the personality to take charge of a crew. 

For open boats under oars: 
The candidate must: 
1. (a) Show a knowledge of the boating rules. 

(b) Be able to maintain good discipline in the boat, understand proper 
procedure to prevent accidents, and the standard of efficiency and 
courtesy expected of Sea Rangers afloat. 

2. Be able to: 
(a) Row a boat single-handed. 
(b) Row a boat with others. 
(c) When acting as cox: 

(i) Know boat orders and use them decisively; 
(ii) Steer a boat under oars; 
(iii) Manoeuvre a boat to pick up a man overboard; 
(iv) Bring a boat alongside a vessel and landing stage; 
(v) Moor a boat securely. 

3. (a) Use the following knots: reef, bowline, clove hitch, fisherman's, sheet 
bend, and round turn and two half-hitches. 

(b) Throw an unweighted line 12 yards. 
(c) Show an elementary knowledge of towing and being towed. 

4. (a) Know the general rules for meeting, passing and crossing other vessels. 
(b) Know the sound signals given by vessels within sight of each other. 
(c) If boating near a port or harbour, know any local rules and regulations. 

5. (a) Know the beacons, buoys, landmarks and leading marks within the 
limit of her Boating Permit. 
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(b) Know the local tides, currents, reefs, weirs, locks, ferries, and any 
other hazards to navigation. 

(c) (For river)—know the etiquette concerning the navigation of locks, 
yacht club races, regattas, etc., which she may meet in her pre-
scribed area. 

6. Perform the Holger Nielsen method of artificial respiration, and resuscitate 
and treat the apparently drowned. 

For Sea Rangers—In order to ensure that weather conditions are suitable, 
permission to boat must be obtained from the Captain, or her representative, 
on the day that boating is to take place. 

The boat's crew should all be members of the same Sea Ranger unit, and 
should be reasonably efficient oarswomen. 

The boat used must be of a type with which the Permit holder is familiar, 
and the Captain (whether the Permit is held by herself or by a member of her 
crew) is responsible for seeing that the boat is manned with a proper number 
in accordance with the type of boat. 

The Permit must only be granted for use in safe waters, and the area in which 
it may be used must be strictly limited by the examiner and/or other responsible 
person (i.e. County Coxswain, District Commissioner, local boatman nom-
inated by District Commissioner). 

3. SAILING PERMIT 
The candidate shall only be considered when recommended by her District 

Commissioner (for Guiders) and her Captain and District Commissioner (for 
Sea Rangers) as possessing the personality to take charge of a crew. 

1. Hold the Oarsman's Certificate. 
2. Know how to sail a boat, demonstrating how to make and shorten sail, 

tack and wear, reaching and running, pick up mooring, and come 
alongside. 

3. Prove herself a useful member of a sailing boat, obeying instructions 
quickly and intelligently. 

4. Know the sailing terms in genera use, helm orders, and the names of the 
different parts of the boat, sails and rigging. 

5. Know the sailing rules (Articles 17, 20, 24), sound signals and storm 
signals. 

6. Know the salient points and landmarks within the area frequented when 
sailing. 

7. Show an understanding of simple weather signs. Show ability to make 
reasonably accurate weather forecasts, keeping a weather chart for at 
least a week. 

For Sea Rangers.—In order to ensure that weather conditions are suitable, 
permission to boat must be obtained from the Captain, or her representative, 
on the day that boating is to take place. The crew may not exceed three in 
number, including the helmsman; these should all be members of the same 
Sea Ranger Crew, and should all be able to pull an oar and have had some 
experience of sailing. 

The boat must not be over 14 feet, and should be of a type with which the 
Permit-holder is familiar, and the Captain is responsible for seeing that the 
boat is manned with a proper number in accordance with the type of boat. 

The Permit must only be granted for use in safe waters, and the area in which 
it may be used must be strictly limited by the examiner and/or other responsible 
person (i.e. County Coxswain, District Commissioner, local boatman nom-
inated by District Commissioner). 
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4. CHARGE CERTIFICATE 
For open boats under oars: 

The candidate must: 
1. Hold the Boating Permit. 
2. (a) Be able to scull over the stern of the boat.* 

(b) Anchor a boat. 
3. Use the following hitches and bends: rolling hitch, fisherman's bend, 

double sheetbend, running bowline. 
4. Candidate must show that she is an experienced and capable cox, and be 

able to instruct a crew in the theory and practice of rowing. 
5. (a) Know the steering and sailing rules for steam and sailing vessels. 

(b) Know the navigation lights to be carried by rowing boats and the 
distress, storm and fog signals. 

6. Have a knowledge of weather signs and be able to make a reasonably 
accurate forecast of weather conditions. 

7. Carry and be able to use a compass. 
8. Know how to rig a towing line and the precautions to be used when 

towing or being towed. 
9. Perform one method of life-saving and release, 20 yards. (In special cir-

cumstances, with the permission of the District Commissioner and 
County Coxswain or C.R.A., this clause may be waived providing that 
a qualified lifesaver is present in the Charge Certificate holder's boat.) 

5. CHARGE CERTIFICATE 
For open boats and decked vessels under sail: 

The candidate must: 
1. Hold Charge Certificate for open boats under oars. 
2. Be able to sail a boat, tack, wear, make and shorten sail, heave-to. 
3. Sail away from and pick up moorings in various states of wind and tide. 
4. Be able to manoeuvre a boat to pick up a man overboard. 
5. (a) Know how to use anchors and ground tackle. 

(b) Be able to use a hand lead line. 
6. If the boat is going to be used at sea, carry and be able to use a compass 

and read a chart. 

6. POWER BOAT TEST 
The test is for Guiders, and for Sea Rangers over the age of 18. 
The candidate shall only be considered when recommended by her District 

Commissioner (for Guiders) and her Captain and District Commissioner (for 
Sea Rangers) as possessing the personality to take charge of a crew. 

The candidate must: 
1. Hold the Boating Permit. 
2. Demonstrate the handling of a motor boat, including getting under way, 

manoeuvring to pick up a man overboard, coming alongside, and 
making fast. Pick up a mooring and know how to anchor. 

* Where it is not possible for the candidate to scull over the stern, owing to suitable 
boats not being available, an alternative test might be arranged in consultation with 
the County Coxswain and the Commissioner for the Sea Ranger Section for the 
Country. 
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3. Know the right way to load a boat with stores or personnel, and how to 
trim her correctly. 

4. Be able to answer questions on the maintenance of the marine engine of 
the launch in question. Show herself capable of doing small running 
repairs, i.e. to plugs, carburettor, magneto, etc. 

5. Know how to rig a towing line and the precautions to be used when 
towing or being towed. 

6. If the boat is going to be used at sea, carry and be able to use a compass 
and read a chart. 

Note: The following equipment should be carried in all power boats: Anchor, 
oars, fire-extinguisher, life-saving apparatus. 

107. AIR SAFETY MEASURES 

The following rules are for Air Rangers, but apply equally to any Guides, 
Rangers or Guiders who may take part in any air training. 

1. Before taking part in air training an Air Ranger must obtain the written 
consent of her parent or guardian (this must be in accordance with the 
official indemnity form, obtainable from Headquarters), and must have 
passed a test on Air Safety Measures. 

2. Gliding may only be done under the supervision of a trained instructor. 
Rangers may only fly as passengers in gliders where the pilot holds a 
Silver 'C' Licence, and permission has been obtained from the Chief 
Instructor of the Gliding Club or School concerned. 

3. An Air Ranger may only fly in an aircraft piloted by a qualified Service 
pilot, or by a civil pilot holding a commercial licence covering the type 
of aircraft to be used for the flight, or in a civilian aircraft, fully covered 
by insurance, and whose pilot is a member of an approved flying club, 
holding a private pilot's licence, and who is approved by the club's 
professional flying instructor for carrying passengers. The pilot must also 
have completed 100 hours solo flying and be experienced on the aircraft 
type. 

4. The following safeguards against accidents should be thoroughly under-
stood before undertaking air training: 
(a) The necessity for care, when on a perimeter track or runway, and 

the need for keeping clear of aircraft taxi-ing or in flight. 
(b) The importance of keeping clear of propellers and intake in wake of 

jet pipes, whether or not the engine is running. 
(c) Before assisting in starting an aircraft engine or touching any of the 

cockpit controls, understand the use of magneto switches and other 
accessories used in the starting of an aero-engine. 

(d) Propeller swinging may only be done under responsible supervision. 
Propellers should invariably be treated as if on contact'. 

(e) The use of chocks in parking and when starting and running up an 
aircraft. 

(f) Ensure that her safety harness or belt is fastened when flying, 
particularly during take-off and landing. 

(g) When engaged in gliding, know the importance of keeping clear of 
winch cables and of treating the landing area in the same way as a 
runway. 
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108. BOY SCOUTS 
(a) The Boy Scouts Association is our brother organisation, and our co-opera-

tion with it should be as close as possible. 
(b) The constitution, organisation and finance of the Girl Guides Association 

are entirely separate from those of the Boy Scouts Association. 
(c) When a Commissioner is considering any alterations to the boundaries 

of an area, it is desirable to discuss with the local authorities of the Boy Scouts 
the area to be covered. 

(d) Scouts and Guides should not be trained together except where joint 
training in specific subjects can be given under suitable supervision, with the 
approval of the Scout and Guide District Commissioners. 

Applications may be made to the Local Association or Commissioner for 
permission for joint recreation of Guides and Scouts. Where their committee 
is satisfied that this will take place under proper supervision, permission may 
be granted. 

(e) Co-operation between Senior Scouts or Rovers and Rangers may be 
carried out as a means of training. In all cases an agreed programme should 
be followed. The following joint activities are also suggested: Dramatic and 
other entertainments, folk dancing, play centre work, debates, joint represen-
tation on committees in connection with camping, and with training for joint 
service, and occasional socials. Hikes and rambles can also be arranged. Com-
missioners should be informed of such joint activities. For conditions covering 
mixed camps and hikes, see Rule 95, Section, 1 (h). 

(f) An exchange of Scout and Guide trainers is permissible for the teaching 
of subjects in which each is specially proficient. This must be arranged through 
the usual training and camping channels of the two Movements. 

(g) The joint training of Brownies and Wolf Cubs is permitted in schools 
or special cases authorised by the Commissioners. Such packs must be separately 
registered—the Brownies at Guide Headquarters and the Cubs at Boy Scout 
Headquarters. The officer in charge must be a woman and must be warranted 
by both the Girl Guides and Boy Scouts Associations to act in the dual capacity 
of Brown Owl and Cubmaster. Brownies should not be admitted to joint packs 
under the age of eight. 

(h) A Guide or Ranger who has been invited to help with a Cub pack may, 
subject to the approval of the Captain of her company, wear Guide or Ranger 
uniform at Cub meetings. 

(i) A Guide or Ranger acting as Instructor to a Wolf Cub pack may be 
allowed to wear the Cub Instructors badge, this badge to be granted on the 
recommendation of the Cubmaster. The badge will be worn by Guides above 
the left cuff and by Rangers on the left breast. 

(j) A Guider who is also a Cubmaster or Assistant Cubmaster may wear her 
Guider's uniform for all Cub functions. She must wear the appropriate badge 
and hat, and a green tie when acting as Cubmaster. In the case of a warranted 
Guider, she should wear Guide uniform at Guide functions. 

109. TRANSFERS 
(a) Before being accepted for enrolment in a company or pack, a Guide or 

Brownie who has previously been a member of another company or pack must 
produce a transfer paper duly signed by her late Guider, unless six months 
have elapsed, after which period she may be accepted without a transfer form 
provided her Commissioner approves. 
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(b) When a warranted Guider takes up work with another company or pack, 
or in another District, the appointment is to be considered as a new one, and 
her old warrant should be returned by the Secretary of the District from which 
she resigns, to Headquarters for cancellation, through the County Secretary. 
The new warrant will be issued if the Commissioner of the new District is satis-
fied that no further training is required. (Transfer forms for Guiders are obtain-
able from Headquarters.) 

(c) Guiders whose Rangers, Guides or Brownies are going to countries in the 
British Commonwealth and Empire should notify the Secretary of the Overseas 
Department, Imperial Headquarters, sending details of the girl's age, record in 
the company or pack, and future address. 

110. SALUTING 
When in uniform, a Guide salutes during the playing of the National Anthem 

at a Guide function; she also salutes the colours of a regiment, Guide company, 
or Scout troop. 

When the National Anthem is played in church or at a non-Guide function, 
the Guide will stand at attention, but will not salute whether in uniform or not. 

Scouts and Guides salute each other when in uniform. 
If a stranger makes the Guide sign, it should be acknowledged at once by 

making the sign back to her, and then by shaking hands with the left hand. 
If she then shows her Guide badge, or proves that she is a Guide, she must be 
treated as a sister Guide, and helped in every possible way. 

When marching in company or patrol formation, Guides do not salute with 
the hand. When passing other companies or Guiders, the Guider or Patrol 
Leader in charge alone will give the sign, and will at the same time order her 
company or patrol the 'eyes right' or 'left', as the case may be. Having passed 
the Guider or company the order 'eyes front' will be given. 

Guides do not salute the Navy, Army, Air Force or Police. 
Girls who are not enrolled do not give the sign. 

111. PUBLIC PARADES 
Combined public parades of companies are not allowed without special per-

mission from the Commissioner; and in the case of church parades, in no 
circumstances should a Guide be taken to a church other than that of her own I 
denomination, without the consent of her parents. 

112. FLAGS 
No flags, other than those listed below, may be used in ceremonial or carried 

in the street. 
The Union Jack 
The recognized flag of a country 
The World Flag of the World Association of Girl Guides and 

Girl Scouts 
Company Colours 

*Guide Standards 
Sea Ranger Burgees 
Patrol Flags 
Brownie Pack Pennants (in accordance with Note to Rule 37) 

* Guiders are advised to write to the General Secretary, Girl Guide Headquarters, 
before making Standards, in order to obtain expert advice on design and materials. 
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113. OFFICIAL MOURNING 
A two-inch black band to be worn by all members of the movement on the 

left arm above the elbow. 

114. SUPPORTER'S BADGE 
On the recommendation of the Commissioner a Supporter's Badge may be 

worn by non-members who are actively interested in the Movement. The 
possession of the badge, however, does not carry with it membership of the 
Association or the obligation to make the Guide Promise. See Rule 21 (d) 
and (h). 

115. MARCHING PRECAUTIONS 
(a) Parties of Guides on the march must have responsible traffic pickets at 

the head and rear. 
(b) At night such pickets must show a white light in front and a red light to 

the rear. 
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